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Abstract
The respiratory regulatory system is an example of a complex biological control system.
The principle goal of the regulator is to preserve the chemical balance of 02, CO2 and pH in the
body. Although much is known about the visceral aspects of the respiratory control system, such
as lung anatomy, gas exchange, and the mechanics of breathing, considerably less is understood
about the neural centers in the brainstem that give rise to known varied respiratory responses. A
more complete understanding of respiratory regulation necessitates better knowledge of these
underling brain mechanisms.
While the task of breathing may seem straightforward, the respiratory system faces many
challenges that threaten to perturb homeostasis. It has been shown that the respiratory system
adapts itself to better meet changing conditions, for example to meet the stresses of high altitude
or increased airway resistance. The question remains then: what neural processes in the
brainstem controller participate to engender such sophisticated autonomic regulation?
The primary aim of this thesis was to uncover and characterize the central adaptive
mechanisms involved in modulating respiratory output. A series of in-vivo animal studies is
presented that were designed to elucidate the organizational and functional principles of neural
adaptation intrinsic to the respiratory control centers. In these open-loop experimental studies,
afferent feedback from vagal slowly-adapting receptors and/or carotid chemoreceptors was
electrically activated. The dynamic respiratory control response was assessed by measuring the
efferent activity of the phrenic nerve. Administration of pharmacological agents was used to
determine the contribution of NMDA receptors to the observed responses. The roles of certain
brainstem nuclei were assessed by electrical lesions.
The experimental results revealed dynamic and temporal filtering properties produced by
adaptation and phase-locked gating respectively in the respiratory controller. These responses
demonstrated novel neural differential and integral computations specific to expiratory and
inspiratory control circuits. Moreover, mechanical and chemical feedbacks were shown to
adaptively modulate each other's neural transfer functions in an associative manner. Modeling
and computational studies were used to assess the significance that these processes may have for
stability and compensatory responses during certain physiologic states and diseases. It is
suggested that these neural processes may participate in the adaptive optimal control of
breathing.
Thesis Supervisor: Chi-Sang Poon
Title: Principal Research Scientist
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Figure 2.1 Block diagram of respiratory control system. Starting at the chemical plant, the body
is faced with internal (VCO2 and V2) and external (PIC02 and P102 ) chemical loads.
The output is a chemical concentration or partial pressure in the arterial circulation. The
peripheral and central chemoreceptors respond to these variables. The total chemical
feedback, in combination with a presumed feedforward command, is summed and
multiplied by a feedback gain, G. This signal projects to the RCPG which effectively
outputs the mechanical drive (Pmus is the muscular driving pressure). In combination with
the airway pressure, the total pressure differential drives the mechanical plant, which is also
dependent on the elastance and resistance of the lungs and airways. The resulting output is
the total ventilation, 17E. The vagal-volume feedback from the mechanical plant also
modulates the RCPG. This common description of the respiratory system is useful for
describing many typical chemostat responses, but fails for many other adaptive and complex
behaviors found in the respiratory system......................................................................... 38
Figure 4.1 Effects of repetitive electrical stimulation (at 80 Hz) of vagus nerve over 1 min
(horizontal bar) on phrenic nerve activity in a vagotomized rat. From top to bottom: phrenic
discharges in arbitrary units (a.u.) (Phr); integrated phrenic activity (Int phr); respiratory
frequency (f); amplitude of integrated phrenic activity (JPhr); arterial blood pressure (BP);
percentage CO2 level in respired air (CO2 (%)). Each point in the f and JPhr traces
corresponds to one breath. Insets at the top show expanded views of phrenic discharges in
the control period and at the onset and offset of vagal stimulation......................55
Figure 4.2 Adaptation of Hering-Breuer reflex. Mean responses (means S.E.M.; n = 5) in
respiratory frequency (f ) and amplitude of integrated phrenic activity (JPhr) before, during
and after 1 min vagal stimulation (demarcated by vertical dashed lines) at two different
stimulation frequencies. Note fast recovery and post-stimulus rebound of the response in f
but not in JPhr. The data from each rat were averaged over several breaths in variable time
windows that ranged from 1 s (at the onset of vagal stimulation) to 20 s (in the control
period), in accordance with the relative speed of response. Responses in each rat were
normalized with respect to the corresponding mean responses in the control period before
the data from all rats were pooled. .................................................................................. 56
Figure 4.3 Criteria for habituation of Hering-Breuer reflex in terms of the recovery pattern of
respiratory frequency (f ) with varying vagal stimulation protocols (indicated by different
horizontal bars; stimulation frequency, 80 Hz). (A) rate of recovery was inversely
dependent on stimulation intensity. Data show mean responses (n = 3) to 1 min vagal
stimulation at two different stimulation intensities (1.5 and 2.0 x T). (B) recovery patterns
were similar in consecutive 1 min vagal stimulation episodes separated by a 30 s
intermission period in one rat. However, the group data in three rats showed that the
magnitude of the initial inhibitory response at onset of the second episode was slightly
lower (-15 1.15 %) than that of the first episode, suggesting some residual effect of the
habituation from the first episode. (C) inhibitory effect of vagal stimulus was diminished in
the second stimulation episode when the intermission period was shortened to 5 s. The
magnitude of the initial inhibitory response was markedly decreased (-45 10 %, n = 3) in
the second episode compared with the first episode, suggesting that the residual effect from
the first episode (see B) represents a time-dependent short-term memory. (D) the short-term
memory of habituation became less pronounced when the duration of the first vagal
10
stimulation episode was shortened by half. The initial inhibitory response in the second
episode was not significantly different (-8.0 7.7 %, n = 3; P > 0.1, t test) from the first
one. (E) dishabituation and habituation of dishabituation. Thin and thick bars indicate the
stimulation of the first and second vagus nerves (at a stimulation intensity of 1.5T and 4T,
respectively). Note that strong stimulation of the second vagus nerve reversed
('dishabituated') the habituation of the response to stimulation of the first vagus nerve as
evidenced by the pronounced response evoked by the second vagal stimulus. However, the
response to the second vagal stimulus was diminished (i.e. habituated) when the stimulus
was applied a second time. Thus, the dishabituation effect of the second vagal stimulus was
itself habituated . .................................................................................................................... 5 7
Figure 4.4 Effects of intravenous injection of MK-801 on habituation and desensitization of
Hering-Breuer reflex in a vagotomized rat. (A) phrenic discharges and integrated phrenic
activity before and after MK-801 administration. (B) responses in respiratory frequency (f)
and normalized phrenic amplitude (JPhr) to 80 Hz vagal stimulation before (control) and 5,
20 and 60 min after MK-801 injection. Note that post-stimulus rebound in f remained absent
throughout the period after drug administration despite variations in the magnitudes of the
HB reflex and its habituation. The f plots were normalized by the quiescent level in the
control period before MK-801 injection while the JPhr plot at each time instant was
normalized independently by the corresponding mean level in the control period prior to
vagal stimulation. Horizontal dotted lines indicate reference levels at various experimental
states. ..................................................................................................................................... 5 8
Figure 4.5 Effect of NMDA receptor blockade on adaptation of Hering-Breuer reflex. Mean
responses in normalized respiratory frequency () and phrenic amplitude (JPhr) to repetitive
vagal stimulation at 80 Hz before (control) and 60 min after MK-801. Post-stimulus
rebound in f was absent (not significantly different from zero; P> 0.1) after MK-80 1. See
Figure 4.2 legend for notations........................................................................................ 59
Figure 4.6 Schematic diagram of transverse sections of rat brainstem at three levels showing
sites of lesion in the rostral dorsolateral pons encompassing the PB and KF nuclei in 5 rats.
Left, KF only lesions, bilaterally in 2 rats (areas filled or with horizontal shading) and
unilaterally in one rat (vertical shading). Right, sites of unilateral PB lesion and bilateral KF
lesions in two rats (areas filled or with horizontal shading). Insets are photomicrographs
illustrating the lesions (indicated by arrows) in two rats. Abbreviations: PB, parabrachialis
nucleus; LPBS, lateral parabrachial nucleus, sup; LPBE, lateral parabrachial nucleus, ext;
MPB, medial parabrachial nucleus; KF, Ktlliker-Fuse nucleus.........................60
Figure 4.7 Effects of bilateral Kdlliker-Fuse nucleus (KF) lesions on habituation and post-
stimulus rebound of Hering-Breuer reflex. (A) raw and integrated phrenic activity post-KF
lesioning before and after vagotomy in one rat. (B) responses in respiratory frequency (f)
and phrenic amplitude (JPhr) before, during and after 1 min vagal stimulation at 80 Hz
(indicated by horizontal bar) in a KF-lesioned rat. (C) mean responses (n = 3) in f and JPhr
before and after KF lesions. Post-stimulus rebound in f was abolished after KF lesion (P >
0.1). See Figure 4.2 legend for notations. Similar responses were obtained in animals (n = 2)
after bilateral KF and unilateral PB lesions...................................................................... 61
Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram showing hypothetical model of central adaptations to vagal
Hering-Breuer reflex. Repetitive vagal stimulation elicits synaptic accommodation of
glutamatergic (mainly non-NMDA receptor mediated) neurotransmission in NTS pump
cells (Zhou et al., 1997; Zhou and Poon, 2000), resulting in habituation of HB reflex. This
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process may be influenced by pontine modulation of neurotransmission in NTS (long
dashed arrow) (Mifflin and Felder, 1990). The vagal input in turn desensitizes pontine
neurotransmission (mainly NMDA receptor mediated) via neuronal projection of pump cells
to pontine pneumotaxic centre including the parabrachialis (PB) and Kdlliker-Fuse (KF)
nuclei (Ezure et al., 1998). Upon removal of vagal stimulus the pontine pathway is re-
sensitized and the absence of vagal volume-related input from slowly adapting receptors
(SAR) is compensated for by a tonic pontine drive that ensures proper inspiratory-
expiratory phase switching in the respiratory central pattern generator (CPG). Thus, pontine
pathway serves as a backup or fail-safe surrogate mechanism for the vagal pathway and will
'kick in' only when vagal volume feedback is suppressed. At the cellular level,
desensitization of the pontine pathway could result from presynaptic disfacilitation or
heterosynaptic depression (short dotted arrow) (Poon et al., 1999) of an excitatory tonic
pontine drive (as shown). Similar desensitization effects could also result from presynaptic
facilitation or heterosynaptic potentiation of an inhibitory drive (not shown). In this event,
the output of the adapting pontine neuron must be inverted by another inhibitory interneuron
in order to preserve the excitatory throughput of the pontine pathway that effects the
inspiratory-expiratory off-switch. Alternatively, pontine desensitization of the HB reflex
may also result from vagally induced enhancement of neurotransmission in other pontine
pathways that counteract the HB reflex, such as those reported recently (Mutolo et al.,
19 9 8 ) ...................................................................................................................................... 6 2
Figure 5.1 Simplified schemes of HP filtering neural networks. (A) Activity-dependent
adaptation (filled circle or filled triangle) of sensory receptor (R) and/or central synapse,
respectively, on step input results in exponential decrease of initial reflex response (depicted
in Inset) in a central neuron. For sensory receptors that are normally quiescent a
monophasic, half-wave differentiator response is obtained. (B) Tonic bias of sensory
receptor allows biphasic differentiator response with stimulus adaptation and poststimulus
rebound inhibition or undershoot. (C) Similar to (B), with adaptation occurring in central
synapse instead of sensory receptor. (D) Similar to (C), with tonic bias in secondary
pathway before summation (+) by an interneuron. (E) Similar to (D) with adaptation in
secondary pathway instead of primary pathway. The adaptation is in the form of presynaptic
disfacilitation if secondary tonic input is excitatory (as shown) or presynaptic facilitation if
it is inhibitory (not shown). In the latter case other excitatory tonic inputs are needed to bias
the resultant neural activity above zero. (F) Similar to (E) with the adaptation in the form of
heterosynaptic depression (desensitization) if secondary tonic input is excitatory and
heterosynaptic potentiation (sensitization) if inhibitory....................................................68
Figure 5.2 (A) Effects of repetitive 1-min CSN or vagal stimulation (0.1 ms pulses at 20 and 80
Hz, respectively) in control group (n=7 and 6) and MK-801 group (n=6 and 6). Responses
(means SE) in inter-burst interval (E-time, ordinate shown in logarithmic scale) of phrenic
nerve activity are normalized with respect to baseline value (control, 0.96 0.19...........69
Figure 6.1 Effects of repetitive electrical stimulation (20 Hz, at a minimal stimulation current of
1.2X threshold) of a carotid sinus nerve (CSN) over 1 min (horizontal bar) on phrenic nerve
activity in a rat with bilateral sectioning of carotid sinus nerves and vagus nerves. From top
to bottom: phrenic discharges (Phr); integrated phrenic activity (Int Phr); normalized
amplitude of integrated phrenic activity (JPhr); duration of phrenic activity (T); and arterial
blood pressure (BP). Each point in the JPhr and T traces corresponds to one breath. Insets at
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the top show expanded views of phrenic discharges in the control period and at the end of
C S N stim ulation. ................................................................................................................... 7 8
Figure 6.2 NMDA-R-dependent short-term potentiation of phrenic activity induced by CSN
stimulation. (A) Average data (means SE) showing normalized responses in the
amplitude of integrated phrenic activity (JPhr) and its duration (TI) to 1-min CSN
stimulation (demarcated by dotted vertical lines) and their recovery in the post-stimulus
period. Plotted are the responses before (left) and after (right) NMDA-R blockade by MK-
801. (B) Estimated time constants for induction and recovery of STP in amplitude (left) and
duration (right) of phrenic activity before and after NMDA-R blockade...................79
Figure 6.3 NMDA-R as a molecular switch and recovery of STP in Phr amplitude (left panels)
and duration (right). (A) Leaky integrator models of STP consisting of an ideal capacitor
(C) and leakage resistors (R2, R3, R5) before and after its NMDA-R-dependent resistive
components (R 1, R3, R4) are switched off by application of MK-801. During discharge
(recovery) the leaky integrator is disconnected from the input current source (IS) and
external resistors (RI, R4) along the vertical dotted lines. For Phr duration and immediate
reflex responses at the onset and offset of STP are modeled by an NMDA-R-dependent
series resistor (R6) which is short-circuited after NMDA-R blockade. (B) Model fits of the
responses in Phr amplitude and duration to 1 min CSN stimulation in control animals (solid
line) and those after NMDA-R blockade by MK-801 (dotted line). Experimental data
(mean values, filled and open symbols) are same as in Figure 6.2. Model parameter values
are: C=1F (normalized); R1-R6 : 4.7, 60.0, 10.9, 2.9, 18.8, and 5.OQ, respectively. The
values of Is are scaled appropriately in each case to match the corresponding response
magnitude. Other circuit configurations and parameter values may also be chosen to fit the
d ata . ....................................................................................................................................... 8 0
Figure 6.4 Hypothetical mechanisms of STP induction in respiratory neurons. Repetitive CSN
input via relay neurons in NTS enhances the efficacy of neurotransmission from a tonic
(e.g. central chemoreceptor) drive through presynaptic facilitation (left) or heterosynaptic
potentiation (right) in the integrator region. The total output then drives the corresponding
respiratory central pattern generator (RCPG) circuits that control the amplitude and duration
o f P h r. .................................................................................................................................... 8 1
Figure 7.1 Schematic of the RCPG consisting of seven core interconnected neurons, mechanical
feedback, and the pons. Filled stars indicate hypothetical sites of nonassociative learning.
Excitatory and inhibitory synaptic connections are depicted with arrows and circles,
respectively ............................................................................................................................ 88
Figure 7.2 Simulation results. Neuronal activities of each cell type, integrated phrenic, and the
lung volume during eupneic breathing. Membrane voltages are plotted in Volts while
integrated phrenic activity and lung volume are plotted in normalized units...............89
Figure 7.3 Three simulations of different pathophysiological states are shown: (A) apneustic
breathing resulted from coincident pons blockade and vagotomy; (B) lung restriction; and
(C) lung inflation. Panels B and C illustrate that nonassociative learning dynamically
modulated the breathing rhythm helping to nullify the effect of altered VVF..............90
Figure 7.4 Comparison of simulation responses with and without adaptation. (A) Deflation and
(B) inflation responses...................................................................................................... 91
Figure 7.5 Normal and pathophysiological respiratory scenarios are shown: (A) eupneic
breathing when VVF predominately controls I-offswitch while pons is densensitived by
VVF activity; (B) apneusis occurs when both the pons and VVF are removed; (C) during
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lung deflation, VVF is reduced/abolished and the pons becomes sensitized and maintains a
stable rhythm; (D) during lung inflation, VVF is enhanced, the primary pathway is
habituated, and the pons is desensitized ........................................................................... 92
Figure 8.1 Dual-process nonassociative learning and chopping effect. (Upper) Schematic
illustration of neural organization of dual-process nonassociative learning response to
repetitive primary and secondary inputs, with habituation (H) and sensitization (S) of
neurotransmission by homosynaptic STD and heterosynaptic STP (filled and open inner
triangle) in primary and secondary pathway, respectively. Sensitization may also occur in
primary pathway through homosynaptic STP (not shown). For simplicity, only one of
several possible primary-secondary pathway configurations (see Figure 5.1) is shown here.
(Lower) Upon cessation of primary input, memory in primary pathway is automatically
chopped off ('auto-chopping effect') from the output abruptly and becomes latent. ......... 125
Figure 8.2 Time and frequency response characteristics of integrator (left panels) and differentiator
(right panels). (A) The temporal response of a leaky integrator to a constant-step stimulus
(horizontal bar) consists of abrupt reflex increase/decrease of the response at stimulus
onset/cessation followed by exponentially increasing/decaying (potentiation/after-discharge)
on/off transients. A leaky differentiator has similar reflex components but with exponentially
decaying/rebound-increasing (accommodation/aftercharge) on/off transients, which are
opposite to those of an integrator (overlaying dotted lines). In both cases the off-transients may
be rectified, with the response becoming monophasic (not shown) instead of biphasic. The
time scales chosen are typical of oculomotor integrator and respiratory integrator. (B) In the
frequency domain, an integrator/differentiator behaves like a low-pass/high-pass filter. The
pass-band in both cases is the frequency range where the transmission gain (normalized to
unity) is highest and relatively constant. The high and low cut-off frequencies (vertical dotted
lines) of these filters are inversely proportional to the time constants of the corresponding
integrator and differentiator shown in A. (C) Examples of RC integrator (C=3.77, RI=1.60,
R2=24.0, R3=0.73) and differentiator (C=1.0, R1=1.75, R2=24.0, R3=10.2) circuits with a
current source (Is) input and voltage (Vo) output. Units are arbitrary and RC values
correspond to parameter values as defined in Eq. 1 for integrator (a=0.125; b=0.125; c=1;
d=0.5) and differentiator (a=0.125; b-0.125; c=-1; d=1.5). .................................................. 126
Figure 8.3 Compound neural integrator and differentiator models. Boxes show model
simulations in arbitrary units and parameter values. (A) Primary differentiator-secondary
integrator is realized by activity-dependent habituation-sensitization in corresponding
primary-secondary pathways. Step application of primary input at a constant firing rate
(inset) induces synaptic STD and STP (filled and open inner triangle) in primary and
secondary pathway, respectively, with corresponding temporal differentiation and
integration of the transmitted signals (upper and lower boxes). Primary differentiator is
monophasic (with abrupt termination of response due to auto-chopping at end of stimulus
train), whereas secondary integrator is biphasic. Resultant response (last box) at output
neuron shows a compound differentiator-integrator characteristic. (B) A double integrator
may arise from STP in both primary and secondary pathways. (C) A double differentiator is
similar to a double integrator but with STD instead of STP in both pathways. (D) A primary
integrator-secondary differentiator can be realized in a similar fashion with a STP-STD
combination. Structurally, primary differentiator (A, C) and secondary differentiator (B, D)
are comprised of the primary reflex in conjunction with an inverted primary and secondary
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integrator, respectively, demonstrating the complementarities of integrator and
differentiator........................................................................................................................1 2 7
Figure 8.4 Stroboscopic filtering effects in a nonassociative-learning double differentiator.
Conventions as in Figure 8.3. Afferent input applied stroboscopically in the form of an
intermittent, rectangular train (inset at leftmost arrow) allows systematic identification of
primary and secondary memory from the inter-strobe and between-strobe responses. (A) In
the absence of primary memory, inter-strobe filtering of phasic neurotransmission (box with
broken lines) leaves the response in the primary pathway unchanged from strobe to strobe,
in contrast to the STD exhibited in the secondary pathway. Resultant at output neuron
reveals a first-order differentiator response at inter-strobe intervals and a first-order inverted
integrator response at between-strobe intervals, with similar time constants for both. (B) For
a system with significant primary memory, between-strobe filtering of memory-dependent
neurotransmission (box with broken lines) leaves the primary memory evident only at inter-
strobe intervals and obscured between strobes; the response in secondary pathway is same
as in A. Resultant at output neuron reveals a second-order differentiator response at inter-
strobe intervals and a first-order inverted integrator response at between-strobe intervals. 128
Figure 8.5 Stroboscopic interference in a half-center neural oscillator. Stylized phase-transition
diagrams showing oscillation between two reciprocally inhibiting neurons with alternating
(indicated by thick blue arrows) active (red) and inhibited (blue) states. Constructive (+)
and destructive interference (-) characterized by phase prolongation and shortening,
respectively, are indicated by increases and decreases of neuronal sizes (denoted by bold
circles with arrow) relative to control (broken circle). (A) Primary interference elicited by a
stroboscopic input in the primary pathway (with interneuron 1') can be either + (left panel)
or - (right panel) when the strobe is on, and is null when strobe is off (auto-chopping effect),
resulting in a characteristic half-wave interference pattern. (B) Secondary interference by a
tonic input in the secondary pathway (with interneuron 2') is characterized by alternating
+/- half-cycles, provided the secondary pathway is not gated (left panel). This full-wave
interference pattern may be rectified to half-wave if the secondary stimulus is also
stroboscopic (with auto-chopping effect, not shown) or the secondary pathway is gated off
by a separate command signal during one phase-a phenomenon called 'cross-chopping'
(right panel). Such half-wave interference may be + (right panel) or - (not shown)
depending on the phase relationship of cross-chopping......................................................129
Figure 8.6 Working models of a double differentiator exhibited in vagal-pontine pathways
mediating HBIR control of the RCPG. (A) Non-gated model, adapted from Figure 4.8 (B)
Gated model, with the pontine input to the RCPG being inhibited during the I-phase. NTS,
nucleus tractus solitarius; E and I are expiratory and inspiratory related neurons in the
RCPG (square box), respectively. Broken lines and arrow indicate hypothesized neural
pathways and synaptic connections, respectively. For simplicity, only one of several
possible configurations of pontine projection to the RCPG is illustrated here. See text for
explanation . ......................................................................................................................... 13 0
Figure 8.7 Effects of stroboscopic vagal stimulation on the timing and waveshape of respiratory
rhythm. (A) Stimulus strobes delivered in the inspiratory (Si, upper panel) and expiratory
(SE, lower panel) phases induced distinct perturbations in the phrenic neurogram. Traces are
raw (bottom) and integrated (top) phrenic activity. Horizontal bars (red) indicate timing of
corresponding stimulus strobes relative to the respiratory cycle. (B) Oscilloscopic display of
phrenic neurogram illustrating the time-dependent effects of S (upper panel) and SE (lower
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panel) stimuli in one rat. Bold traces show the average fPhr waveform during 1 -min control
period (black) and last 10 s of an 8-min stimulation period (blue). Thin traces show the
cycle-by-cycle plots of fPhr recorded over a 10-sec time window at the beginning of
stimulation (red) and immediately post-stimulation (green). Arrows indicate unidirectional
and bi-directional movements of E-I off-switch under Si and SE , respectively, during the
early stimulation and post-stimulation periods. Note that neither stimuli had any effects on
the initial slope of the inspiratory wave, a salient characteristic that was consistently
observed in all animals and in the group data (not displayed). SE also had no appreciable
effects on the peak amplitude of JPhr or the slope of its post-inspiratory decline, whereas S
produced proportionate decreases in the peak amplitude of JPhr and in T1 (and
corresponding changes in the post-inspiratory waveshape), with a proportionality constant
remaining in the range 0.95-1.05 0.05 (means SE relative to control, n=5) throughout the
stim ulation and post-stim ulation periods. ........................................................................... 131
Figure 8.8 Stroboscopic interference of respiratory rhythm. Responses are expressed in terms of:
(A) frequency, f ; (B) inter-burst interval, TE ; (C) burst interval, T 1 of phrenic activity. Data
(means SE, n=5) were normalized with respect to corresponding mean values during the
control period. Control values: f , 58.8 4.9 cpm; TE, 0.75--0.09 s; T1, 0.29 0.04 s . These
values were similar for both S, and SE stimulation protocols. Vertical dashed lines indicate
beginning and end of vagal stimulation. Note S, and SE inputs resulted in divergent integrator-
differentiator characteristics inf and TE -... ...... .......................................................... 132
Figure 8.9 Stroboscopic stimuli delivered in the I- or E-phase resulted in similar pontine
adaptations. (A) Short-term memory of TE in the post-stimulation period after 8-min of S
and SE Stimuli, compared to a continuous 1-min vagal stimulus (means SE, n=5). (B)
Adaptation in TE induced by Si stimulus applied throughout the 8-min stimulation period
was also evident in the response (n=3) to a single SE stimulus applied intermittently at 1-
min intervals. The latter displays a similar adaptation pattern as that shown in Figure 8.8B
corresponding to an 8-m in SE Stim ulus. .............................................................................. 133
Figure 8.10 Decomposition of the HBIR double differentiator. Symbols are experimental data
derived from Figure 8.8 and lines are model curve fits. (A) The Si-integrator and SE-
differentiator responses in TE during the stimulation period are best fitted (P < 0.01, F-ratio
test) by a mono-exponential and bi-exponential curve, respectively. The relatively short
initial rise time (< 4 s) of the differentiator is neglected. Primary effect (response mediated
by primary pathway) is obtained as the difference between the SE- and SI-induced responses
and is best fitted by a single exponential. Direct (primary reflex) effect is obtained as the
constant part of the primary effect. (B) The SI-induced response in T 1 is best fitted by a
mono-exponential and is almost identical to the primary effect, as the SE- induced response
is n il. .................................................................................................................................... 1 3 4
Figure 8.11 Phase-locked gating or 'cross-chopping' of pontine differentiator. Insets show
corresponding phase-transition diagrams with and without gating. Red, active; blue, silent.
(A) Predicted T1 responses to Si and SE inputs if secondary differentiator were not gated.
Data were obtained as mirror images of the corresponding TE responses shown in Figure
8.8B. (B) Predicted T1 responses are more consistent with observed data (reproduced from
Figure 8.8C) if secondary pathway to the RCPG was gated off in I-phase (the gating being
shown here as an output interruption). Thus, the predicted/observed responses in B are
compatible with the data in A less the secondary interference component...............135
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Figure 8.12 Behavior of the gated double differentiator model. Traces are mean data from Figure
8.8. Insets are typical freeze-frame displays of phase-transition diagram in selected periods.
Model predictions are in excellent agreement with observed T 1 and TE data during and after
S, and SE stimulation. The montage of input-output relationships forms a logic 'truth table'
that serves as a basis for model formulation and testing..................................................... 136
Figure 9.1 A schematic model of RCPG processing of vagal-afferent feedback in control
condition. The pontine projection to the E neuron is gated off during inspiration. ........... 143
Figure 9.2 Examples of inspiratory promotion (I-promotion) during Si are shown. (A,B) show
control responses and (C,D) show responses after MK-801 administration at 20 and 100Hz
(2*T). Note reversal of the Si response from I-promotion to I-inhibition as the frequency
was increased and the quantal nature of I-promotion after MK-801. A singularity occurs at
an intermediate frequency (~80Hz) when both responses can be observed. Upper traces:
integrated phrenic; lower traces: stimulus marker............................................................... 144
Figure 9.3 Example of SE strobe stimulation with MK-801 block of NMDA receptors. (A)
Integrated phrenic (upper trace) with SE stimulus artifact (lower trace). Bar indicates two
seconds. (B) Primary TE response to SE eight-minute stimulation. (C) Out of phase T 1
response to eight-minute stimulation. Note the T1 response is in multiples of the control T1
duration, namely, one, two and three times control T1. This is a quantal effect and can be
seen easily in panel A as w ell.............................................................................................. 145
Figure 9.4 Four schematic models of RCPG processing of vagal-afferent feedback post MK-801
are illustrated. (A,B) depict a single vagal input with central filtering in the primary
pathway; (C,D) depict peripheral filtering of separate vagal projections from SAR and
RAR; (A,C) depict high intensity STP at I; and (B,D) depict a reverberating mechanism
acting on I. All models show an associative STP involving a tonic input at E. E: expiratory
neuron; I: inspiratory neuron; P: pump cell; RAR, RAR cell; HIF: high intensity filter.... 146
Figure 10.1 Effects of stroboscopic CSN stimulation on the timing and waveshape of respiratory
rhythm. (A) Stimulus strobes delivered in the inspiratory (Si, upper panel) and expiratory
(SE, lower panel) phases induced perturbations in the phrenic neurogram. Traces are
integrated phrenic activity and timing of corresponding stimulus strobes relative to the
respiratory cycle (horizontal bars). (B) Oscilloscopic display of phrenic neurogram
illustrating the time-dependent effects of S1 (upper panel) and SE (lower panel) stimuli in
one rat. Bold traces show the average JPhr waveform during 1-min control period (black)
and last 10 s of a 4-min stimulation period (blue). Thin traces show the cycle-by-cycle plots
of JPhr recorded over a 10-sec time window at the beginning of stimulation (red) and
immediately post-stimulation (green). Arrows indicate bi-directional movements of E-I off-
switch under S, and SE during the early stimulation and post-stimulation periods. Note that
both stimuli increased the initial slope of the inspiratory wave, a salient characteristic that
was consistently observed in all animals and in the group data (not displayed)............160
Figure 10.2 Stroboscopic interference of respiratory rhythm. Responses are expressed in terms of:
(A) peak amplitude, JPhr ; (B) burst interval, T 1 ; (C) inter-burst interval, TE , of phrenic
activity. Data (means SE, n=9) were normalized with respect to corresponding mean values
during the control baseline period. Baseline values: TE , 0-99 0.07 sec; T 1 , 0.39 0.02 sec.
These values were similar for both Si and SE stimulation protocols. Vertical dashed lines
indicate beginning and end of CSN stimulation. Note Si and SE inputs resulted in similar
integrator and differentiator characteristics in all three parameters......................161
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Figure 10.3 Time constants (mean SE, n=9) for response patterns. Onset (filled) and recovery
(hollow) time constants compared for SE (upper panels) and Si (lower panels) during control
and after MK-801 administration. From left to right, the time constants are for JPhr, T1, and
TE. Note similarities between JPhr and T 1 time constants during control as well as post MK-
801. Refer to text for time constant values......................................................................... 162
Figure 10.4 Decomposition of the CSN double differentiator in TE resulting from SE (A) and S
(B) inputs. Solid symbols are experimental data derived from Figure 10.2. The S- and SE-
differentiator responses in TE during the stimulation period are best fitted (P < 0.01, F-ratio
test) by a bi-exponential curves. The slow-adaptive effect was obtained by subtraction of the
curve fitted fast-adaptive time constant component (amplitude of 0.12t0.05 and 0.09 0.04
for SE and Si, respectively) from the total response. The fast-adaptive effect was obtained by
subtraction of the curve fitted slow-adaptive time constant component (amplitude of
0.07 0.20 and 0.05 0.02 for SE and SI, respectively) from the total response. The rapid-
integrator component was obtained by subtracting the curve fitted slow time constant
component (amplitude of 0.07 0.20 and 0.05 0.02 for SE and S1, respectively) from the
experimental slow-adaptive component, resulting in the nearly constant response..........163
Figure 10.5 Stroboscopic interference of respiratory rhythm after NMDA receptor blockade by
MK-801. Responses are expressed in terms of: (A) peak amplitude, JPhr ; (B) burst interval, T1
; (C) inter-burst interval, TE, of phrenic activity. Data (means + SE, n=5) were normalized with
respect to corresponding mean values during the control baseline period. Baseline values: TE,
0.77 0.06 sec; T1 , 0.34 0.02 sec. These values were similar for both S and SE stimulation
protocols. Vertical dashed lines indicate beginning and end of CSN stimulation. Note S and SE
inputs resulted in similar integrator characteristics in JPhr and TE, but different response
patterns in T 1........................................................................................................................ 1 6 4
Figure 10.6 Models of CSN central processing and control of respiratory rhythm revealed by
stroboscopic stimulation. (A) The control model depicts an indirect integrative pathway for
modulation of JPhr and T1 and two indirect parallel pathways modulating TE that together
differentiate the CSN input. All pathways are output gated. Long-term facilitation of JPhr
and T 1 is not shown. (B) The model is different post NMDA-R blockade by MK-801
application. Namely, the effect on T 1 is now dependent on the phase of CSN activity due to
two input-gated parallel pathways, while the pontine memory has been abolished. Double
arrows represent tonic activity independent of afferent stimulation.....................165
Figure 11.1 Experimental methodology. In this case, the vagus nerve is the primary stimulus and
the CSN nerve is the secondary stimulus. (A) Typical adaptive response in respiratory
frequency to vagal SE stimulation, namely a negative biphasic differentiating response. (B)
Typical adaptive response in respiratory frequency to CSN SE stimulation, namely a positive
biphasic differentiating response, taken as the control response. (C) The null hypothesis
predicts that notwithstanding prior vagal stimulation, the adaptive CSN response will be
statistically similar to the control CSN response................................................................. 176
Figure 11.2 Paired and unpaired stimulation responses in V-C group. Responses are expressed
as (A) normalized frequency and (B) normalized expiration time (TE). Data (mean SE,
n=4) were normalized with respect to the control mean values prior to any stimulation.
Paired and unpaired baseline values were similar. The control CSN responses exhibited
typical rapid onset responses with subsequent habitation followed by large post-stimulus
rebounds. In contrast the paired CSN response showed a slow integrative onset with no
apparent habituation and a minor post-stimulus rebound. .................................................. 177
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Figure 11.3 Influence of vagal induced dynamics in V-C group. (A) The mean paired response
in expiration time (TE) is replotted from Figure 11.2 along with the extended curve fit of the
vagal induced response (solid line). (B) The absolute CSN paired response was calculated
by subtracting the curve fit from the total response shown in panel A. The result compared
to the CSN only response still reveals different onset and offset magnitudes as well as
habituation during CSN stimulation. The calculated response is fit by an onset exponential
(-r = 3.41+0.31s) and small habitation exponential during CSN stimulation (r =
398.85 47 .5 1 s)........................................................ ......................................................... 178
Figure 11.4 Paired stimulation responses in C-V group. Responses are expressed as (A)
normalized frequency and (B) normalized expiration time (TE). Data (mean +tSE, n=2)
were normalized with respect to the control mean values prior to CSN stimulation. Paired
stimulation responses exhibit typical onset step and offset rebound responses as well as
habituation during vagal stim ulation...................................................................................179
Figure 11.5 Influence of CSN induced dynamics in C-V group. (A) The mean paired response in
expiration time (TE) is replotted from Figure 11.4 along with the extended curve fit of the
CSN induced response (solid line). (B) The absolute vagal paired response was calculated
by subtracting the curve fit from the total response shown in panel A. Comparison to vagus
only response from a different group of animals (n=5) reveals similar yet larger onset and
offset responses and habituation during paired vagal stimulation. The calculated response
is best fit by a double exponential (T1 = 25.89 16.37s, T 2 = 193.38 114.28 s).............180
Figure 11.6 (A) Curve fits of control responses and paired responses for CSN and vagal
stimulations. (B) Frequency response plots in log-log scale demonstrate HP filtering
effects in the control. However, the HP filter in the CSN pathway is converted to a LP
filter when paired with vagus stimulation. With the paired CSN stimulus, the vagal HP
filter becomes more pronounced with an increased gain ratio at high frequencies.............181
Figure 11.7 Models of pontine associative adaptation. (A) Co-located CSN and vagal inputs
sensitize and desensitize a tonic drive, respectively. An excitatory pontine output projects
to expiratory neurons in the medulla. (B) The same associative adaptation responses can be
produced with the two inputs in series, here with the CSN input downstream of the vagal
input. (C) Similar to (B) but with the vagal input downstream of the CSN input. ........... 182
Figure 12.1 Block diagram summary of afferent nerve frequency and temporal filtering. Vagal
feedback is processed differently when stimulations occur during expiration and inspiration.
Conversely, CSN feedback is processed similary. Solid and broken lines indicate positive
and negative effects, respectively. HP: high-pass filter; LP: low-pass filters; SE: stimulation
during expiration; SI: stimulation during inspiration..........................................................193
Figure 12.2 Block diagram summary of cross-modal afferent nerve effects on central frequency
and temporal filtering. Vagal feedback acts to suppress the HP filter #4. Conversely, CSN
feedback enhances HP filter #1, and probably LP filter #2. Solid and broken lines indicate
positive and negative effects, respectively. HP: high-pass filter; LP: low-pass filters. ..... 194
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List of Abbreviations
ARDS acute respiratory distress syndrome
JPhr amplitude of integrated phrenic neurogram
COPD chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
CNS central nervous system
CSN carotid sinus nerve
dl dorsal lateral
DRG dorsal respiratory group
E expiratory respiratory cycle
EEV end-expiratory volume
f frequency of respiration
HBDR Hering-Breuer deflation reflex
HBIR Hering-Breuer inflation reflex
I inspiratory respiratory cycle












PRG pontine respiratory group
(P)HFD (post) hypoxic frequency decline
PSR pulmonary stretch receptors
RAR rapidly adapting receptors
RCPG respiratory central pattern generator
SAR slowly adapting receptors
SE stimulation during expiratory cycle
S, stimulation during inspiratory cycle
SIDS sudden infant death syndrome
SIFT stroboscopic interferometric filtering technique
STD short-term depression
STP short-term potentiation
TE duration of expiratory cycle
T, duration of inspiratory cycle
vl ventral lateral




The essence of homeostasis is that of constancy. From glucose to temperature, sodium to
oxygen, the body continually undergoes regulation of all its vital physiologic states. In the
words of Claude Bernard, often considered the father of experimental physiology,
The constancy of the internal environment is the condition that life should be
free and independent... So far from the higher animal being indifferent to the
external world, it is on the contrary in a precise and informed relation with it, in
such a way that its equilibrium results from a continuous and delicate
compensation, established as by the most sensitive of balances. (Bernard, 1878,
1974)
The amazing phenomenon of this biological balance has been well appreciated and explored
since Bernard's observations. To describe this concept, physiologist Walter B. Cannon later
coined the term homeostasis in 1926 and hypothesized in his seminal work, The Wisdom of the
Body, the first notions of a biological automatic controller (Cannon, 1932). However, the body's
complex, multi-layer, multi-pathway organization and sophisticated dynamical strategies for
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efficient regulation remain largely obscure (Dworkin, 1993; Poon and Siniaia, 2000; Somjen,
1992).
Optimal behavior has long been postulated in organisms that compete for survival
(Burkhoff et al., 1994; Parker and Smith, 1990). While such optimization notions are commonly
accepted in reference to behaviors emerging from higher brain centers, for example in the control
of saccadic eye movement by the cerebellum (Harris, 1998) or in foraging behaviors (Stephens
and Krebs, 1986), their relations and applications to the study of homeostasis are less well
understood or appreciated. This disparity does not reflect the large body of evidence in support
of similar sophistication in autonomic physiologic regulation (Dworkin, 1993).
The notions of self-optimization and adaptive control in respiratory regulation were first
proposed as a general framework from which to explore the complexities of respiratory control
(Priban and Fincham, 1965). Priban and Fincham wrote:
The underlying principle of operation, the maximization of an average
functional index, may be applied to the study of the most complex [biological]
systems... The [respiratory] controller predicts the activity which will keep the
performance of the respiratory system at is optimum. For this prediction the
controller uses information fed back during previous breaths. (Priban and
Fincham, 1965)
Since this early insight into the higher organization of the respiratory system, many studies have
supported the optimal nature of respiratory control (eg. Ghazanshahi and Khoo, 1993; Levine et
al., 2000; Poon, 1983; Poon, 1992; Yamashiro and Grodins, 1971).
Moreover, the neural respiratory controller's propensity and abilities for adaptation have
been documented (reviewed in Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986 and Poon and Siniaia, 2000).
Various examples can be found in the mechanical (Karczewski and Romaniuk, 1980; Stanley et
al., 1975; Younes and Polacheck, 1985) and chemical (Hayashi et al., 1993; McCrimmon et al.,
1997; Wagner and Eldridge, 1991) pathways. Nevertheless, the organizational principles,
dynamic adaptive strategies, gating, and location of the relevant adaptations in the neural
respiratory controller have remained largely unclear.
To better understand the roles of adaptation in the control of breathing, this thesis
explores central neural mechanisms that process afferent respiratory feedback. Via experimental
animal studies, novel nonassociative and associative adaptive processes were indeed uncovered
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and characterized. Accompanying theoretical and modeling studies afforded new organizational
principles that may underlie mechanical and chemical respiratory feedback processing. The
adaptive neuronal mechanisms were shown to function as computational analogs for integral and
differential operators and, by comparison to engineering control principles, have important
implications for the stability and flexibility of respiratory regulation.
While this work is focused on the brainsten neural mechanisms as they relate to
respiratory control, the implications of the findings herein extend to other autonomic regulatory
systems and in some cases to the higher brain at large. Several characteristics of the respiratory
control system differentiate it from other brain systems making it particularly amenable to the
exploration of adaptation and optimization in neuronal systems. These features include: a) a
comparatively small number of neural structures; b) significant prior knowledge of the neural
connections, transmitters and nuclei involved in respiratory pattern generation; c) well defined
sensory inputs (i.e. vagal volume and carotid chemoreceptor feedback) that are available for well
timed electrical stimuli; d) prior studies having demonstrated gross optimal respiratory behavior
in response to diseased states and exogenous/endogenous challenges; e) prior in-vitro and in-vivo
evidence of synaptic plasticity within respiratory brain centers supporting the notion of complex
neuronal computations in respiratory control; f) a clearly defined task, namely that of persevering
homeostasis.
1.1. Organization of Thesis
Following this introduction, an overview of the respiratory system is presented in Chapter
2 with an emphasis on the important neural components that make up the respiratory controller.
Recent studies are cited in reference to respiratory feedback, adaptation and memory. Brief
introductions to the classic chemostat model and an optimization model for respiratory control
are presented as well as a discussion of various disorders in the neural and mechanical domains
of the respiratory system.
To minimize repetition, Chapter 3 describes the methods used for the experiments
presented in later chapters, as many of these procedures were repeated with minor variations.
The animal preparation, electrophysiology, and stroboscopic stimulation protocols are all
discussed. The methods for statistical analysis are also mentioned.
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Chapter 4 reports the novel habituation and desensitization processes found to modulate
the classic Hering-Breuer reflex. In this study, the vagus nerve is activated by a step input over a
one-minute period and the adaptive components are analyzed. This method of system
identification resembles that used in engineering systems. Experiments elucidate the dependence
of NMDA receptors and specific pontine nuclei on these nonassociative adaptive mechanisms.
This Chapter sets the stage for later experiments that explore these adaptive processes and
pathways in greater detail.
High-pass (HP) filtering of CSN and vagal afferent signals is presented in Chapter 5.
Both products of nonassociative adaptation, these HP filters were found to solely modulate
expiration duration and to depend on NMDA receptor activity. The importance of such
differentiators/HP filters for stable respiratory control is discussed.
In Chapter 6 short-term potentiation (STP) as a neural correlate for leaky integration and
low pass (LP) filtering is presented based on responses to CSN nerve activation. This integrative
process is shown to effect inspiratory drive and duration. Similar to the other nonassociative
mechanisms uncovered, this low pass integrator is also modulated by NMDA receptors.
Comparisons are drawn between this integrator and those found in other neural systems.
Stability implications of such LP filtering of afferent transmission are discussed in reference to
the autonomic respiratory controller.
Based on these experimental findings, Chapter 7 presents a closed-loop neural network
model of respiratory pattern generation demonstrating the effects of nonassociative learning in
vagal-pontine pathways. The simulation results illuminate possible compensatory behaviors of
the respiratory controller during certain pathophysiological states.
With the prior experimental results as a foundation, Chapter 8 presents a novel
stroboscopic stimulation protocol used to systematically identify the nonassociative adaptive and
logic-gating components in the Hering-Breuer inflation reflex. A trimodal theory of
nonassociative adaptation is proposed as a basis for neural integral and differential computations.
Besides shedding light on the organizational principles of the respiratory controller, the results
have important implications for studies of animal behaviors when multi-pathway dynamics and
adaptations accompany afferent activation.
Chapter 9 reports novel gating and memory responses in the vagal control of respiration
after NMDA receptor blockade. Stroboscopic stimulation revealed quantized inspiratory-
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promoting effects, threshold gating, and associative adaptation. Based on these findings, several
models of central processing of vagal neuronal traffic after NMDA receptor blockade are
proposed.
The stroboscopic filtering technique also afforded a more thorough understanding of the
central processing of CSN afferent inputs. Chapter 10 presents these results contrasting the
organization of CSN processing mechanisms to those of the vagal afferent pathways. Models are
proposed to account for the indirect responses, post stimulus rebounds, and gating mechanisms.
The effects of NMDA receptor blockade on these mechanisms are also analyzed.
The hypothesis that the neural respiratory controller is capable of associative adaptation
is tested by experiments reported in Chapter 11. Novel responses to the co-activation of vagal
and CSN afferent inputs suggest the affirmative. These results have important implications for
understanding the sophistication and computational capabilities intrinsic to the neural respiratory
controller.
The concluding Chapter summarizes these findings and provides perspectives for
respiratory regulation and autonomic control in general.
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2. Background
The motor act of breathing maintains homeostasis in the body, in particular it stabilizes
the body's 02, C02 , and pH levels. Though voluntary control of breathing is possible and
necessary for such acts as swallowing and speech, the continuous regulation of breathing is
autonomic, namely it requires no conscious thought. In fact, as you breathe now, you are
ventilating roughly 450 liters of air per hour, without a second thought.
The following sections provide an overview of the brain structures involved in autonomic
respiratory control as well as the afferent pathways that provide critical and continuous feedback
information.
2.1. Medullary Respiratory Centers
The vital neurons responsible for maintaining the respiratory pattern are located in the
medulla. The neurons in this brainstem region have been classified by location, namely either
dorsal or ventral respiratory groups, as well as by their phasic activity, namely inspiratory,
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expiratory, and inspiratory/expiratory groups. The dorsal and ventral respiratory groups are
bilaterally symmetric.
2.1.1. Dorsal Respiratory Group
Neurons in the dorsal respiratory group (DRG) are located bilaterally in the nucleus
tractus solitari (NTS) and are mostly inspiratory related (Cohen and Feldman, 1984). These
neurons provide the primary inspiratory stimulus by projecting contra-laterally to the phrenic
motoneuron in the spinal chord. Besides being the major site for the inspiratory output, the NTS
region also receives the majority of afferent feedback. Namely central and peripheral
chemoreceptors, lung stretch receptors, as well as descending cortical and pontine activity all
converge on the NTS to modulate the respiratory rhythm and drive. Neurons in the DRG inhibit
expiratory neurons in the ventral respiratory group.
2.1.2. Ventral Respiratory Group
The ventral respiratory group (VRG) is composed of both inspiratory and expiratory
neuronal groups. Starting with the most rostral, the Bdtzinger's Complex (B6tC) contains
expiratory neurons that inhibit both inspiratory NTS and phrenic motor neurons. Slightly caudal
to the B&tC is the preB6tzinger's Complex (preB6tC). In young animals, preBdtC is thought to
provide the primary respiratory rhythm via its intrinsic bursting or pacemaker-like activity
(Rekling and Feldman, 1998). The nucleus retro-ambigualis (NRA) is a ventral-lateral column
that is often divided in rostral and caudal groups. The rostral group is called the nucleus para-
ambigualis (NPA) and contains spike-incrementing inspiratory neurons. The caudal portion of
the NRA contains expiratory neurons that project to expiratory related motoneurons, e.g. internal
intercostal and abdominal muscles, at high ventilatory rates. Medial to the NRA is the nucleus
ambiguus (NA) which contains inspiratory neurons. The neurons in the NA project to
musculature that control upper airway resistance during inspiration.
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2.2. Pontine Respiratory Group
Appreciation for a pontine role in respiratory control has existed since the early part of
this century (Lumsden, 1923), however its local organization and function in normal and
diseased respiratory states remains largely obscure. Besides having a modulatory role on the
respiratory rhythm, the pons may also act as a relay center from and to higher brain centers. For
example, the pontine respiratory group (PRG) is known to receive projections from the
hypothalamus (Aas and Brodal, 1988) and transmit respiratory information to the diencephalon,
mesencephalon (Chen et al., 1991) and the amygdala (Frysinger et al., 1988).
The dorsolateral (dl) region of the rostral PRG or "pneumotaxic center", is composed of
the parabrachialis medialis (PBM) and the nucleus Kblliker-Fuse (KF). These nuclei are
considered important for terminating inspiration, for bilateral ablation of these nuclei or pons-
medulla transections result in prolonged inspiration. Furthermore, if both vagus nerves are
severed in addition to PBM and KF lesions, severe apneustic breathing results characterized by
long, plateau inspiratory discharges and short, gasp-like expiratory periods (Euler, 1986,
Jodkowski et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1993). However the influence of the dl pons on respiratory
output is made less certain as both inspiratory- and expiratory-facilitation have been
demonstrated (Chamberlin and Saper, 1994; Chamberlin and Saper, 1998). The ventrolateral
(vl) pons, including the A5 region, has received recent attention as lesions and local activation of
this region appear to modulate expiration but not inspiration (Jodkowski et al., 1997). The vl
pons has also been shown to effect the post-hypoxic frequency decline (PHFD) (Coles and Dick,
1996). Anatomical studies have demonstrated reciprocal projections between the PRG and
medullary nuclei (Loewy and Burton, 1978; Euler, 1986).
2.3. Respiratory Feedback
The autonomic respiratory controller can be modulated by a variety of inputs, including
temperature, pain, and motion. The two most relevant inputs in understanding normal autonomic
respiratory regulation are the mechanical and chemical feedbacks. These two sensory modalities
are considered to play the most significant role in modulating the respiratory rhythm in terms of
tidal volume and phase durations (i.e. inspiratory and expiratory times). These feedback
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pathways are also critical for proper responses during various acute or chronic stressful
conditions such as during exercise or chronic lung disease.
2.3.1. Mechanical Feedback
The motor act of breathing rhythmically inflates/deflates the lungs by causing
decreases/increases in pleural pressure. This mechanical action is sensed by slowly adapting
pulmonary stretch receptors (SARs) that are situated in the airways. These receptors transmit
information to the dorsal respiratory neurons and pontine nuclei via myelinated afferent fibers of
the vagus nerve (Ezure et al., 1998). The SARs are phasically stimulated by lung expansion and
also exhibit small tonic activities throughout the respiratory cycle. The classic Hering-Breuer
inflation reflex (HBIR) describes the inhibitory effect that lung inflation and subsequent SAR
activation has on inspiration (Breuer, 1868; Hering, 1868). This 'reflex' is presumed to protect
the lungs from overexpansion.
Other mechanical sensory receptors include the irritant and J-type receptors (Taylor et al.,
1989). The irritant receptors (or rapidly adapting receptors (RARs)) respond to noxious
chemical or mechanical agents and are located in the lung epithelium. While their activities are
also transmitted via myelinated fibers of the vagus nerve, their effect on respiration is very
different from SAR activation. Namely, stimulation of these receptors causes broncho-
constriction, coughing, sneezing and general increases in ventilation.
The third receptor type called J-receptors are unmyelinated C-fiber vagal nerve endings
that respond to vascular distension and fluid increases in the interstitium. Activation of these J-
receptors could cause hyperpnea and dyspnea. Owning to the high activation threshold of these
unmyelinated C-fibers, small current stimulation of the vagus nerve is unlikely to activate them.
2.3.2. Chemical Feedback
As in most functional regulatory systems (which do not employ methods of estimation),
sensors must measure that which is to be controlled. For the respiratory system, one of the
principle aims is to regulate blood and brain chemistry. Accordingly interoceptors exist to sense
these variables both centrally (in the brain) and peripherally (in the viscera).
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Two peripheral chemoreceptors exist: carotid and aortic bodies. The carotid bodies are
located at the bifurcation of the common carotid arteries. These receptors sense changes in
arterial P0 2 , Pc02, and pH. Carotid body activity is transmitted to the brainstem via a small
branch of the glossopharyngeal nerve called the carotid sinus nerve (CSN) in the respiratory
literature (Black and Torrance, 1967) and also referred to as Hering's nerve. In general,
decreases in pH and Po2 and increases in Pco2 increase carotid body activity and increase overall
ventilation. The aortic bodies play a smaller role in peripheral detection and do not respond to
changes in Po2 .
The central chemoreceptors are located near the ventral surface of the medulla and are in
direct contact with cerebrospinal fluid. These receptors are sensitive to CO2 tensions and
hydrogen ion concentrations, but not 02. Their tonic activity likely supplies a general
background excitation to the respiratory central pattern generator (RCPG) (Duffin, 1991).
2.4. Respiratory Memory and Adaptability
The respiratory system has been shown to adapt to various sustained conditions and to
retain memories of certain stimuli (reviewed in Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986; Poon and Siniaia,
2000). Examples of such processes are numerous and include responses to the following inputs:
carotid sinus nerve and carotid chemoreceptors (Eldridge, 1974; Eldridge and Gill-Kumar, 1978;
Mifflin, 1997; Millhorn et al., 1980; Zhang and Mifflin, 1995), hypoglossal nerve (Jiang et al.,
1991), hypoxia (Bach and Mitchell, 1996; Bisgard and Neubauer, 1995; Fregosi, 1991;
Georgopoulus et al., 1992), and vagal nerve fibers from pulmonary stretch receptors (Karczewski
et al., 1976; Stanley et al., 1975).
Moreover, classical conditioning studies of respiration in freely behaving animals suggest
that learning plays a significant role in early respiration during development (Strohl and Thomas,
1997) as well as in adult respiration (Gallego et al., 2001; Nsegbe et al., 1997). For instance,
intermittent sleep interruption during the first four weeks of life in rat increases the number of
respiratory pauses observed in these animals 10-12 weeks later (Strohl and Thomas, 1997).
Recent non-conditioning experimental studies have also shown early environmental factors that
could influence adult respiratory patterns in rats. For instance, it was shown that sustained
hypoxic (SH) or intermittent hypoxic (IH) exposure in neonates alters the developing respiratory
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system (reviewed in Gozal and Gozal, 2001; Kinkead et al., 2001). Moreover, reduced hypoxic
responses in adult rats due to hyperoxia during the first month of life was reversed by
intermittent or sustained hypoxia (Fuller et al., 2001). These conditioning studies reveal an
evolving dynamic system during development that involves a complex cascade of cellular
mechanisms including neurotransmitters, second-messengers, transcriptional factors, and gene
expression. Hence it can be concluded that the respiratory controller is not simply reflexogenic
as previously hypothesized (Grodins et al., 1954; Grodins and Yamashiro, 1978; Khoo et al.,
1982), but rather it is likely endowed with sophisticated computational abilities motivating
further explorations into the underlying principles of adaptation in the control of breathing.
2.5. Control of Respiration
The basic respiratory control system is a multi-input and multi-output nonlinear system.
The block diagram in Figure 2.1 depicts the major components of the system, including the
mechanical and chemical plants and the brain RCPG. The relevant mechanical and chemical
feedback pathways are also depicted. Circulation and transmission delays in the feedback loops
are now shown. This basic regulatory scheme has severed as a basis for many modeling studies
of respiratory control (Khoo et al., 1982; Poon, 1995; Ursino et al., 2001). These modeling
studies have provided valuable insights into many respiratory responses. Nevertheless, new
models of respiratory control are needed in light of the memory, adaptation and gating
mechanisms found in the central brain controller, some of which are exemplified in this thesis.
Many respiratory responses adhere to predictions based on optimality principles, namely
the minimization of the total energetic cost of breathing (Poon, 1983; Poon, 1987; Poon et al.,
1992). While an optimality hypothesis presumes more complexity than those models
traditionally adopted and studied, it is able to predict diverse respiratory behaviors which
reflexogenic models cannot. Such intelligent' responses suggest that the respiratory controller
can solve complex optimization problems and, in general, learn from novel experiences.
However, it remains to be shown by what neural processes the brainstem controller could
achieve such sophistication.
Recent computational modeling studies (Poon, 1995; Poon, 1996a; Young and Poon,
1998; Young and Poon, 2001) have hypothesized that associative learning, or operant
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conditioning, through Hebbian feedback covariance synaptic learning may subserve the optimal
control of breathing. In its basic form, Hebbian synaptic learning describes dynamic synaptic
weight changes resulting from pre- and post-synaptic activities. Such associative learning rules
are considered to play major roles in many cognitive functions of the brain, such as in learning
and memory in the hippocampus (Stanton and Sejnowski, 1989). The fundamental rule (Hebb,
1949), also called conjunctional Hebbian learning (Brown et al., 1990), postulated that a synaptic
weight increased if pre- and post-synaptic activities coincided during a short time interval as
follows:
dW=k( x- y), (2.1)
dt
where W is the synaptic weight; x and y represent the mean firing rate of the input and output
respectively; and k defines the adaptation gain.
Hebbian covariance learning is a slight modification of the conjunctional rule that
obviates certain instability and saturation problems. Covariance learning utilizes the fluctuations
in the input and output signals as opposed to their mean values as follows (Sejnowski, 1977a;
Sejnowski, 1977b):
dW= k x - y, (2.2)
dt
where & and 45y represent the temporal variations of the pre- and post-synaptic activities about
their mean values during a given time interval. Synaptic potentiation occurs when fluctuations in
pre- and post-synaptic activities are positively correlated and weakened when they are negatively
correlated for k > 0. This learning rule, which has been shown to exist in several brain centers
(Dan and Poo, 1992; Fregnac et al., 1988; Stanton, 1996; Stanton and Sejnowski, 1989), can
produce synaptic LTP when k > 0 and LTD when k < 0 for positively correlated signals.
Using Hebbian covariance learning, a self-tuning control paradigm was developed that
optimizes a general class of nonlinear dynamical systems (Young, 1997; Young and Poon,
2001). This optimal self-tuning controller employs for surveillance the intrinsic fluctuations in
the feedback loop and thereby adapts to novel environmental conditions.
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2.5.1. Optimal respiratory control
A minimal model of the closed-loop respiratory system consists of the lung gas
exchanger, a peripheral chemoreceptor, and a central neuron that determine the ventilatory
output. This model does not incorporate the components necessary for rhythm generation. A
system of nonlinear dynamic equations can describe the interaction between these subsystems:
LdPapKVco
VL da _ iC02 - a + K 2dt VE
dP -3
' __Pc +a( Pa-(2.3)
dt
IYE =W( PcVE)'Pc
where PiCO2 is the partial pressure of CO2 in the inspired air; Pa is the instantaneous arterial
Paco2; C0 2 is the metabolic production rate of C0 2 ; IYE is the total ventilation rate; K and VL
are constants; Pc is the chemoreceptor activity; T is a time constant; a and $ are sensitivity and
threshold parameters for chemo-reception; and W is the synaptic weight and is a function of its
input and output signals, Pc and VE-
The optimization hypothesis of respiratory control proposes an objective function that is
continually minimized by adaptations in the central respiratory controller. One such objective
function is the following (Poon, 1983; Poon, 1987):
JJc +J = axC02  p)]2 +IlnV (2.4)
where J, represents the chemical cost of breathing expressed as the squared deviation of the CO2
tension from a nominal level and Jm is the mechanical cost of breathing expressed as the
logarithmic function of the total ventilation of the lung. The chemical cost is expressed as a
power law to express that both positive and negative deviations are penalized. This quadratic
relation is in agreement with Steven's power law of psychophysics where the power parameter
ranges from 0.33 to 3.4 for various modalities (Milsum, 1966). The logarithmic relation for the
mechanical cost is a proven psychophysical law called the Weber-Fechner law (Milsum, 1966)
and has been shown to characterize many respiratory mechanical sensations (Zechman and
Wiley, 1986). This law suggests that the control center is only sensitive to relative changes in
the mechanical work output. Hence, minimization of J is a balancing act between the cost of
aberrant blood gas concentration and the energy due to the motor act of breathing. The solution
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to this objective function subject to the constraints can be easily solved for explicitly (Poon,
1983):
VE 2(aC2 -)KvC02  (2.5)
Equation 2.5 has been found to describe the respiratory responses to a wide range of stimuli
(Poon, 1995; Poon et al., 1992; Sidney and Poon, 1995). This steady-state solution corresponds
to the optimal weight function: W = akVC0 2 . However, this explicit solution for W is not
implementable in the brainstem controller without presuming a direct measure of the exercise or
metabolic load, VC0 2 , a physiologic signal that remains illusive despite a great number of
studies (Poon, 1987).
In the brain, therefore, an alternative viable strategy for the continual minimization of J
may be via synaptic plasticity. Accordingly, a synaptic update rule for W to tune the feedback
gain in response to new environmental conditions was proposed (Poon, 1996a). The following
Hebbian feedback covariance learning rule in discrete time results:
W(n)=-k s( n)E(n- 2 ) VE(n- 2 ) (2.6)
1 ~s( n)VE( n- 2)1
where s is an intermediate variable equal to P, in the steady state (Young and Poon, 2001). The
first term on the left-hand side of this adaptation rule is the covariance between the controller
output and the chemical cost of breathing. The second term on the right-hand side is the
autovariance of the controller output. By balancing the chemical cost with the mechanical costs,
W is adjusted such that the total cost, J, is minimized. Lyapunov analysis (Slotine and Li, 1991)
proves asymptotic convergence of this adaptation rule. Moreover, the denominator on the right-
hand side is by definition always greater than zero. As expected, the steady-state solution is the
same as the direct optimal solution above (Equation 2.5). Hence, this adaptive model predicts
both the isocapnic exercise and CO2 inhalation responses without involving an unknown
"exercise stimulus."
In the unlikely absence of fluctuations in the feedback loop normally present from both
intrinsic variability in the biological system and exogenous disturbances to the system, it is
possible that the adaptation of W could cease at a non-optimal solution if 6 VE =0 represents an
equilibrium point. Certain disease or experimentally imposed states in the cardiovascular system
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(Poon and Merrill, 1997) or the respiratory system (Sammon and Bruce, 1991) respectively may
reduce chaos and variability in the neural output.
2.6. Respiratory Disorders
Like all regulatory systems whether of a biological or purely mechanical nature,
component failures usually lead to system irregularities and breakdowns. Fortunately, the
respiratory system is endowed with multiple, parallel and redundant pathways for maintaining
homeostasis, as system failure can be deadly. Such robust design is a hallmark of biological
systems. The study of respiratory abnormalities is important because millions of people are
afflicted with them each year. Moreover, understanding system failures often can lead to better
insights into the normal workings of the respiratory controller.
2.6.1. Breathing Instabilities
The likelihood of respiratory instability is increased by a variety of conditions. Examples
include: hypoxia, hypercapnia, high altitudes, increased sensitivity caused by either increased
central gains or enhanced performance of the controlled plant, increased lung-chemoreceptor
circulation delays that may accompany congestive heart failure, decreased wakefulness, and
upper airway obstructions (Cherniack and Longobardo, 1986; Grodins, 1963; Khoo et al., 1991;
Khoo et al., 1982). Using linearized models of the respiratory system, studies have shown that
such factors generally either increase the loop gain of the system or decrease the phase margin
(Khoo et al., 1982). While critical to our current understanding of the respiratory controller and
its limitations, these studies generally have not considered the effects of dynamic neural filtering,
gating or adaptations present in the neural controller, as found in this manuscript. One recent
modeling study recognized this shortfall and included effects of neural short-term potentiation of
the respiratory drive (Eldridge, 1996).
Cheyne-Stokes, ataxic and Biot's breathing are all examples of periodic breathing
patterns characterized by waxing and waning of the respiratory output. The specific causes of
these oscillations are uncertain, as some studies indicate disorders of the central nervous system
(Brown and Plum, 1961; Eldridge, 1996) and others suggest problems in the periphery (Lange et
al., 1966).
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Apneas, or a cessation of breathing, frequently occur during sleep. Such sleep apneas are
classified as either central, resulting from a lack of neural output, or obstructive, resulting from
obstruction in the airway. Often these two classes of sleep apneas occur together. Obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA), which occurs in roughly 5% of the adult population, is most commonly
treated with continuous positive airway pressure to prevent airway collapse. There is no
effective treatment for central sleep apnea.
Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) is a severe bout of apnea that afflicts newborns
usually during sleep (Willinger et al., 1991). While the cause is not certain, is may result from
decreased chemo-sensitivity. It is the leading cause of infant death between the ages of one
month and one year.
2.6.2. Interstitial Lung Disease
Interstitial lung disease (ILD) refers to a broad class of respiratory diseases that are
characterized by damage to the interstitium (tissue between the air sacs of the lungs) (Crystal et
al., 1984). There are over 130 forms of chronic LD, commonly called pulmonary fibrosis, that
follow a common progression of indications: a) damage to the interstitium; b) inflammation; c)
scarring and fibrosis of the lung tissue; d) decreased dynamic and static lung compliance.
Patients usually experience shortness of breath during exercise but such dyspnea can also occur
at rest for the severely afflicted. The annual rate of hospital visits from LD sufferers is
100,000/year and the expected survival from diagnosis is 3-5 years. Rapid shallow breathing is a
hallmark of IRD. Due to the decreased lung compliance, reductions in total lung capacity, vital
capacity, and residual volumes are experienced.
Recent studies in the rat have explored the changes in afferent vagal feedback
accompanying bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis (Mansoor et al., 1997; Schelegle et al.,
2001). It was shown that the volume sensitivity of slowly adapting stretch receptors (SARs)
increased. Rapidly adapting stretch receptors (RARs) were found to have increased activity
during inspiration but decreased activity during expiration. Pulmonary C-fiber activity was
unchanged. The treated animals exhibited rapid shallow breathing that could mostly be reversed
by bi-vagotomy. The dependence of vagal feedback on this classical tachypneaic breathing
pattern during pulmonary fibrosis reaffirms comparable results in dogs (Phillipson et al., 1975)
and humans (Guz et al., 1970).
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2.6.3. Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) was the forth-leading cause of death in
the US in 1998 (National Center for Health Statistics, 1999) while in 2000 alone direct and
indirect cost in the US economy for COPD totaled $30.4 billion (National Heart Lung and Blood
Institute, 2000). Nearly 11% of US population has COPD in 1998, the two most common
conditions being chronic bronchitis and emphysema. In all COPD cases, the patients'lungs work
at a fraction (circa 1/2) of their normal efficiency making breathing difficult and labored. As
discussed below, COPD normally results in decreased lung compliance and increased airway
resistance caused by a combination of progressive conditions (Chitkara and Sarinas, 2002).
2.6.3.1. Emphysema
Emphysema is characterized by damage and destruction of the thin-walled sacs of the
lungs, called alveoli (Taylor et al., 1989). Patients suffering from this potentially fatal disease
experience chronic, mild coughing and shortness of breath. Emphysema is most often associated
with long-term, heavy smoking, although heredity, pollution and preexisting chronic lung
disease, such as asthma, can play a role in its development. The deterioration of the alveoli
causes lung compliance to increase dramatically, shifting the static pressure-volume curve of the
lung to the left. As a result, passive expiration results in poor emptying of the lungs as well as
increased residual volume. A loss of lung tissue decreases radial traction causing narrowing of
the airways and hence increased airway resistance to airflow. Chronically overinflated lungs and
a distended, barrel-shaped chest may result, as increased lung volumes are necessary to achieve
suitable lung recoil pressure during expiration. In many cases, patients with emphysema also
suffer from chronic bronchitis.
2.6.3.2. Bronchitis
Usually associated with heavy smoking, bronchitis is an upper airway disease
characterized by a chronic cough with mucus development throughout the year. The buildup of
mucus and inflammation of the bronchi increases upper airway resistance by reduction of the
total cross section. Patients often exhibit increased residual volume and decreased vital capacity.
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Often accompanied by emphysema, bronchitis sufferers usually exhibit similar symptoms as
those with emphysema.
2.6.4. Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)
Affecting both adults and children, ARDS is caused by pulmonary or systemic insults
that lead to injury of alveolar-capillary beds (Beaufils et al., 1997). ARDS follows primary
pulmonary disease or injury, systemic illnesses and may accompany multiple organ failure
syndrome (MOFS). In infants, RDS is caused by insufficient surfactant, which retards alveoli
from opening. The condition is characterized by reduced functional residual capacity (FRC) and
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Figure 2.1 Block diagram of respiratory control system. Starting at the chemical plant, the
body is faced with internal (C 2 and V2) and external (P tC2and P 2) chemical
loads. The output is a chemical concentration or partial pressure in the arterial
circulation. The peripheral and central chemoreceptors respond to these variables. The
total chemical feedback, in combination with a presumed feedforward command, is
summed and multiplied by a feedback gain, G. This signal projects to the RCPG which
effectively outputs the mechanical drive (P,,,,s is the muscular driving pressure). In
combination with the airway pressure, the total pressure differential drives the mechanical
plant, which is also dependent on the elastance and resistance of the lungs and airways.
The resulting output is the total ventilation, VE - The vagal-volume feedback from the
mechanical plant also modulates the RCPG. This common description of the respiratory
system is useful for describing many typical chemostat responses, but fails for many other




Experiments were performed on adult Sprague-Dawley rats of either sex (250-400g). The
animals were anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg i.p.) and supplemental doses (0.15-0.3 g/kg
i.v.) were administered periodically as necessary. Throughout the experiment, the adequacy of
anesthesia will be assessed by paw pinches while monitoring changes in blood pressure and/or
heart rate. Carotid artery and femoral veins were cannulated for blood pressure (BP) monitoring
and drug administration, respectively. The animals were tracheotomized and injected with
atropine (0.05 mg/kg i.p.) to minimize tracheal secretions. Subsequently, animals were paralyzed
with pancuronium bromide (Sigma; initial dose 1 mg/kg i.v., supplemented every hour) and
artificially ventilated with a mixture of 02 and medical-grade air (fraction of inspired 02
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(FIo2)=0.4). The ventilation rate was continually adjusted by the servo-ventilator in order to
maintain the end-tidal CO2 level at 4.6-4.8% as measured by an infrared CO2 analyzer (CWE,
Capstar-100). A temperature controlled heating pad (CWE, TC-831) was used to regulate the
rectal temperature at 37.5 0.20 C.
3.2. Electrophysiology
3.2.1. Phrenic Nerve
To monitor respiratory output, a phrenic nerve (Phr) was dissected at the C5 level via a
ventral approach and mounted on custom-made silver-wire bipolar recording electrodes (OD =
0.0045"). Phrenic activity was amplified and low-pass filtered (Axon Instruments, Al 402 x50,
CyberAmp 380) and the resulting raw signal was time averaged with a leaky integrator (Paynter
filter, time constant ~15 ms). Both the raw Phr and integrated phrenic nerve activity (JPhr) were
monitored on a Tektronix digital oscilloscope and recorded digitally (National Instruments, AT-
MIO-16E-1) on a computer. The peak amplitude of JPhr and the phrenic burst frequency (f )
were calculated for each respiratory cycle. Inspiratory and expiratory durations (T1, TE) were
calculated as the time intervals between the onset and the peak of JPhr within the same cycle and
between cycles, respectively.
3.2.2. Vagus Nerve
Both vagus nerves were sectioned at the cervical level. A bipolar silver-wire electrode
(FHC, 0.125mm OD) connected to a voltage pulse generator (A.M.P.I., Master 8) through a
stimulus-isolation unit (A.M.P.I., ISO-Flex) was used to stimulate the central end of the contra-
or ipsi-lateral vagus nerve. The stimulation threshold for each animal was defined as the lowest
stimulus current applied to the vagus nerve that produced a discernible reflex inhibition of
phrenic activity over a 5-sec interval. Stimulus pulses with currents between 1.5-2x threshold, or
roughly 15-40 pA, were applied repetitively (40 or 80 Hz, 0.1 ms pulse duration) to the vagus
nerve to evoke HBIR. Exposed nerves were protected from drying by immersion in warm
paraffin mineral oil pools.
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The low-intensity vagal stimulation protocol precluded the possibility of nerve fatigue or
activation of non-myelinated C-fibers (which have relatively high stimulation thresholds) and
may obviate the possible influences of other vagal afferent fibers. Indeed, previous studies in
rabbits (Stanley et al., 1975) and rats (Hayashi et al., 1996) have demonstrated that low-intensity
electrical vagal stimulation effectively elicits the HBIR and a biphasic adaptation pattern similar
to those resulting from lung inflation, suggesting that sensory conflicts from afferent fibers other
than pulmonary slowly-adaptive receptor afferents are minimal when low-intensity vagal
stimulation is used. Such reflex/adaptation patterns of the respiratory response elicited by lung
inflation or electrical vagal stimulation are distinct from the expiratory-shortening and
inspiratory-promoting deflation reflex presumably mediated by deflation-sensitive pulmonary
slowly-adapting stretch receptor afferents or rapidly-adapting stretch receptor afferents (Bergren
and Peterson, 1993; Tsubone, 1986). The latter are rare in the rat (Bergren and Peterson, 1993)
and NTS pump cells synaptically inhibit their second-order relay neurons in the NTS (Ezure and
Tanaka, 2000), thus minimizing the possibility of sensory conflict from these fibers when
inflation-sensitive pulmonary slowly-adapting stretch receptor afferents are active. There is
evidence that deflation-sensitive pulmonary slowly-adapting stretch receptors are akin to the
classical rapidly-adapting receptors except with a slower adaptation rate (K. Ezure, personal
communication). Finally, although expiratory-related activities in the pharyngeal branches of the
vagus nerve may be activated by vagal stimulation, these fibers innervate mainly the pharyngeal
constrictors which are concerned primarily with physiological and behavioral functions of the
upper airway such as swallowing, vomiting, coughing and vocalization (Siniaia and Miller,
1996) and are unrelated to the HBIR.
3.2.3. Carotid Sinus Nerve
In some experiments, the carotid sinus nerve (CSN) was isolated using a ventral approach
and cut distally. Adjacent tissues were removed to limit current spread. The nerve and
surrounding tissues were dried with absorbent points (Kerr Dental, X-Coarse) to limit current
spread. The contralateral CSN was dissected and cut. Using a bi-polar Teflon coated platinum
wire or a custom made capacitance electrode (generously supplied by B.R. Dworkin, Dworkin
and Dworkin, 1995; Dworkin et al., 2000), the central CSN was stimulated. Brief 5-sec
stimulations (20-25 Hz, 0.1 ms pulse duration) at varying current intensities were used to
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determine the threshold (T) current required to induce appreciable increases in phrenic activity.
A stimulus intensity of up to twice the threshold (1.5-2xT, 20-90 uA) was used to produce
increases in phrenic activity without appreciable changes in blood pressure, as well as obviating
response saturation, nerve fatigue, or activation of non-myelinated C-fibers (Douglas and
Ritchie, 1956). Although CSN also contains baroreceptor afferent fibers, carotid baroreceptor
stimuli (Dove and Katona, 1985) or aortic nerve stimulation (Hayashi et al., 1993) have only
relatively minor and differing effects on respiration compared to those resulting from carotid
chemoreceptor stimuli or CSN stimulation.
At the conclusion of the experiment, stimulating the CSN after crushing the proximal
CSN end was used check the possibility of current spread to the glossopharyngeal nerve. Any
inhibitory or apneic respiratory response would indicate current spread, and the preparation was
invalidated.
3.2.4. Pontine Lesion
In some animals, electrolytic lesions of the specific rostral pontine nuclei were
performed. The skull was drilled and insulated tungsten microelectrodes (125um in diameter,
AM sytem) were inserted stereotaxically (Paxinos and Watson, 1986) at the parabrachialis (PB,
8.7-9.1 mm caudal to bregma and 2.0-2.6 mm lateral to the midline at a depth of 7.0-7.8 mm
from the bregma) or the Ktlliker-Fuse (KF, 8.7-9.0 mm caudal to the bregma and 2.6-2.7 mm
lateral to the midline at a depth of 7.6-7.9 mm from the bregma). Lesions were induced with a
small positive DC current (50-7OuA) over a one-minute period.
Subsequent to the lesion experiments, the animals were perfused through the carotid
artery with 2% paraformaldehyde. The brain was removed, placed in a 4% paraformaldehyde
and stored for a least 24 hours. Sections were cut in the frontal plane (75-100um), examined
microscopically and the extent of the lesions were mapped according the standard rat atlas
(Paxinos and Watson, 1986). Some slices were stained with thionin.
3.3. Stroboscopic Stimulation
Electrical vagal and/or CSN stimuli were applied stroboscopically over an 8-mn or 4mn
period respectively for stroboscopic interferometric filtering technique (SIF) analysis. The
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extended stimulation period ensured near steady-state conditions were attained in each trial. The
vagal and/or CSN input was triggered cycle-by-cycle using a custom designed data acquisition
routine (National Instruments, LabVIEW 4) which allowed precise triggering either on the rising
or falling edges of the fPhr signal (with a small delay to ensure robust triggering). As a
precaution, the inspiratory strobed stimulus (SI) train duration (0.15-0.25 sec) and the expiratory
strobes (SE) stimulus train duration (0.4-0.7 sec.) were chosen to be always shorter than the
stimulated T1 and TE, respectively, thus obviating any artifacts that might result from stimulation
near or after the I-E or E-I phase switching (Eldridge and Millhom, 1986; Zuperku et al., 1982;
Zuperku and Hopp, 1985). This phase-specific character of the stimulus is crucial for an
unambiguous identification of the pathway-specific stroboscopic interference effects.
3.4. Drug Administration
The role of NMDA receptors (NMDA-R) on the observed responses were studied after
administration of the non-competitive NMDA-R antagonist dizocilpine (MK-801, RBI, Natick,
MA). The drug was dissolved in saline and a single dose (1.5 mg/kg) was administered
intravenously (i.v.). Because of the observed time dependent effects of MK-801, the animal was
allowed to stabilize for at least 40 minutes post drug administration before experiments were
continued.
3.5. Statistical Analysis
All results are presented as mean SE unless otherwise noted. Statistical significance (P
< 0.05) of responses for control groups and treated groups was established using paired, 2-tailed,
Student's t test. Curve fits of the dynamic responses were done using least squares regression.






Habituation and sensitization are two common forms of nonassociative learning that are
exhibited in many neuronal structures of mammalian and invertebrate nervous systems (Cohen et
al., 1997; Groves and Thompson, 1970; Poon, 1996b; Thompson and Spencer, 1966). According to
the classic Dual-Process Theory (Groves and Thompson, 1970), an evoked physiological response
is decreased (habituated) continually with repetitive application of the same stimulus, and increased
(sensitized) by the same or other stimuli along a separate neural pathway ("state system") in parallel
with the primary stimulus-response (S-R) pathway. Habituation (with or without sensitization) is
ubiquitous in many parts of the mammalian brain such as the motor (Egger, 1978; Thompson and
Spencer, 1966), visual (Peterzel, 1993), auditory (Davis et al., 1982; Pilz and Schnitzler, 1996),
olfactory (Wilson, 1998), appetitive (Bassareo and Di Chiara, 1997), vestibular (Cohen et al., 1992),
* This chapter has been reprinted from Siniaja et al., 2000a with permission from The Physiological
Society.
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visceral (Siniaia et al., 1992; Siniaia and Silakov, 1990) and autonomic systems (Groome et al.,
1994; Siniaia and Yazykov, 1981). Similar effects have also been reported at the cellular level in
certain reduced preparations in vitro (Platt and Withington, 1997; Teyler and Alger, 1976). The
mechanisms underlying such adaptive behaviors are not fully understood and are likely to vary with
differing brain structures. In simple invertebrate nervous systems, habituation and sensitization have
been shown to result from activity-dependent phasic depression and enhancement of synaptic
efficacy in corresponding S-R pathways, respectively (Cohen et al., 1997; Kandel, 1978).
Recently, similar activity-dependent phasic depression (accommodation) of synaptic
transmission has been found in vitro (Miles, 1986; Zhou et al., 1997; Zhou and Poon, 2000) and
in vivo (Mifflin and Felder, 1990) in mammalian brainstem nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) - a
gateway for a multitude of primary afferents from cardiovascular, respiratory and visceral
sensory receptors. The synaptic accommodation in NTS was dependent on stimulus frequency
(Miles, 1986; Zhou and Poon, 2000) and independent of NMDA receptor activity (Zhou et al.,
1997). These findings suggest the possible existence of (and a cellular mechanism for) S-R
habituation in corresponding sensory systems.
As many respiratory (Bisgard and Neubauer, 1995; Karczewski and Romaniuk, 1980;
Poon, 1996b; Younes and Polacheck, 1985) and cardiovascular reflexes (Heesch and Barron,
1992; Mifflin and Felder, 1990) exhibit activity-dependent phasic adaptation upon sustained
afferent stimulation, we wondered if such reflex adaptations were manifestations of habituation
at the behavioural level and synaptic accommodation at the cellular level. In this investigation,
we sought to obtain a physiological correlation of synaptic accommodation in NTS by studying
the temporal characteristics of the classic Hering-Breuer (HB) respiratory reflex (Breuer, 1868;
Hering, 1868) elicited by sustained vagal input in rats. We found strong evidence of habituation
in the HB reflex and showed that it had similar characteristics to the synaptic accommodation in
NTS neurons. Surprisingly, the NMDA receptor-independent habituation of the vagal pathway
was accompanied by an NMDA receptor-dependent desensitization (rather than sensitization) of
a parallel pathway in the pontine 'pneumotaxic centre.' Such coupled habituation- desensitization
of parallel signal pathways with differing sensitivities to NMDA receptor activation represent a




4.2.1. Habituation and desensitization of Hering-Breuer reflex
Repetitive stimulation of the vagus nerve elicited a characteristic inhibition of phrenic
discharges (Figure 4.1) with shortening of inspiratory time (T 1), prolongation of expiratory time
(TE) as well as corresponding decreases in f and JPhr similar to the well-known HB reflex.
However, the response in f recovered gradually in the face of sustained vagal stimulation (for 1
min) and rebounded transiently above the control level upon removal of the vagal stimulus. The
biphasic response in f was obtained despite unchanging chemoreceptor inputs as reflected by the
stability of expired CO2 levels throughout the experimental period (Figure 4.1, bottom).
Eventually, the breathing pattern (in terms of T1, TE, f and JPhr) returned to normal in the steady
state after vagal stimulation. (For simplicity, the responses in f and JPhr were used as a proxy of
the HB reflex in this investigation unless stated otherwise.)
In Figure 4.2, the mean response (n = 5) to 1 min vagal stimulation at two frequencies (40
and 80 Hz) revealed a frequency-dependent inhibition and subsequent recovery of the response
in f and - to a lesser extent - in JPhr. At low stimulation frequency (40 Hz) the response in f
returned to the baseline level within 1 min of stimulation, whereas at a higher stimulation
frequency (80 Hz) - with greater initial inhibition - the recovery was incomplete and f remained
lower than the baseline level at the end of the stimulation period. The recovery of the response
in f during vagal stimulation may be fitted by two exponential functions (single exponential
models were rejected by F test analysis, P < 0.05): a fast component, with time constant T, = 1.6
0.9 s and 2.9 1.1 s for a stimulus frequency of 40 Hz and 80 Hz, respectively; and a slow
component, with time constant T2 = 36.0 6.4 s and 31.1 7.4 s, for 40 Hz and 80 Hz,
respectively. The post-stimulus rebound (PR) had a single time constant, r 3 = 11.8 3.5 s and
13.4 2.5 s, for 40 Hz and 80 Hz, respectively. The time constants were not significantly
different for differing stimulation frequencies (P > 0.1, Student's t test); the pooled estimates
were: T1 = 2.4 + 0.7 S; T2 = 33.1 + 4.9 s; r3 = 12.7 2.0 s (all significantly different from zero at 5
% level, t test). The response in JPhr did not demonstrate fast recovery or PR behaviour.
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The initial inhibition and subsequent exponential recovery of phrenic activity with
sustained vagal stimulation is analogous to a habituation process. To examine whether the
recovery of the HB reflex conformed to the classical definition of habituation, we employed the
following criteria set forth by Thompson and coworkers (Groves and Thompson, 1970;
Thompson and Spencer, 1966) which have been applied variously to the study of habituation in
certain brain structures (Kandel, 1978; Siniaia et al., 1992; Teyler and Alger, 1976).
Inverse-dependence on stimulus intensity. At a given stimulation frequency (80 Hz) the
response in f recovered more readily with a weak stimulus current than a stronger one (Figure
4.3A). Thus, the rate of recovery of phrenic activity was inversely dependent on stimulus
intensity.
Short-term memory. As shown in Figure 4.3B, when the vagal stimulus was applied a
second time after an intermission period of 30 s, a similar response pattern as in the first episode
ensued. With a shorter intermission period (5 s), the habituation effect carried over to the second
episode such that the inhibitory effect of the second vagal stimulus was habituated throughout
(Figure 4.3C). This behaviour suggests the presence of a short-term memory of the habituation.
The memory effect was lessened when the first vagal stimulation period was shortened (Figure
4.3D). Similar short-term memory effects as shown in Figure 4.3B-D were observed when the
vagus nerves were stimulated at 80 Hz (n = 3) or 40 Hz (n = 3).
Dishabituation and habituation of dishabituation. In many nervous system structures, a
habituated system may be 'dishabituated'(i.e. reversing the effect of habituation) by novel and/or
strong stimuli (Groves and Thompson, 1970; Hawkins et al., 1998). Figure 4.3E shows that the
habituation to the vagal stimulus was dishabituated by a second, strong stimulus (4 x T) applied
to the vagus nerve contralateral to the first one, which provided a novel and strong input by
activating additional nerve fibres (and perhaps also other fibre types). This dishabituating vagal
input was again habituated on repeated application of this input.
Desensitization. According to the classic Dual-Process Theory of habituation (Groves
and Thompson, 1970), an afferent input would elicit habituation in the S-R pathway as well as
sensitization in a separate 'state' system which interacts with the S-R pathway to yield the
resultant response. The existence of such a state system in the HB reflex is indicated by the
presence of PR, which decayed to the baseline level in 30 s after the vagal stimulus was removed
(Figure 4.2).
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The PR is comprised of at least two components. First, removal of the vagal input would
result in an abrupt termination of the (habituated) HB reflex in the S-R pathway, bringing the
response back to the control (pre-stimulation) level. Second, memory in the state system would
account for any response above the control level. The initial PR's in f at stimulation frequency of
40 Hz and 80 Hz were 12.6 2.9 % (P < 0.01) and 16.3 3.1 % (P < 0.01, t test) above control
level, respectively, which corresponded to 43.8 and 24.0 % of total adaptation to the HB reflex.
The PR above the control level indicates that the adaptation in the state system pathway
complemented (rather than counteracted) the habituation in the vagal pathway. This implies the
state system pathway was depressed, or desensitized (rather than sensitized), during vagal
stimulation. (Here, 'desensitization' refers to a depression in neurotransmission within the state
system, rather than the desensitization of AMIPA receptors in the NTS (Zhou et al., 1997).) The
desensitization persisted briefly in the post-stimulation period when signal transmission in the
state system was gradually restored (or re-sensitized). The habituation-desensitization in the S-R
and state system pathways is in contradistinction to the habituation- sensitization pairing
predicted by the Dual-Process Theory (see Discussion).
4.2.2. Effects of NTMA receptor antagonist
In a different group of rats (n = 7) the habituation and desensitization processes were
compared before and after intravenous injection of MIK-801. As shown in Figure 4.4A, MK-801
resulted in a tachypnoeic respiratory rhythm in a vagotomized animal with prolongation of T 1
(63.0 15.0 % from control) and shortening of TE (-56.4 4.2 %). The effects of MK-801 were
dose dependent: with a higher dose an apneusis-like respiratory pattern ensued (Connelly et al.,
1992).
The transient effects of MK-801 on habituation- desensitization of the HB reflex are
demonstrated in Figure 4.4B. Within 5 min after MK-801 administration both processes were
altered dramatically. Vagal stimulation at 80 Hz elicited abrupt and marked decreases in both f
and JPhr from the baseline levels (after MK-801) without any recovery initially. Approximately
20-30 s after the onset of stimulation there was an abrupt, partial recovery of the response in f.
Upon cessation of the vagal stimulus both f and JPhr returned slowly to the corresponding
baseline levels without any rebound. In addition, there were time-dependent changes in these
response patterns following MK-801 administration. The inhibitory response in JPhr vanished 60
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min after MK-801 administration while the baseline level in f recovered partially. The initial
non-adaptation period (with no recovery in J) during vagal stimulation became shorter 20 min
after MK-801 administration (compared with that after 5 min) and eventually vanished after 60
min, when a recovery phase for f during vagal stimulation became clearly visible. Nevertheless,
there remained no indications of a PR in f up to 60 min after MK-801 administration.
Figure 4.5 shows the mean responses in control (n = 7) and in the steady state (60 min)
after MK-801 administration (n = 5). The initial HB reflex in f was followed by an exponential
recovery similar to a habituation response. A bi-exponential model (11 = 2.0 1.1 s; r 2 = 44.7
3.1 s) did not provide a better curve fit (according to F test) to the recovery response than a
mono-exponential fit (c= 13.1 + 7.4 s) and was rejected on the basis of parsimony as determined
by the Akaike information criterion (Akaike, 1974). Again, there was no PR in any of the
animals 60 min after MK-801 treatment.
4.2.3. Effects of pontine pneumotaxic lesion
To examine the possible role of NMDA receptor-dependent pontine pneumotaxic input
(Foutz et al., 1989; Ling et al., 1994) in the desensitization of the HB reflex, we repeated the
above experiment in five rats after lesioning the rostrolateral pons in the vicinity of the PB and
KF nuclei which receive projections from vagal SAR relay neurons in the NTS (Ezure et al.,
1998). Figure 4.6 is a composite diagram showing the sites of lesion and corresponding
histological examples. In the first group of animals we lesioned bilaterally (n = 2) or unilaterally
(n = 1) only the KF nuclei. In the second group (n = 2) we lesioned KF bilaterally and PB
unilaterally.
Bilateral KF lesioning had little effect on breathing pattern in the vagi-intact animal but
produced an apneustic breathing pattern in the vagotomized animal (Figure 4.7A), as reported
previously (Caille et al., 1981; Wang et al., 1993). As with the MK-801-treated animals, the fast
component of recovery and PR of the HB reflex were absent (Figure 4.7B). These behaviours
were observed in all rats with either unilateral or bilateral lesioning of KF, with or without PB
lesioning.
Figure 4.7C shows the mean responses in f and JPhr in all KF-lesioned animals during
and after vagal stimulation. The response patterns were similar to those in the MK-801 group (60
min after drug administration) although the initial decrease inf was greater in the MK-801 group
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than the KF-lesioned group. The recovery of the HB reflex inf was fitted equally well (F test) by
a mono-exponential (T- 19.9 6.9 s) and bi-exponential model (-ci = 13.8 5.3 S; T 2 = 50.7 3.2
s), with the latter being rejected by the Akaike test (Akaike, 1974). These findings confirm that
PR (and perhaps also the fast component of HB recovery) responses were mediated by the input
from KF nucleus to the respiratory pattern generator in the medulla.
4.3. Discussion
4.3.1. Validity of results
Our analysis here was focused on the adaptation of the responses in f and JPhr during and
after vagal stimulation although strictly speaking the HB reflex is concerned primarily with the
modulation of T, and TE by vagal SAR input. For the present purpose, however, changes in f
always correlated inversely with changes in TE (see Figure 4.1, Figure 4.4A and Figure 4.7A).
Although the resting respiratory rhythm was altered by NMDA receptor blockade and
pontine lesion after vagotomy, such changes in the breathing pattern are unlikely to have any
direct influence on the desensitization response. Neither MK-801 administration nor pontine
lesion abolished the HB reflex or its habituation, and there is no reason to expect that a change in
ventilatory pattern induced by these interventions per se would selectively affect PR. Indeed,
MK-801 and pontine lesion had opposite effects on respiratory frequency (cf. Figure 4.4A and
Figure 4.7A) and yet PR was abolished in both cases.
Although non-associative learning is generally defined on the basis of whole-animal
behavior irrespective of the specific afferent fibres (Groves and Thompson, 1970; Poon, 1996a;
Siniaia and Silakov, 1990; Thompson and Spencer, 1966), from a functional perspective it is of
interest to distinguish the afferent contributions to such behavior. The relatively low stimulation
intensity used in this study precluded the activation of pulmonary C-fibres, which have
significantly higher activation thresholds than SAR fibres in the rat (Bergren and Peterson,
1993). Although the ranges of activation threshold for SAR and RAR fibres overlap to some
extent, the latter are rare in the rat (Bergren and Peterson, 1993). Indeed, vagal stimulation in the
rat at similar intensities as those used in the present study was found to elicit a response in
phrenic discharge that was similar to the HB reflex resulting from lung inflation (Hayashi et al.,
1996). The reported effect of vagal stimulation on phrenic activity was consistent with the
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activation of SAR fibres rather than RAR or C-fibres. Although expiratory-related activity in the
pharyngeal branches of the vagus nerve may be activated by vagal stimulation (Hayashi et al.,
1996), these fibres innervate mainly the pharyngeal constrictors and are concerned primarily
with physiological and behavioral functions of the upper airway such as swallowing, vomiting,
coughing and vocalization (Grdlot et al., 1989; Siniaia and Miller, 1996), which are unrelated to
the HB reflex. Most importantly, similar biphasic adaptation patterns were observed when the
HB reflex was elicited by lung inflation instead of electrical vagal stimulation (Stanley et al.,
1975). Thus, it may be concluded that the HB reflex and the associated habituation-
desensitization of the reflex in central sites were induced primarily by activation of SAR fibres
instead of RAR or C-fibres.
4.3.2. Vagal habituation and pontine adaptations in HB reflex
The recovery of the HB reflex and the PR response presently observed in rats confirm
previous reports of similar adaptations of the respiratory rhythm on sustained vagal stimulation
or lung inflation in dogs (Stanley et al., 1975), cats (Younes and Polacheck, 1985) and rabbits
(Karczewski and Romaniuk, 1980). In addition, our results showed that vagal stimulation evoked
adaptive changes simultaneously in the vagal and pontine pathways that act to mitigate the HB
reflex. Since pontine stimulation and vagal stimulation elicited similar direct and adaptive
responses in the respiratory rhythm (Younes et al., 1987), the vagal and pontine components of
the adaptation in BB reflex can be ascribed to similar decreases in the efficacy of
neurotransmission in the vagal and pontine pathways, namely, habituation and desensitization,
respectively. It should be noted, however, that the pontine desensitization of HB reflex could
also result from enhancement of neurotransmission in other pontine pathways that counteract the
BB reflex, such as those reported recently (Mutolo et al., 1998). A hypothetical model showing
the adaptation of vagal HB reflex due to vagal habituation and pontine desensitization is depicted
in Figure 4.8.
Extracellular recording studies revealed that neurons in the pontine pneumotaxic centre
exhibit spontaneous firing in synchrony with the respiratory rhythm but the activity is suppressed
by vagal SAR input (Dick et al., 1994; Feldman et al., 1976; Feldman and Gautier, 1976; Wang
et al., 1993). This observation is consistent with the present study that demonstrated that vagal
stimulation might desensitize neural transmission in the pontine pathway. On the other hand,
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pontine input may modulate neural transmission of certain peripheral inputs (particularly
baroreceptor input) within NTS (Mifflin and Felder, 1990). However, this mechanism will take
effect only when the primary afferent pathway is active. Because PR persisted after the vagal
input was removed, it was not simply the result of direct vagal inhibition of pontine respiratory-
related neurons or pontine enhancement of vagal neurotransmission in NTS. Nevertheless, it is
possible that pontine modulation of NTS neurotransmission may contribute to the habituation of
HB reflex elicited by vagal SAR input. Further study is necessary to elucidate the interaction of
vagal and pontine pathways and their specific contributions to the adaptation of the HB reflex.
The role of NMDA receptors in respiratory rhythmogenesis has received considerable
attention. Because an apneustic respiratory pattern similar to that resulting from pontine
pneumotaxic lesion may be produced by systemic administration of MK-801 (Connelly et al.,
1992; Foutz et al., 1989) or microinjection of NMDA-receptor antagonists in the pontine
pneumotaxic centre (Fung et al., 1994; Ling et al., 1994), it has been suggested that the NMDA
receptor mediates the pontine pneumotaxic input to the respiratory pattern generator (Borday et
al., 1998; Foutz et al., 1989). In agreement with these previous findings, the present study
showed that MK-801 altered the respiratory rhythm in bivagotomized rats within 5 min of its
systemic administration. However, despite a similar tendency toward an apneustic pattern the
respiratory rhythms and the initial responses to vagal stimulation were not exactly the same after
MK-801 administration and pontine pneumotaxic lesion (cf. Figure 4.4A and Figure 4.7A) in the
vagotomized rat. Thus, MK-801 may exert influence not only on the pontine pathway but
perhaps other targets in the respiratory pattern generator such as peripheral chemoreceptor input
to NTS (Aylwin et al., 1997) or certain respiratory-related neurons in the medulla (Pierrefiche et
al., 1991; Takeda and Matsumoto, 1998).
In addition, our results showed that the effect of MK-801 on the respiratory pattern was
accompanied by an abolishment of the PR in the HB reflex - an effect that was also obtained
after pontine pneumotaxic lesion. Therefore, desensitization in the pontine pathway is dependent
on NMDA receptors whereas habituation in the vagal pathway is not. The latter result is
consistent with the NMDA receptor-independent synaptic accommodation found in type I cells
of rat NTS in vitro (Zhou et al., 1997; Zhou and Poon, 2000). However, MK-801 also resulted in
profound, time-dependent changes in the adaptations of the responses in f and JPhr during vagal
stimulation and a steady state was not established until 60 min after MK-801 administration. The
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delayed effects suggest that the recovery of the HB reflex is influenced by some slowly adapting
processes in the respiratory pattern generator that are NMDA receptor dependent.
4.3.3. Habituation and desensitization in mammalian CNS
Our results demonstrate a novel pairing of dual non-associative learning processes -
habituation and desensitization - that coexist in the S-R and parallel state system signal pathways
in the mammalian brain. The habituation (slow component of recovery) of the HB reflex
conformed to the classic criteria of habituation set forth by Thompson and colleagues (Groves
and Thompson, 1970; Thompson and Spencer, 1966), and its characteristics manifested in vivo
(in terms of response time constant and its insensitivity to NMDA receptor blockade) conformed
with the synaptic accommodation in the corresponding vagal-NTS pathway revealed in vitro.
Although habituation and, to a lesser extent, sensitization are commonly found in many sensory
or sensorimotor pathways of the mammalian and invertebrate nervous systems, the present
findings give the first demonstrable example of habituation- desensitization dual processes in the
mammalian brain. In particular, it is possible that activity-dependent phasic adaptations in other
cardiorespiratory reflexes - such as baroreflex resetting (Heesch and Barron, 1992) and hypoxic
respiratory depression (Bisgard and Neubauer, 1995) - are all similar manifestations of
habituation in corresponding signal pathways engendered by synaptic accommodation in NTS or
other brainstem neurons, but demonstration of such correlations at the behavioural and cellular
levels is currently lacking. Likewise, it is possible that the pontine-mediated (ventrolateral pons)
decline of respiratory frequency following sustained hypoxia or carotid sinus nerve stimulation
(Coles and Dick, 1996; Hayashi et al., 1993) may represent a similar manifestation of
desensitization, although it is not clear whether such post-stimulus decline is secondary to (or
acts independently of) habituation in the primary signal pathway.
The differing forms of dual non-associative learning processes (habituation-sensitization
vs. habituation-desensitization) in parallel signal pathways may have important functional
significance. In mammalian or invertebrate nervous systems, habituation and sensitization are
usually associated with innocuous and noxious stimuli, respectively. Examples of the latter are
the startle reflex in the mammalian brain (Davis et al., 1982) and the gill- and siphon-withdrawal
reflexes elicited by tail or mantle shocks in the invertebrate Aplysia (Hawkins et al., 1998). Thus,
habituation may alleviate the animal of the burden of a mundane physiological signal, whereas
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sensitization may alert the animal of the impending onslaught of a non-physiological challenge.
By contrast, vagal SAR input and pontine pneumotaxic input are two complementary signaling
pathways that contribute importantly to the regulation of the normal respiratory rhythm (for
review, see Bianchi et al., 1995). Indeed, simultaneous interruption of vagal and pontine inputs
may lead to apneusis (Figure 4.7A) whereas excessive vagal stimulation may cause apnoea via
the HB reflex (Figure 4.1B) - both events being potentially lethal. In this regard, the pontine
pneumotaxic pathway may be viewed as a back-up' system that provides a fail-safe mechanism
for respiratory rhythmogenesis by averting apneusis in the event of a breakdown of vagal SAR
feedback. Likewise, a coupled habituation-desensitization mechanism in parallel vagal-pontine
pathways may protect the animal against the possibility of respiratory arrest in the presence of an
abnormally large vagal input. Such complementary dual learning processes in redundant signal
pathways may therefore contribute importantly to the maintenance of normal respiratory rhythm
over a wide dynamic range of vagal SAR input. This notion is consistent with the proposition
that synaptic depression (accommodation) may be an important rhythmogenic mechanism in
oscillatory neural networks (ODonovan and Rinzel, 1997).
Although it is generally accepted that the habituation response in invertebrates is
mediated primarily by synaptic depression (Cohen et al., 1997; Stopfer and Carew, 1996), the
mechanism of habituation in the mammalian central nervous system (CNS) is not certain. The
present results provide some evidence that habituation in one mammalian CNS structure may be
linked to synaptic accommodation in a corresponding sensory pathway. On the other hand, the
cellular mechanism of desensitization is less clear. Since pontine desensitization persisted in the
form of a PR after the vagal input was terminated, its underlying mechanism must be different
from that of habituation in the vagal pathway. A more plausible mechanism for the
desensitization response is a vagally induced heterosynaptic disfacilitation of pontine input -
which is analogous to the heterosynaptic facilitation found in some invertebrates (Stopfer and
Carew, 1996). Further studies are necessary to elucidate the cellular basis of such coupled
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Figure 4.1 Effects of repetitive electrical stimulation (at 80 Hz) of vagus nerve over 1 min
(horizontal bar) on phrenic nerve activity in a vagotomized rat. From top to bottom:
phrenic discharges in arbitrary units (a.u.) (Phr); integrated phrenic activity (Int phr);
respiratory frequency (f); amplitude of integrated phrenic activity (fPhr); arterial blood
pressure (BP); percentage CO 2 level in respired air (CO 2 (%)). Each point in thef and fPhr
traces corresponds to one breath. Insets at the top show expanded views of phrenic




















Figure 4.2 Adaptation of Hering-Breuer reflex. Mean responses (means S.E.M.; n = 5) in
respiratory frequency ( f ) and amplitude of integrated phrenic activity (JPhr) before,
during and after 1 min vagal stimulation (demarcated by vertical dashed lines) at two
different stimulation frequencies. Note fast recovery and post-stimulus rebound of the
response inf but not in JPhr. The data from each rat were averaged over several breaths in
variable time windows that ranged from 1 s (at the onset of vagal stimulation) to 20 s (in
the control period), in accordance with the relative speed of response. Responses in each rat
were normalized with respect to the corresponding mean responses in the control period
before the data from all rats were pooled.
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Figure 4.3 Criteria for habituation of Hering-Breuer reflex in terms of the recovery
pattern of respiratory frequency (f ) with varying vagal stimulation protocols (indicated by
different horizontal bars; stimulation frequency, 80 Hz). (A) rate of recovery was inversely
dependent on stimulation intensity. Data show mean responses (n = 3) to 1 min vagal
stimulation at two different stimulation intensities (1.5 and 2.0 x T). (B) recovery patterns
were similar in consecutive 1 min vagal stimulation episodes separated by a 30 s
intermission period in one rat. However, the group data in three rats showed that the
magnitude of the initial inhibitory response at onset of the second episode was slightly
lower (-15 1.15 %) than that of the first episode, suggesting some residual effect of the
habituation from the first episode. (C) inhibitory effect of vagal stimulus was diminished in
the second stimulation episode when the intermission period was shortened to 5 s. The
magnitude of the initial inhibitory response was markedly decreased (-45 10 %, n = 3) in
the second episode compared with the first episode, suggesting that the residual effect from
the first episode (see B) represents a time-dependent short-term memory. (D) the short-
term memory of habituation became less pronounced when the duration of the first vagal
stimulation episode was shortened by half. The initial inhibitory response in the second
episode was not significantly different (-8.0 7.7 %, n = 3; P > 0.1, t test) from the first one.
(E) dishabituation and habituation of dishabituation. Thin and thick bars indicate the
stimulation of the first and second vagus nerves (at a stimulation intensity of 1.5T and 4T,
respectively). Note that strong stimulation of the second vagus nerve reversed
('dishabituated') the habituation of the response to stimulation of the first vagus nerve as
evidenced by the pronounced response evoked by the second vagal stimulus. However, the
response to the second vagal stimulus was diminished (i.e. habituated) when the stimulus











Figure 4.4 Effects of intravenous injection of MK-801 on habituation and desensitization of
Hering-Breuer reflex in a vagotomized rat. (A) phrenic discharges and integrated phrenic
activity before and after MK-801 administration. (B) responses in respiratory frequency (f
) and normalized phrenic amplitude (JPhr) to 80 Hz vagal stimulation before (control) and
5, 20 and 60 min after MK-801 injection. Note that post-stimulus rebound in f remained
absent throughout the period after drug administration despite variations in the
magnitudes of the HB reflex and its habituation. The f plots were normalized by the
quiescent level in the control period before MK-801 injection while the JPhr plot at each
time instant was normalized independently by the corresponding mean level in the control
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Figure 4.5 Effect of NMIDA receptor blockade on adaptation of Hering-Breuer reflex.
Mean responses in normalized respiratory frequency (f) and phrenic amplitude (JPhr) to
repetitive vagal stimulation at 80 Hz before (control) and 60 min after MK-801. Post-
stimulus rebound inf was absent (not significantly different from zero; P > 0.1) after MK-




























Figure 4.6 Schematic diagram of transverse sections of rat brainstem at three levels
showing sites of lesion in the rostral dorsolateral pons encompassing the PB and KF nuclei
in 5 rats. Left, KF only lesions, bilaterally in 2 rats (areas filled or with horizontal shading)
and unilaterally in one rat (vertical shading). Right, sites of unilateral PB lesion and
bilateral KF lesions in two rats (areas filled or with horizontal shading). Insets are
photomicrographs illustrating the lesions (indicated by arrows) in two rats. Abbreviations:
PB, parabrachialis nucleus; LPBS, lateral parabrachial nucleus, sup; LPBE, lateral
parabrachial nucleus, ext; MIPB, medial parabrachial nucleus; KF, Kolliker-Fuse nucleus.
KF LESIONS
A Bilateral KF lesions
















Figure 4.7 Effects of bilateral Kblliker-Fuse nucleus (KF) lesions on habituation and post-
stimulus rebound of Hering-Breuer reflex. (A) raw and integrated phrenic activity post-
KF lesioning before and after vagotomy in one rat. (B) responses in respiratory frequency
(f) and phrenic amplitude (JPhr) before, during and after 1 min vagal stimulation at 80 Hz
(indicated by horizontal bar) in a KF-lesioned rat. (C) mean responses (n = 3) inf and JPhr
before and after KF lesions. Post-stimulus rebound in f was abolished after KF lesion (P >
0.1). See Figure 4.2 legend for notations. Similar responses were obtained in animals (n = 2)
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Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram showing hypothetical model of central adaptations to vagal
Hering-Breuer reflex. Repetitive vagal stimulation elicits synaptic accommodation of
glutamatergic (mainly non-NMDA receptor mediated) neurotransmission in NTS pump
cells (Zhou et al., 1997; Zhou and Poon, 2000), resulting in habituation of HB reflex. This
process may be influenced by pontine modulation of neurotransmission in NTS (long
dashed arrow) (Mifflin and Felder, 1990). The vagal input in turn desensitizes pontine
neurotransmission (mainly NMDA receptor mediated) via neuronal projection of pump
cells to pontine pneumotaxic centre including the parabrachialis (PB) and Kolliker-Fuse
(KF) nuclei (Ezure et al., 1998). Upon removal of vagal stimulus the pontine pathway is re-
sensitized and the absence of vagal volume-related input from slowly adapting receptors
(SAR) is compensated for by a tonic pontine drive that ensures proper inspiratory-
expiratory phase switching in the respiratory central pattern generator (CPG). Thus,
pontine pathway serves as a backup or fail-safe surrogate mechanism for the vagal
pathway and will 'kick in' only when vagal volume feedback is suppressed. At the cellular
level, desensitization of the pontine pathway could result from presynaptic disfacilitation or
heterosynaptic depression (short dotted arrow) (Poon et al., 1999) of an excitatory tonic
pontine drive (as shown). Similar desensitization effects could also result from presynaptic
facilitation or heterosynaptic potentiation of an inhibitory drive (not shown). In this event,
the output of the adapting pontine neuron must be inverted by another inhibitory
interneuron in order to preserve the excitatory throughput of the pontine pathway that
effects the inspiratory-expiratory off-switch. Alternatively, pontine desensitization of the
HB reflex may also result from vagally induced enhancement of neurotransmission in other
pontine pathways that counteract the HB reflex, such as those reported recently (Mutolo et
al., 1998).
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5. High-pass Filtering of
Carotid-Vagal Feedback:
role of NMDA receptors*
5.1. Introduction
Neural integrators in the brainstem that afford temporal integration or low-pass (LP)
filtering of afferent inputs have been implicated in certain sensorimotor reflexes
(Cannon and Robinson, 1987; Crawford et al., 1991; Pastor et al., 1994; Poon et al., 1999). By
contrast, temporal differentiation or high-pass (HP) filtering effects often occur antecedently as a
result of activity-dependent adaptation of sensory receptors (Loewenstein, 1971). Here, we report
two novel forms of HP filtering that are manifested centrally in the sensorimotor respiratory
system.
5.1.1. Neural HP Filters
Figure 5.1 illustrates several neural network models that are operationally equivalent to a
first-order HP filter or rate-limited, leaky differentiator. In Figure 5. 1A, a step input to a sensory
* This chapter has been reprinted from Poon et al., 2000a with permission from Elsevier Science.
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receptor evokes an abrupt reflex response followed by exponential decay to a lower steady-state
level. This time-dependent response pattern is characteristic of sensory receptor adaptation
(Loewenstein, 1971) or central habituation to repetitive stimuli (Kandel, 1978; Siniaia and
Silakov, 1990; Thompson and Spencer, 1966) presumably mediated by homosynaptic
accommodation in central signal pathways (Siniaia et al., 2000a; Zhou et al., 1997; Zhou and
Poon, 2000). The on-transient response approximates temporal differentiation of the input, with
the rate of change being limited by the system time constant. However, during the off-transient
(down-slope of step input) the response is rectified to zero immediately with no post-stimulus
rebound inhibition (undershoot), resulting in a half-wave (rectified) differentiation. This is
because neural activity (represented by spike frequency) cannot be negative. Such peripheral
and/or central adaptation may persist during the post-stimulus period and recover slowly over
time (OMara et al., 1988).
To obtain full-wave differentiation, neural activity must be biased above zero. In many
instances, tonic activity in the receptor provides the necessary bias for adaptation in the
peripheral receptor (Figure 5.1B) and/or central neuron (Figure 5.1C). We refer to such tonic
activities as primary bias (1 0 -bias). Alternatively, a tonic excitatory input in secondary signal
pathways may provide a secondary bias (20-bias) to an adaptive neuron in the common pathway
(Figure 5.1D). Adaptation may also occur in the secondary pathway via presynaptic
disfacilitation (Figure 5.1E) or heterosynaptic depression (Figure 5.1F) (Poon et al., 1999;
Siniaia et al., 2000a).
5.2. Results
Here, we show experimental evidence of both 1 -bias and 20 -bias HP filtering networks
in carotid-vagal pathways to the respiratory pattern generator. Experiments were performed on
urethane-anesthetized (1.5 g/kg i.p. supplemented periodically at -0.2 g/kg i.v.), paralyzed
(pancuronium bromide, 1 mg/kg i.v. supplemented hourly at half initial dosage), vagotomized
and mechanically ventilated Sprague-Dawley rats (280-400 kg) in supine position. Experimental
procedure and precautions are as described in Section 3. In particular, for carotid sinus nerve
(CSN) stimulation both CSNs were surgically isolated and cut distally, the adjoining tissues of
one CSN (~3 mm) being removed as much as possible and away from the stimulating electrode
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in order to minimize current spread. Both stimulating electrode (for CSN or vagus nerve) and
recording electrode (for phrenic nerve activity) were custom-made bipolar Teflon-coated silver-
wire electrodes. All stimuli were delivered at <2x threshold current needed to evoke appreciable
phrenic neural response briskly.
Repetitive electrical stimulation of CSN and vagus nerve had opposite effects on the
inter-burst (expiratory) duration of phrenic nerve activity, with biphasic transient responses
resembling those of a full-wave differentiator to complementary (push-pull) inputs (Figure 5.2A).
Since all tonic and phasic activities from sensory receptors were interrupted after bilateral
denervation, the biphasic response pattern indicates the presence of 20 -bias HP filtering networks
(cf. Figure 5. iD-F) in central chemo-vagal pathways.
For both stimuli systemic administration of dizocilpine maleate (MK-801; 1-1.5 mg/kg
i.v.), a selective non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist, abolished the initial instantaneous
reflex response as well as the post-stimulus rebound excitation or inhibition, revealing a more
gradual buildup and decay ('afterdischarge') of response at stimulus onset and offset,
respectively (Figure 5.2A). Thus, the biphasic differentiators were switched off and were
replaced by integrators after NMDA receptor blockade. For vagal input the initial response
buildup was followed by a slow decay similar to a monophasic or half-wave differentiation,
indicating the presence of NMDA receptor-independent 1 -bias HP filtering (cf. Figure 5.1C) in
the vagal pathway. Although a similar 1*-bias HP could also exist in the CSN pathway, this was
not statistically verified by the data that was more variable than the vagal data.
The responses to CSN and vagal inputs in the control state are well fitted by the
responses of first- and second-order HP filters to these inputs, respectively (Figure 5.2A,B). In
this model, activity-dependent adaptation of neurotransmission is represented by capacitive
charging in the signal path, with each impulse of the input stimulus corresponding to a quantum
of electric charge. Both HP filters feature a 20 -bias differentiator. For the vagal pathway the
latter is preceded by a 1 -bias differentiator in cascade. Blockade of NMDA receptors
deactivates both 20 -bias differentiators and enables an integrator, leaving the 1 -bias
differentiator in the vagal pathway intact.
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Table 5.1 Transfer functions of equivalent neurotransmission filters in CSN and vagal
pathways shown in Figure 5.2B. X, Y are input and output of the filter and s is the complex
frequency in Hz.
Control MK-801
CSN Y(s) 12.3s+0.3 Y (s) 0.04
pathway X (s) 51.2s+4.9 X (s) s+ 0.53
Vagal Y(s) _ 2700s 2 +88.6s+0.7 Y(s) 22.5s+0.3
pathway X(s) - 2046S2 +434s+6 X(s) 22.5s2 +17.0s+0.5
Figure 5.2C shows the frequency responses of the equivalent transfer functions (Table
5.1) derived from the duality of time and frequency responses. Both CSN and vagal pathways
behave like HP filters in the control state with the passband beginning at 1-2 cpm, or
approximately 1/40 the resting respiratory frequency of the animals. These signal pathways are
therefore responsive mainly to phasic (within-breath) or breath-to-breath fluctuations of afferent
inputs and are insensitive to tonic or slowly varying inputs. After NMDA receptor blockade both
CSN and vagal pathways are transformed into LP filters with high-frequency cutoffs of ~6 cpm,
making them insensitive to phasic or breath-to-breath inputs. Thus, NMDA receptors act as a
molecular switch that regulates the frequency characteristics of these filters and their relative
responsiveness to phasic vs. tonic inputs.
5.3. Discussion
From a functional point of view, the preferential admittance of phasic inputs may prevent
response saturation due to excessive tonic inputs and, hence, extend the dynamic range of
afferent transmission. This is analogous to the use of AC- instead of DC-coupling in electronic
signal conditioners. Also, the phase lead effect of HP filtering (Huelsman, 1991) may enhance
the responsiveness of sensorimotor reflex thereby decreasing the risk of system instability (Poon,
1996b) due to excessive feedback delays. These advantages are nullified after NMDA receptor
blockade.
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These HP filtering effects differ from the reported phase lead effects in certain neuronal
current-to-rate spike generators mediated by membrane ion channels (Baldissera et al., 1998; du
Lac and Lisberger, 1995), which have much higher passband frequencies (>1 Hz). The
monophasic and biphasic differentiator characteristics presently demonstrated are compatible
with habituation and desensitization in primary and secondary pathways respectively (Siniaia et
al., 2000a) - non-associative learning processes that are manifested in some brain structures
(Siniaia and Silakov, 1990; Siniaia et al., 2000a; Thompson and Spencer, 1966) independent of
peripheral receptor adaptation (Loewenstein, 1971). The combination of central and peripheral
adaptations may account for the multi-modal frequency response characteristics exhibited in
some sensorimotor systems (Angelaki, 1998; Dow and Anastasio, 1999).
The anterior position of the 1 0-bias differentiator in the vagal pathway and its
independence on NMDA receptors (Figure 5.2B) are consistent with homosynaptic
accommodation in first-order synapses of nucleus tractus solitarius (Poon et al., 2000b; Zhou et
al., 1997; Zhou and Poon, 2000) where primary CSN and vagal afferents terminate. The posterior
position of the 20-bias differentiators and their sensitivity to MK-801 suggest their possible links
to NMDA receptor-dependent neural adaptation in pontine pneumotaxic pathways, which is also
consistent with the reported abolition of the biphasic responses in respiratory frequency to vagal
or hypoxic stimuli after chemical or electrolytic pontine lesioning (Section 4 and Coles and Dick,
1996) or intravenous injection of MK-801 (Section 4 and Coles et al., 1998). The complementary
differentiator responses in the expiratory circuit to CSN and vagal inputs are in contrast to the
integrator responses in the inspiratory circuit to CSN input demonstrated previously (Chapter 6).
Further work is necessary to elucidate whether such biphasic differentiation effects represent
homosynaptic, heterosynaptic or presynaptic adaptations in secondary pathways as depicted in
Figure 5.1 C-E, and whether the integration effects that arise after NMDA receptor blockade are












Figure 5.1 Simplified schemes of HP filtering neural networks. (A) Activity-dependent
adaptation (filled circle or filled triangle) of sensory receptor (R) and/or central synapse,
respectively, on step input results in exponential decrease of initial reflex response
(depicted in Inset) in a central neuron. For sensory receptors that are normally quiescent a
monophasic, half-wave differentiator response is obtained. (B) Tonic bias of sensory
receptor allows biphasic differentiator response with stimulus adaptation and poststimulus
rebound inhibition or undershoot. (C) Similar to (B), with adaptation occurring in central
synapse instead of sensory receptor. (D) Similar to (C), with tonic bias in secondary
pathway before summation (+) by an interneuron. (E) Similar to (D) with adaptation in
secondary pathway instead of primary pathway. The adaptation is in the form of
presynaptic disfacilitation if secondary tonic input is excitatory (as shown) or presynaptic
facilitation if it is inhibitory (not shown). In the latter case other excitatory tonic inputs are
needed to bias the resultant neural activity above zero. (F) Similar to (E) with the
adaptation in the form of heterosynaptic depression (desensitization) if secondary tonic
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Figure 5.2 (A) Effects of repetitive 1-min CSN or vagal stimulation (0.1 ms pulses at 20 and
80 Hz, respectively) in control group (n=7 and 6) and MK-801 group (n=6 and 6).
Responses (means SE) in inter-burst interval (E-time, ordinate shown in logarithmic scale)
of phrenic nerve activity are normalized with respect to baseline value (control, 0.96 0.19
Vagus

















s; MK-801, 0.43 0.08 s). Solid lines are curve fits from models shown below. (B) Electric
circuit models demonstrating excellent fits of experimental data. Vertical dotted lines
indicate peripheral denervation which interrupts all tonic and phasic inputs from
corresponding sensory receptor. Parameter values for CSN group: C2, 3.97; Rs, 3.12; RO,
319; R1, 0.26; R2, 12.1 (control) and C1, 26.9; Rs, 0.07; RO, 319; R1 , 1.55 (after MK-801).
Parameter values for vagal group: C2 , 0.9; C3, 10; R, 5; Ro, 450; R1, 1.8; R2, 60; R3, 7(control) and C1, 1; C 3, 10; R, 2.3; Ro, 450; R1, 4; R3, 7 (after MK-801). Units: capacitance,
F; resistance, (relative scales). I, is unit step current (in amps) in all cases. Parameter
values and circuit configurations are examples only; other equivalent models of HP and LP
filters can also be chosen to fit the data. (C) Frequency response plots (in log-log scale) for
the above equivalent models demonstrate HP filtering effects in control state and LP
filtering effects after MK-801 treatment.
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6. Short-term Potentiation of
Carotid Chemoreflex*
6.1. Introduction
A brainstem neural integrator which converts eye velocity signals to position signals is
implicated in several forms of oculomotor reflex movements (Cannon and Robinson, 1987;
Crawford, 1994). In some cases, the normal operation of the oculomotor neural integrator
appears to be dependent on the activation of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDA-R)
(Godaux et al., 1990; Mettens et al., 1994). Possible mechanisms of such a neural integration
effect include activity-dependent short-term potentiation (STP) of neural transmission at the
cellular level (Shen, 1989) or positive feedback through lateral inhibitions (Arnold and
Robinson, 1997) or other reverberating attractor mechanisms (Seung, 1996) at the network level.
However, direct evidence for such STP or positive feedback mechanisms specific for the
* This chapter has been reprinted from Poon et al., 1999 with permission from Lippincott Williams and
Wilkins.
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oculomotor integrator is presently lacking despite the reported existence of various forms of
synaptic plasticity in the oculomotor system.
By contrast, STP is prevalent in the respiratory system (reviewed in (Eldridge and
Millhorn, 1986; Poon, 1996b)) and is exemplified by the carotid chemoreflex response to
electrical (Hayashi et al., 1993; McCrimmon et al., 1997; Mifflin, 1997; Wagner and Eldridge,
1991) or hypoxic stimuli (Engwall et al., 1991; Fregosi, 1991; Hayashi et al., 1993). Typically,
the STP is evidenced by a rapid increase in the amplitude of respiratory motor response to a
sustained stimulus and a relatively slow decay (afterdischarge) of the heightened response upon
removal of the stimulus. The STP of carotid chemoreflex is activity-dependent, graded and
saturable and can be induced independently of the respiratory rhythm (Eldridge and Millhorn,
1986; Wagner and Eldridge, 1991). It has been suggested that the induction of respiratory STP
may involve NMDA-R modulation of neurotransmission in neurons of the solitary nucleus in the
dorsal medulla (England et al., 1992) or phrenic motoneurons (McCrimmon et al., 1997)
although the loci of STP within the brainstem respiratory regions have not been verified.
In this study, we examined the functional significance of STP as a computational
equivalent of a neural integrator in the processing of carotid chemoreceptor afferent inputs to the
respiratory central pattern generator (RCPG), as proposed by Poon (Poon, 1996b). In addition,
we investigated the effect of NMDA-R blockade on the computational characteristics of such an
integrator.
6.2. Results
6.2.1. STP of carotid chemoreflex
The respiratory responses to CSN stimulation typically consists of a gradual increase in
JPhr and a decrease in T 1, followed by a gradual recovery (afterdischarge) of both variables in the
post-stimulus period (Figure 6.1). As shown in Figure 6.2A, JPhr increased in a mono-
exponential fashion (r= 3.1 0.2 sec, mean + SE; n=10; P < 0.05, Student's t test) to a plateau
value. This was mirrored by a corresponding decrease in T 1 although the latter was fitted more
closely (P < 0.05, F test) by a bi-exponential function consisting of an initial negative step
followed by an exponential decrease (zr= 5.3 1.7 sec, P < 0.05).
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During the post-stimulus period Phr activity gradually recovered from the plateau with
JPhr returning toward the baseline level in a mono-exponential fashion (T = 9.2 0.9; P < 0.05).
The recovery of T1 may be described by a bi-exponential function consisting of an initial positive
step followed by an exponential increase (T = 23.7 3.1 sec), although the curve fit was only
marginally better (P > 0.1) than that of a mono-exponential function (T = 14.7 1.2 sec) without
the initial step. At 1.5 min after the removal of the CSN stimulus a small residual effect was
seen in both JPhr and T 1 (2.8 3.2% and -5.1 1.8% of control, respectively) suggesting a
possible development of long-term potentiation (or long-term facilitation) (Eldridge and
Millhorn, 1986), but the effects failed to attain statistical significance at 5% level.
With MK-801, the baseline values of T, and respiratory frequency increased slightly
(0.40 0.09 sec and 68.4 7.8 cycles/min, respectively, vs. 0.31 0.04 sec and 53.4 4.2
cycles/min in control group) but the effects were not significant at the 5% level. As shown in
Figure 6.2A, the induction and recovery of STP in JPhr became much slower (-= 60.4 10.5 and
45.2 4.5 sec respectively; n=6; P < 0.05 for both), as was the response in T1 during the STP
induction phase (x= 19.1 2.8 sec). Thus, NMDA-R blockade resulted in marked increases (20-
fold and 5-fold, respectively) in the time constants for STP induction and recovery in JPhr and a
similar increase (10-fold) in the time constant of STP induction in T1,(Figure 6.2B). However, the
speed of STP recovery for T1 was not significantly affected by MK-801 (= 18.4 3.7 sec)
compared with controls (23.7 3.1 or 14.7 1.2 sec, see above). The responses in fPhr and T1
after NMDA-R blockade were ascribable totally to STP induction with no appreciable direct
effects (i.e. step changes; P > 0.1) via chemoreflex being evident. Neither the STP for JPhr nor
for T 1 saturated within the 1 min stimulation period.
6.2.2. Leaky integrator model
Previous studies (Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986; Wagner and Eldridge, 1991) have shown
that the STP in JPhr is graded in proportion to the number of CSN stimulus pulses, increasing
with stimulation frequency as well as duration and is saturable. In this respect, the operation of
STP is analogous to a leaky integrator (Figure 6.3A) in which the increase in voltage (JPhr) is
proportional to the electric charges (stimulus pulses) accumulated in the capacitor (C), with each
pulse corresponding to a quantum of electric charge. The maximum voltage is determined by the
total source current (Is, analog for stimulus frequency) divided by the total conductance
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comprised of the parallel current paths via the source resistor (R 1) and leakage resistors (R2, R3 ).
In this analog model the time constant for capacitor charging is generally smaller than that for
discharging (when the source resistor is switched off) and their ratio is given by that of the
leakage conductance to the total (source + leakage) conductance (or equivalently,
(RIR2+RIR3)/(R1R2+R 1R3 +R2 R3 ); see Figure 6.3A). The predicted differences for the onset and
offset time constants of STP is consistent with the findings in cats (Eldridge and Millhom, 1986;
Engwall et al., 1991) and in rats (Figure 6.2B, Figure 6.3B). Furthermore, the source and leakage
conductances are greatly diminished (or switched off) after NMDA-R blockade, such that both
time constants for charging and discharging of the fixed capacitor are determined by the
capacitance and residual (NMDA-R independent) leakage conductance (-=R2C) while the
maximum voltage is determined by R2.
Similarly, the STP in T 1 (Figure 6.2) is compatible with an analog integrator model
(Figure 6.3A) in which the source conductance vanishes (R4 -- )) after NMDA-R blockade
while the leakage resistance R5 remains unchanged, such that the effective time constants (T-
R5C) during capacitive charging and discharging become identical (Figure 6.3B). The abrupt
chemoreflex effects are described by a series resistance R6 interposed between C and R5 . The
initial and final responses during STP induction are then given by Is(R4//R5 //R6 ) and Is(R4//R5 ),
respectively, while the initial offset response during the recovery phase is determined by the
voltage divider R5 and R6 and is negligible if R5>>R6 . Since the initial onset and offset responses
(if any) were abolished by MK-801, the series resistance R6 is NMDA-R dependent and is short-
circuited after NMDA-R blockade. The condition R5>>R6 is also consistent with the finding that
MK-801 application had little effect on the time constant during the recovery phase of STP.
These model predictions are in excellent agreement with the experimental findings (Figure 6.3B).
6.3. Discussion
6.3.1. Interpretation of results
Our finding of a STP in JPhr induced by CSN stimulation is similar to those reported
previously in rats (Hayashi et al., 1993) and in cats (Wagner and Eldridge, 1991) and is
analogous to the STP induced by hypoxia (Engwall et al., 1991; Fregosi, 1991; Hayashi et al.,
1993). The use of low stimulus current precludes the activation of C-fibers, which have relatively
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high excitation thresholds (Douglas and Ritchie, 1956). Although CSN also contains
baroreceptor afferent fibers, carotid baroreceptor stimuli (Dove and Katona, 1985) or aortic
nerve stimulation (Hayashi et al., 1993) have only relatively minor and differing effects on
respiration compared to those resulting from carotid chemoreceptor stimuli or CSN stimulation.
Thus, the STP is likely to result from activation of predominantly chemoreceptor rather than
baroreceptor afferents.
The lack of direct chemoreflex effects elicited by CSN stimulation in rats (especially
after NMDA-R blockade) was not the result of response saturation since a sizable STP was
induced even though the stimulation current was kept relatively low (Figure 6.1). The absence
of a direct effect is in contrast to previous studies in cats (Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986; Wagner
and Eldridge, 1991), which reported appreciable chemoreflex onset and offset responses. This
discrepancy may reflect species differences or the relatively low stimulation current used in the
present study compared with previous studies.
The present results also revealed a novel form of STP expressed in T 1. Presumably, this
may indicate a STP of neurotransmission in the neural circuits that control the shortening of T.
The STP in T1 is in contrast to the short-term depression (decline from an initial increase) in the
respiratory frequency induced by CSN stimulation or hypoxia (Hayashi et al., 1993), which is
ascribable primarily to changes in expiratory duration (see Chapter 5). Thus, STP is specific for
the inspiratory circuits and not expressed in the expiratory circuits.
Our stimulation results demonstrate that both forms of STP approximate a leaky
integrator. Moreover, the time constants of both integrators increased dramatically after MK-801
administration. Thus, NMDA-R normally facilitates the response speed of the respiratory
integrator thereby extending the bandwidth of its low-pass filtering action.
6.3.2. Possible mechanisms and loci of STP integrator
The presently reported neural integration effects are not simply the result of membrane
capacitance, which has a much smaller time constant. Furthermore, previous studies (Wagner
and Eldridge, 1991) found no evidence of a network mechanism for STP of carotid chemoreflex.
Therefore, the most likely mechanism is an activity-dependent enhancement of excitatory
synaptic transmission in respiratory-related neurons similar to that found in the hippocampus
(Anwyl et al., 1989), neocortex (Castro-Alamancos and Connors, 1996) and striatum (Walsh and
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Dunia, 1993). In these brain structures the induction of STP was reportedly blocked by the
application of NMDA-R antagonists. The present results showed that the development of STP in
the respiratory integrator was slowed down rather than blocked by MK-801. The relatively long
stimulation period required for STP induction after NMDA-R blockade could account for the
apparent inhibition of STP by NMDA-R antagonists reported previously.
It has been suggested that STP of JPhr may be mediated by neurons in the solitary
nucleus (NTS) (England et al., 1992; Mifflin, 1997) and phrenic motor neurons (McCrimmon et
al., 1997) in the afferent and efferent limbs of the chemoreflex loop, respectively. However, the
persistence of a post-stimulus response in JPhr and T 1 makes it unlikely that STP is expressed in
first-order synapses in the NTS. Indeed, it has been shown that afferent activity induces short-
and long-term depression (Zhou et al., 1997) instead of potentiation in this region. Since STP can
be induced in the absence of rhythmic phrenic activity (Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986; Wagner
and Eldridge, 1991) or by sub-threshold stimuli (Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986), its locus must lie
within the input pathway preceding the RCPG and its motor efferents. The persistence of the
post-stimulus response implies that STP is induced indirectly in a pathway distinct from that
directly driven by CSN input. Two possible mechanisms compatible with these observations are
presynaptic facilitation (Byrne and Kandel, 1996) and heterosynaptic potentiation (Brown et al.,
1990) (Figure 6.4). These postulated mechanisms provide a working model for further
investigation of the cellular mechanisms of STP induced by CSN or other inputs.
6.3.3. Relationship to oculomotor integrator
The presently reported respiratory integrator has some similarities to the oculomotor
integrator located in the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (Godaux et al., 1993; Mettens et al.,
1994), a medullary region in the vicinity of the NTS. The offset time constants of both
integrators are in the order of 101 s. However, the onset time constant of the oculomotor
integrator is much shorter than that of the respiratory integrator, perhaps reflecting a smaller
source resistance (R 1 or R4 in Figure 6.3) in the oculomotor system. Furthermore, blockade of
NMDA-R has differing effects on the time constants of the respiratory and the oculomotor
integrators (Godaux et al., 1990; Mettens et al., 1994). Further work is needed to elucidate the
cellular and/or network mechanisms underlying both integrator systems.
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6.4. Conclusion
We have demonstrated that repetitive CSN stimulation elicits STP in both JPhr and T1.
Both forms of STP approximate an equivalent leaky integrator, with the STP induction and
recovery corresponding to capacitive charging and discharging, respectively. Blockade of
NMDA-R greatly increases the time constants of neural integration. Thus, NMDA-R serves as a
molecular switch that facilitates the induction and recovery of STP thereby greatly enhancing the
response speed of the neural integrator as well as extending the bandwidth of its low-pass
filtering action. Such NMDA-R-dependent integrative processing of afferent inputs (as
exemplified by CSN inputs) to the respiratory controller may play an important role in the

















Figure 6.1 Effects of repetitive electrical stimulation (20 Hz, at a minimal stimulation
current of 1.2X threshold) of a carotid sinus nerve (CSN) over 1 min (horizontal bar) on
phrenic nerve activity in a rat with bilateral sectioning of carotid sinus nerves and vagus
nerves. From top to bottom: phrenic discharges (Phr); integrated phrenic activity (Int Phr);
normalized amplitude of integrated phrenic activity (fPhr); duration of phrenic activity
(TI); and arterial blood pressure (BP). Each point in the fPhr and T, traces corresponds to
one breath. Insets at the top show expanded views of phrenic discharges in the control



























Figure 6.2 NMIDA-R-dependent short-term potentiation of phrenic activity induced by
CSN stimulation. (A) Average data (means SE) showing normalized responses in the
amplitude of integrated phrenic activity (JPhr) and its duration (TI) to 1-min CSN
stimulation (demarcated by dotted vertical lines) and their recovery in the post-stimulus
period. Plotted are the responses before (left) and after (right) NMDA-R blockade by MK-
801. (B) Estimated time constants for induction and recovery of STP in amplitude (left)









































Figure 6.3 NMDA-R as a molecular switch and recovery of STP in Phr amplitude (left
panels) and duration (right). (A) Leaky integrator models of STP consisting of an ideal
capacitor (C) and leakage resistors (R2, R3, R5) before and after its NMDA-R-dependent
resistive components (R1, R3, R4) are switched off by application of MK-801. During
discharge (recovery) the leaky integrator is disconnected from the input current source (IS)
and external resistors (R1, 114) along the vertical dotted lines. For Phr duration and
immediate reflex responses at the onset and offset of STP are modeled by an NMDA-R-
dependent series resistor (R6) which is short-circuited after NMDA-R blockade. (B) Model
fits of the responses in Phr amplitude and duration to 1 min CSN stimulation in control
animals (solid line) and those after NMDA-R blockade by MK-801 (dotted line).
Experimental data (mean values, filled and open symbols) are same as in Figure 6.2. Model
parameter values are: C=1F (normalized); R1-R6: 4.7, 60.0, 10.9, 2.9, 18.8, and 5.0Q,
respectively. The values of Is are scaled appropriately in each case to match the
corresponding response magnitude. Other circuit configurations and parameter values








































Figure 6.4 Hypothetical mechanisms of STP induction in respiratory neurons. Repetitive
CSN input via relay neurons in NTS enhances the efficacy of neurotransmission from a
tonic (e.g. central chemoreceptor) drive through presynaptic facilitation (left) or
heterosynaptic potentiation (right) in the integrator region. The total output then drives
the corresponding respiratory central pattern generator (RCPG) circuits that control the
amplitude and duration of Phr.
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Recent studies (Chapters 4 and 5 and (Young et al., 1998)) have revealed several time-
adaptive components in the classic Hering-Breuer inflation reflex (HBIR) (Breuer, 1868; Hering,
1868) modulation of the respiratory rhythm elicited by lung inflation or electrical vagal
stimulation. The primary adaptive component features a slow exponential decay that evidences a
gradual habituation of HBIR, possibly due to time-dependent adaptations in the primary central
pathway for neurotransmission of vagal-volume feedback (VVF) to the respiratory central
pattern generator (RCPG). A secondary adaptive component is characterized by an abrupt post-
stimulus rebound and exponential recovery of the respiratory rhythm following the cessation of
* This chapter has reprinted from Young et al., 2001a with permission from Kluwer Academic Publishers.
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the vagal input, an effect that has been linked to NMDA receptor-dependent desensitization of
neurotransmission in a secondary vagally-modulated pathway via the pontine pneumotaxic
region (Chapters 4 and 5). The combined habituation-desensitization of HBIR via the primary
and secondary central pathways conform with the classic dual-process model of nonassociative
learning. (Chapter 4 and (Groves and Thompson, 1970)) These observations provide the first
indication that nonassociative learning may play a role in the vagal control of the respiratory
rhythm.
This Chapter explores the physiological implications of such nonassociative learning in
respiratory control under varying pathophysiological states. Novel concepts under this new
paradigm were derived from computer simulation of a model of the RCPG, the respiratory pump
and the vagal-pontine feedback pathways connected in a closed loop.
7.2. Methods
A model of the RCPG and its feedback pathways was implemented on the GENESIS
software package (Bower and Beeman, 1995). Previous studies (Rybak et al., 1997a; Rybak et
al., 1997b; Rybak et al., 1997c) have established a basic RCPG model with VVF that
demonstrates a three-phase respiratory pattern. Here we extended this model by including
nonassociative learning mechanisms in the vagal-pontine pathways. This model however does
not include the recently reported inspiratory promoting mechanisms (Section 9.3 and (Takano
and Kato, 1999)) or network reverberation found after NMDA receptor blockade (Section 9.3).
7.2.1. RCPG Network Model
The core RCPG network is composed of seven Hodgkin-Huxley type neurons of either
incrementing or decrementing spike frequency profiles (Figure 9.1). Modulating the basic
respiratory pattern are the pons neuron and pulmonary stretch receptors (PSR) which are
implemented as simple neurons without spike frequency adaptation or ramp activities. Common
to all cell types are the following ion-channel types: the K delayed rectifier current, the fast Na
current, the transient A-current, and the K leakage current. (See Rybak et al., 1997a for further
details on the neuron model.)
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Neurons have either incrementing or decrementing spike profiles (Rybak et al., 1997a).
Incrementing (ramp) activities result from the interaction between Kp(Ca) and CaT low
threshold channels while decrementing activities result from the interaction between KAp(Ca)
and CaL high threshold channels. A simple model is utilized to account for Ca>2 intracellular
concentration dynamics (Bower and Beeman, 1995):
d[Ca2 I [Ca 2
dt BIca -___dt IT
where [Ca 2 +] is the calcium concentration in moles/m 3. On the right hand side of this equation,
the first term accounts for the total inward calcium current ICa while the second term accounts for
Ca 2+ depletion with a single decay time constant, T (for incrementing and decrementing neurons
T= 0.003 and .0133 sec, respectively). The constant, B, converts the inward calcium current into
concentration.
Synaptic connections are either excitatory (resting ionic potential, Ek = 0.045V) or
inhibitory (Ek = -0.082V). The synaptic conductances (gsy,(t)) are modeled by an alpha function
(Jack et al., 1975; Rall, 1967) with a time constant of 0.01 sec and a maximal conductance of 0.8
S/m2. The efficacy of synaptic transmission is controlled by a weight factor (W) and the effective
conductance is the product of W and gsy,(t).
7.2.2. Model of Respiratory Pump
Following Rybak et al., 1997b the integrated phrenic nerve activity and the lung volume
(LV) are modeled as leaky integrators connected in cascade, with the former being driven by
ramp-I and post-I activities. A DC component superimposed in LV controls the end expiratory
volume. Scaled lung volume (LVs=LV*g, where gain, g = 0.6*ei2 A/M3 in control) is used as
the current input to the PSR. Hence changing the gain changes the phrenic drive to tidal volume
ratio.
7.2.3. Model of Vagal-Pontine Feedback Pathways
Previous studies (Chapters 4, 5, and 8) have shown that pontine activity increases
expiratory time but does not affect inspiratory time. These experimental observations were
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modeled by a hypothetical positive feedback pathway between con-E2 and the pons neuron,
although other network configurations are also possible.
Activity-dependent plasticity was incorporated into the primary and secondary vagal-
pontine pathways to simulate nonassociative learning in HBIR, as indicated by previous
experimental studies (Chapters 4 and 5). In the primary pathway homosynaptic plasticity was
included at the PSR projections to post-I and early-I neurons although such plasticity could also
occur in the neurons in the solitary nucleus (not shown) that relay the PSR signal transmission to
the RCPG. In the secondary pathway, heterosynaptic plasticity was included to modify the
excitatory input from con-E2 to the pons neuron. These synaptic weight changes were modeled
as follows:
AW = (PRA - TpRp)* Rw * dt
where AW is the dimensionless discrete weight change, PRA is a dimensionless measure of
presynaptic activity, TpRA is the presynaptic activity threshold, Rw is a constant rate of synaptic
weight change (sec-1), and dt is the time step in seconds. To produce synaptic accommodation
(for desensitization and habituation) at suprathreshold presynapatic activities, Rw was set less
than zero (-0.0075 sece). This negative rate caused W to decrease when PRA was above TpRA
and increase when PRA was below TpRA. Weights were bounded by maximum and minimum
values (WM.,= 2*Wo and Wmin = WO/4, where Wo is the initial synaptic weight). To have a smooth
approach to the weight limits, a square root function was utilized. Namely, the synaptic weights
were updated as follows:
W( n+1)=W(n )+ AW * S
where n is the time index, the scale, S = N1/ 2 or (1-N)m1/2 when the synapses are decreasing or
increasing, respectively, and the normalized weight, N= (W-Wmn)/(Wmax-Wmn)).
7.3. Results and Discussion
Simulation of the model under control conditions closely mimicked the reported three-
phase respiratory pattern (Figure 7.2). In eupneic breathing, the pons should have minimal
influence on the breathing pattern since the pons/con-E2 pathway is desensitized by vagal
feedback. This eupneic pattern set the baseline for subsequent simulations studying the effects
of the nonassociative learning in respiratory pattern generation.
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7.3.1. Vagal Stimulation
To determine if the model could reproduce the HBIR and its adaptive components we
simulated the model after first blocking VVF and then briefly activating this pathway at 80Hz.
The results demonstrated the salient features found experimentally, namely initial reflex
responses followed by habituation and post-stimulus rebound/memory in breathing frequency
and expiration time. Inspiratory time and phrenic amplitude also showed accommodation during
stimulation but no post-stimulus memory.
7.3.2. Apneustic Breathing
Removing both the vagal-volume feedback and the pontine neuron from the model
produced an apneustic breathing pattern characterized by prolonged inspiration (+100%),
shortened expiration (-10%), decreased breathing frequency (-11%), and increased peak phrenic
amplitude (+7%) (Figure 7.3A). This breathing pattern is similar to that found experimentally
after vagotomy and pontine lesions (Figure 4.7 and (Wang et al., 1993)) or NMDA receptor
blockade (Figure 4.4 and (Connelly et al., 1992; Foutz et al., 1989; Monteau et al., 1990)). In
contrast, abolishing VVF alone did not result in apneustic breathing in the model, in agreement
with experimental observations. These findings suggest that the pons acts as a fail-safe
mechanism preventing apneusis when VVF is inactive.
7.3.3. Lung Restriction
End-expiratory lung volume is reduced in certain restrictive lung diseases such as
pulmonary fibrosis, bronchitis and respiratory distress syndrome (RDS). In such cases, the lung
restriction diminishes overall ventilation as well as vagal-volume feedback.
Decreasing the lung volume gain, g, by 50% simulated lung restriction (Figure 7.3B).
Without any adaptation after lung restriction, inspiratory time increased by about 15% while
expiratory time decreased by 12.5%. With adaptation, however, the synaptic weights increased
via nonassociative learning in the primary and secondary pathways due to reduced PSR
activities. As a result, the normal respiratory pattern was partially restored, namely inspiratory
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time was only 10% larger than control while expiratory time was only 2% smaller than control
(Figure 7.4A). These adaptations reflected beneficial compensatory changes in the vagal-volume
feedback pathway in response to chronic lung restriction that served to preserve the inspiratory
off-switch.
7.3.4. Lung Inflation
Lung distension occurs in certain abnormalities such as emphysema. Over-inflation of the
lungs results in sustained elevation of functional residual capacity and increase in vagal volume
feedback.
To investigate the compensatory changes in response to such lung distension, the DC
component in the lung volume model was increased so that the end-expiratory volume (EEV)
was nearly 30% of the normalized end-tidal volume (Figure 7.3C). This change caused PSR to
fire more frequently throughout ventilation. Without adaptation (Rw = 0), increased EEV reduced
inspiratory time by 65%, increased expiratory time by 17%, and decreased peak lung volume by
20%, together reducing overall ventilation. However, with Rw < 0, adaptations in the primary
and secondary pathways (decreasing synaptic weights) tended to partially restore normal lung
volume (90% of control) as well as inspiratory (90%) and expiratory times (109%) (Figure 7.4B).
Therefore, the adaptations effectively suppressed the HBIR-related apneic effects of lung
inflation.
7.4. Conclusion
In this chapter it was shown by simulation of a RCPG model that nonassociative learning
in vagally mediated pathways could effectively enhance the dynamic range of the respiratory
rhythm under varying physiological states by fine-tuning synaptic weights in vagal-pontine
feedback pathways (Figure 7.5). The pons acted as a back up to vagal-volume feedback
whenever the latter was inactive or reduced.
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amp-I Phrenich
Figure 7.1 Schematic of the RCPG consisting of seven core interconnected neurons,
mechanical feedback, and the pons. Filled stars indicate hypothetical sites of nonassociative
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Figure 7.2 Simulation results. Neuronal activities of each cell type, integrated phrenic, and
the lung volume during eupneic breathing. Membrane voltages are plotted in Volts while
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Figure 7.3 Three simulations of different pathophysiological states are shown: (A)
apneustic breathing resulted from coincident pons blockade and vagotomy; (B) lung
restriction; and (C) lung inflation. Panels B and C illustrate that nonassociative learning
dynamically modulated the breathing rhythm helping to nullify the effect of altered VVF.
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Figure 7.4 Comparison of simulation responses with and without adaptation. (A)
























Figure 7.5 Normal and pathophysiological respiratory scenarios are shown: (A) eupneic
breathing when VVF predominately controls I-offswitch while pons is densensitived by
VVF activity; (B) apneusis occurs when both the pons and VVF are removed; (C) during
lung deflation, VVF is reduced/abolished and the pons becomes sensitized and maintains a
stable rhythm; (D) during lung inflation, VVF is enhanced, the primary pathway is








The mammalian brain is known to be endowed with certain neural integrators that afford
extended temporal summation of afferent activity or, equivalently, low-pass frequency filtering
of afferent neurotransmission to the CNS. This is evident, for instance, in the dynamic
acceleration-to-velocity or velocity-to-position transformations of eye movement signals
(Crawford et al., 1991; Fukushima and Kaneko, 1995; Godaux et al., 1993; Nakamagoe et al.,
2000) and the short-term potentiation (STP) of the carotid chemoreflex respiratory response
(Poon et al., 1999). Less well appreciated is the brain's potential capability of temporal
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differentiation or high-pass frequency filtering of afferent signals, which is both plausible and
interesting since integration and differentiation are complementary mathematical operators that
are fundamental to any dynamic system, including the brain.
A notable example of neural differentiation is the adaptation of sensory receptors
(Detwiler et al., 1980; Linton et al., 1995; Widdicombe, 1982; Wilson and Melvill Jones, 1981)
where the initial rapid response to a sustained stimulus is followed by gradual adaptation to a
lower steady-state level. Such sensory adaptation often recovers promptly post-stimulation
without any rebound, i.e., the differentiation effect is monophasic instead of biphasic.
Differentiator-like phase-lead effects resulting from fast-acting membrane ion-channels have
also been reported in certain neuromuscular junctions (Baldissera et al., 1998) and central
neurons (du Lac and Lisberger, 1995) although their cut-off frequencies are rather high (> 1 Hz)
for most physiologic signals.
We showed (Chapter 5) that a biphasic neural differentiator with a relatively low cut-off
frequency is evident in the central adaptation of the Hering-Breuer reflex modulation of the
mammalian respiratory rhythm. The biphasic differentiator is reduced to monophasic after
pharmacological blockade of NMDA receptors, suggesting that its mechanism may involve
synaptic modification in some central pathways. Remarkably, the differentiator displays certain
spatiotemporal characteristics that conform to the classic definition of nonassociative learning
(Chapter 4). These findings motivated the present theory, namely, the behavioral consequences
of nonassociative learning may be computationally equivalent to those of a neural integrator or
differentiator.
This chapter is written with a broad and diverse readership in mind. In the area of
behavioral neuroscience, the present theory extends the classic dual-process model of
habituation-sensitization to include desensitization as a new mode of nonassociative learning.
Further, the theory explores the specific computational roles of these three modes of
nonassociative learning from the perspective of biologic intelligence. In computational
neuroscience, the present theory characterizes a neural differentiator as the additive complement
of a neural integrator and suggests a possible behavioral correlate for neural integrator-
differentiator in terms of nonassociative learning. In addition, the theory presents a feedforward
neural network model of integral-differential computation in the brain and introduces a novel
methodology for the systematic identification of the corresponding nonassociative learning and
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logic-gating components in vivo. With this unification of themes in behavioral and
computational neuroscience based on an overarching mathematical model, it is hoped that a
general theoretical framework would emerge that is useful to both disciplines. Finally, for the
broader readership concerned with autonomic functions, the present work raises the possibility
that even simple physiologic reflexes are potentially capable of complex cognitive behaviors
similar to those found in the higher brain.
8.2. Trimodal Theory of Nonassociative Learning
Neural integrator and differentiator are important notions in computational neuroscience,
providing a quantitative description of the dynamics of neural signal processing. In contrast, in
behavioral neuroscience the dynamics of afferent processing is generally ascribed to neural
adaptations such as learning and memory. Although the induction of long-term memory requires
repeated afferent activation often in association with other concurrent neural activities (see, for
example, Farley and Alkon, 1985; Kandel, 1978), STP and short-term depression (STD) of
neurotransmission could be induced rapidly by afferent activation alone. Such short-term
adaptations are similar to those of neural integrators and differentiators, in that they are all
induced by afferent activity in a nonassociative manner. However, the possible computational
role of nonassociative learning has not been well appreciated, in part because the conventional
description of nonassociative learning is not amenable to mathematical treatment.
To set the stage for our proposition of nonassociative learning as neural
integrator/differentiator, we present a new theory of nonassociative learning that conforms with
the requirements for integral-differential computation. Section 8.2.1 reviews the classic
definitions of two basic modes of nonassociative learning: habituation and sensitization. A third
mode of nonassociative learning called desensitization is introduced in Section 8.2.2 and its
distinguishing features are delineated in Section 8.2.3. Section 8.2.4 revisits the criteria for
habituation in the light of this new learning mode. In Section 8.2.5 we expound the
computational implications of this trimodal theory of nonassociative learning.
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8.2.1. Habituation and sensitization: the 'dual-process theory'
Although the mechanism of nonassociative learning differs with specific brain systems, a
useful starting point for the present framework is the 'dual-process theory' (Groves and
Thompson, 1970). According to this classic theory, a physiologic response evoked by a repetitive
primary stimulus may decrease or increase over time through adaptation processes called
habituation or sensitization, respectively, which correspond to activity-dependent STD or STP of
neurotransmission in a primary stimulus-response pathway (Figure 8.1). In addition, the primary
stimulus may, through indirect modulatory influence, sensitize the neurotransmission in a
parallel (secondary) pathway that is excited by a separate (secondary) input. This secondary
pathway or 'state system' (Figure 8.1) is a collateral network that presumably determines the
animal's general level of excitation or motivation to respond.
In the dual-process theory, habituation is presumably characterized by several loosely-
defined criteria on the stimulus-response behavior (Thompson and Spencer, 1966): (1) adaptation
with exponential decay of the response to a repetitive stimulus; (2) direct dependence of the
adaptation on stimulus frequency; (3) inverse dependence of the adaptation on stimulus intensity;
(4) spontaneous recovery and short-term memory of the habituation effect after the stimulus
ceases; (5) prolonged recovery period following extended stimulation with "below-zero"
habituation; (6) successive potentiation of the habituation effect in succeeding stimulation
episodes; (7) "dishabituation", i.e., reversal of the habituation to the first stimulus by a novel or
strong stimulus; (8) habituation of dishabituation, i.e., the dishabituating stimulus can itself be
habituated over time; (9) cross-modal generalization, i.e., habituation to one stimulus may
transfer to other stimuli. Until recently, criterion 1 has been generally taken to be a hallmark of
habituation whereas the other criteria are secondary characteristics which, if manifested, are
thought to provide additional evidence of habituation.
Sensitization is less well characterized and may be thought of as the converse of
habituation, except that it may occur in the primary or secondary pathway. This "dual process"
of habituation and sensitization has been widely acknowledged in the past decades as the
principal forms of nonassociative learning in many mammalian and invertebrate brain systems
(Chernigovsky et al., 1980; Christoffersen, 1997; Kandel, 1978; Siniaia and Silakov, 1990).
Although habituation is often attributed to STD of excitatory neurotransmission in the
primary pathway, sensitization could result from STP of excitatory intemeurons (or STD of
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inhibitory interneurons) at multiple synaptic sites in the primary and secondary pathways with
varying timescales (Cohen et al., 1997). For simplicity, the discussion of habituation and
sensitization will hereinafter be confined to STD and STP of excitatory neurotransmission,
respectively.
8.2.2. Desensitization: the third mode of nonassociative learning
In an apparent departure from the classic dual-process theory, a distinct mode of
nonassociative learning called "desensitization" has been discovered recently in the pontine-
mediated afferent pathways to the respiratory central pattern generator in rat (Chapter 4).
Desensitization is a reversal of sensitization in the secondary pathway and is characterized by
STD rather than STP of neurotransmission. As such, it is a counterpart to habituation, which is
specific to the primary pathway.
Because desensitization is a decrementing form of adaptation, it is easily mistaken for
habituation. Their subtle distinction based on pathway specificity makes it difficult to assess
retrospectively whether certain purported occurrences of habituation (reviewed in Chernigovsky
et al., 1980; Christoffersen, 1997; Kandel, 1978; Siniaia and Silakov, 1990) might have been
ascribable to desensitization instead. Equally unclear is whether the sensitization observed in
some mammalian brain systems represented STP in the primary or secondary pathway.
Therefore, it is imperative to establish rigorous behavioral criteria that allow an unambiguous
discrimination of these various forms of nonassociative learning. One such criterion elaborated
in the following is based on the manifestation of short-term memory in these pathways.
8.2.3. Discrimination of primary and secondary memory: the 'auto-chopping' effect
In nonassociative learning, a primary stimulus may elicit a feedforward reflex response
via the primary pathway (primary reflex) with simultaneous adaptive responses such as STP or
STD in both the primary and secondary pathways. The STP or STD may be in the form of
synaptic facilitation or accommodation (Zhou et al., 1997; Zhou and Poon, 2000), respectively,
which are phasic adaptations. Alternatively, the STP/STD may be accompanied by an ensuing
short-term memory in the primary or secondary pathway (primary or secondary memory), which
may be manifested as an exponential 'afterdischarge'/'aftercharge' in the post-stimulus
response.
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An important property of memory in a neurotransmission pathway is that it is discernible
only during recall, i.e., when the pathway is activated by an input. Once the latter ceases, all
reflex and adaptive responses vanish abruptly and the memory becomes latent. We call this an
'auto-chopping' effect, namely an abrupt obscuring of the memory when afferent activity is
silenced (Figure 8.1).
In nonassociative learning, the primary stimulus serves both to induce adaptation in the
primary and secondary pathways and simultaneously recall the primary memory, whereas inputs
that excite the secondary pathway independent of the primary stimulus provide a continual recall
of the secondary memory. As the primary stimulus ceases, the primary pathway is abruptly
disengaged while the secondary pathway remains active, and hence any post-stimulus response
must be via the secondary pathway (Poon and Siniaia, 2000). This activity-dependent and
pathway-specific auto-chopping effect provides a simple behavioral marker that discriminates
primary and secondary memory.
Specifically, habituation/desensitization are readily distinguished by the absence/presence
of aftercharge in the STD, and sensitization in the primary/secondary pathway are distinguished
by the absence/presence of afterdischarge in the STP. Support for these model predictions has
been derived from recent experimental studies of STD/STP in a mammalian brainstem system in
which neurotransmission in the secondary pathway was suppressed by pharmacological blockade
and/or electrical lesioning (Chapters 4, 5, and 6 ).
It should be noted that auto-chopping comes into play only when afferent activity is
silenced. This may occur, for instance, in an experimental setting where the stimulation of a
severed nerve is abruptly terminated. In the intact animal, tonic activity from sensory receptors
could keep the primary pathway persistently active, thereby precluding auto-chopping and
allowing continual recall of the primary memory.
8.2.4. Criteria for habituation and sensitization revisited
The revelations above call for a reexamination of the conventional criteria for habituation
(Section 8.2.1). Several of these criteria warrant particular attention.
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8.2.4.1. Criterion 1: Monophasic STD
First and foremost, it is important to recognize that a decrementing adaptation pattern
alone in the stimulus-response relationship is no longer a sufficient indicator of habituation-as
it could also signify desensitization in a secondary pathway. A more definitive criterion for
habituation is a monophasic STD, i.e., the lack of an ensuing aftercharge in the STD response
(Section 8.2.3), which should rule out desensitization.
8.2.4.2. Criterion 4: Latent memory
Similarly, it is important to specify that the post-stimulus characteristics of habituation-
spontaneous recovery and short-term memory-are latent effects that are normally obscured by
auto-chopping in the primary pathway, and are manifested only in succeeding stimulation
episodes. This is in contrast to the spontaneous recovery and short-term memory of
desensitization, which is characterized by an aftercharge.
8.2.4.3. Criterion 5: Desensitization as 'below-zero habituation'
The term 'below-zero habituation' is an oxymoron: a primary pathway cannot in reality
over-adapt itself to below-zero neurotransmission levels. Such apparent below-zero adaptation
indicates the possible presence of simultaneous adaptation elsewhere, perhaps in the secondary
pathway, which adds to the effect of habituation (see Section 8.3.3.3). The present definition of
desensitization in the secondary pathway clarifies this ambiguity.
8.2.4.4. Criterion 6: Accumulation of latent memory
The latent short-term memory of habituation is also indicated by its accumulation with
succeeding stimulation episodes. Again, it is important to distinguish this latent short-term
memory from the aftercharge of desensitization (see Section 8.2.4.2).
8.2.4.5. Criterion 9: Desensitization as cross-modal habituation
It should be emphasized that desensitization is not merely a case of "cross-modal
generalization" of habituation, namely, the transfer of the habituation in the primary pathway to
unaffected stimuli in the secondary pathway. In principle, desensitization could be induced
independently of habituation and, indeed, of any sensitization in the primary pathway. The
distinctive characteristics of desensitization make it necessary to consider it as a distinct mode of
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nonassociative learning in its own right, rather than as a generalization of habituation in kind.
With this precise classification, the ambiguities with other criteria for habituation (above) and the
computational implications of nonassociative learning (below) are clarified.
8.2.4.6. Primary and secondary sensitization
In contrast to the pathway specificity of habituation, sensitization could be induced in the
primary and/or secondary pathways by a repetitive primary stimulus. We refer to these two
variants as the primary and secondary sensitization in order to indicate their anatomic and
behavioral distinctions (Section 8.2.3).
8.2.4.7. Dependence on stimulus frequency, intensity and novelty
The above classification of nonassociative learning is based on the adaptation polarity
and pathway specificity. This is distinct from other criteria (#2, 3, 7, 8; see Section 8.2.1) of
habituation pertaining to differing stimulus frequency, intensity and novelty, which could be
confounded by the possible recruitment of multiple synaptic mechanisms or neural pathways.
Therefore, experimental studies designed to test the dual-process theory based on these auxiliary
criteria (e.g., Bee, 2001) are not relevant to the above classification.
8.2.5. Mathematical basis of trimodal nonassociative learning
The foregoing definition of desensitization adds a new dimension to nonassociative
learning unaccounted for by the dual-process theory. This new dimension fits naturally with the
classic definitions of habituation and sensitization, and helps to clarify some ambiguities in these
definitions.
From a computational perspective, the three dimensions of nonassociative learning are
mutually independent and jointly representative of all incrementing and/or decrementing
adaptations with or without short-term memory. Hence, the trio constitute an orthogonal (non-
redundant) and complete mathematical basis that satisfactorily describes all forms of
nonassociative neural dynamics. We demonstrate in the following that this trimodal neural
dynamics effectively empowers the brain to perform integral-differential computation of any
dynamic-memory order.
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8.3. Integral-Differential Computation by Nonassociative Learning
This section aims to develop the theoretical foundation of neural computation by
nonassociative learning. To facilitate cross-disciplinary exposition we first introduce in Section
8.3.1 some basic concepts and terminology about integral-differential neural computation that
are central to the present theory. Section 8.3.3 presents various nonassociative learning models of
neural integrator/differentiator, or low-pass/high-pass frequency filter, and Section 8.3.4
highlights the complementarities of integrator and differentiator as revealed by these models.
8.3.1. Definition of neural integrator and differentiator
Numeric integration and differentiation are elemental calculus operations. They also
underlie all temporal dynamics and kinematics phenomena in Nature. An analog integrator or
differentiator is any physical process with observable input and output signals that demonstrate
integral or differential transformation in real time, respectively. Analog integrators and
differentiators are limited by their leakages, i.e., physical bypasses that offset the integration and
differentiation processes. Leaky integrators are commonly used in electrophysiology experiments
to obtain a moving time-average of neuronal firing, which gives an analog 'neurogram' of spike
frequency as an output.
Below is a brief description of the response characteristics of a leaky integrator and
differentiator and their complementary relationships in time domain and frequency domain;
details of the mathematical derivations are found in Section 8.3.2.
8.3.1.1. Temporal characteristics
The response of a leaky integrator to a constant-step stimulus input (Figure 8.2A)
typically exhibits an exponential growth saturation and decay during the on- and off-transients,
respectively, whereas the transient response of a leaky differentiator is characterized by
exponential recoveries from an initial abrupt overshoot and rebound undershoot. An integrator or
differentiator is said to be biphasic (or monophasic) if it does (does not) demonstrate a
significant post-stimulus response in the form of an afterdischarge or aftercharge, which
indicates the presence of memory in the system. The order of a compound integrator or
differentiator refers to the number of integrators or differentiators it is composed of, and is
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indicated by the number of exponential terms in its response characteristic. An integrator or
differentiator is said to be inverted if it has a negative throughput gain, i.e., the direction of its
response is opposite to that of a normal integrator or differentiator as defined in Figure 8.2A.
Under these broad definitions, any neural system that displays similar integral or
differential characteristics of neurotransmission is called a neural integrator or differentiator,
respectively.
8.3.1.2. Frequency characteristics
From linear systems theory (Ogata, 1990), an integrator/differentiator in the time domain
acts like a low-pass/high-pass filter in the frequency domain of signal processing (Eq. 4 in
Section 8.3.2). The time constant of an integrator or differentiator is inversely proportional to the
lower cut-off frequency (bandwidth) of the equivalent low-pass filter, or the upper cut-off
frequency of the equivalent high-pass filter, respectively (Figure 8.2B). Finally, an integrator or
differentiator is also characterized by a phase-lag or phase-lead (phase-advance) effect, i.e., with
the output having a negative or positive phase relationship relative to its input, respectively.
8.3.1.3. Complementarities of integrator and differentiator
In Figure 8.2A, the dynamic behavior of a differentiator is shown to be complementary to
that of an integrator with matching time constants, with their transient characteristics mirroring
one another. The frequency characteristics of a low-pass and high-pass filter with matched cut-
off frequencies are also complementary to one another (Figure 8.2B). Indeed, a serial
combination of these complementary filters in cascade approximates an all-pass filter with a
constant throughput gain at all frequencies.
8.3.2. Integrator and differentiator equations
A first-order leaky integrator or differentiator (Figure 8.2) is described by the following
equations:
i = -ax + bu
y = cx + du
where y, u are the output and input of the integrator or differentiator, respectively; x and i are
state variable and its rate of change in time; a, b, c, d are parameters and a > 0. The terms cx and
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du indicate respectively the indirect (adaptive/dynamic) effect and direct (feedforward reflex)
effects of the input on the output. For a constant-step input, u = constant for 0 < t < T where T is
the end of input, the solution for Eq. 8.1 under zero initial condition for x is:
y(t) = du +(cbu / a)(1-e-) for 0 < t < T (8.2)
This model represents an integrator (Figure 8.2A, left panel) if both terms on the right
hand side of Eq. 8.2 have the same sign, or a differentiator (Figure 8.2A, right panel) if they have
opposite signs. An integrator or differentiator is said to be inverted (with negative gain) if the
input exerts an opposite direct effect on the output, i.e., d < 0. It is called biphasic or monophasic
depending on the presence or absence of a post-stimulus response (for t > 1):
Biphasic: (t)=[y()-y(0)]e # for t > T (8.3a)
Monophasic: y =0 for t > T (8.3b)
where y(O), y(T) are the outputs at the beginning and end of the step input, respectively.
From linear systems theory (Ogata, 1990), the equivalent transfer function (TF) for the
model of Eq. 8.1 is (Figure 8.2B):
d(s +a +cb/d)Y(s)= -s+ac U(s) (8.4)
s+ a
where s is the complex frequency and Y, U are the Laplace transforms of y, u, respectively.
When cb/d>0 the zero occurs at a higher frequency than the pole, making the TF a high pass
filter. Conversely, if cb/d<O, the system TF is a low pass filter.
8.3.3. Nonassociative learning models of neural integrator and differentiator
We now show that trimodal habituation-sensitization-desensitization learning via a
primary and secondary pathway conforms to a neural integrator/differentiator of first- or second-
order (see Section 8.3.4 for mathematical details). Higher-order integrators and differentiators
may be synthesized in a similar fashion with additional adaptive processes in these pathways or
higher-order pathways.
8.3.3.1. Differentiator-integrator
Figure 8.3A shows a nonassociative learning model with habituation-sensitization in
primary and secondary afferent paths. The stepwise reflex response to a repetitive primary input
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habituates exponentially over time due to STD in the primary pathway. As the primary stimulus
ceases, both the reflex and adaptive responses vanish abruptly as a result of auto-chopping. The
dynamics of habituation therefore resembles a monophasic differentiator, referred to as primary
differentiator.
In some instances, a primary stimulus may simultaneously sensitize the response to a
secondary input through the induction of STP, which manifests itself as an augmenting response
with an afterdischarge. Since auto-chopping does not apply in the secondary pathway with a
tonic input, the afterdischarge indicates the presence of secondary memory. The exponential on-
off transients that are characteristic of sensitization in the secondary pathway conform to a
biphasic integrator, referred to as a secondary integrator.
An example of such a sequential sensitization-habituation combination is found in the
acoustic startle reflex in rat Davis et al., 1982. The discordant combination of a primary
differentiator and secondary integrator is functionally equivalent to a band-pass or band-stop
filter, which selectively admits or rejects afferent inputs varying at certain mid-frequencies,
respectively.
8.3.3.2. Double integrator
In a similar manner, activity-dependent STP in both primary and secondary signal
transmission pathways (Figure 8.3B) forms a double (second-order) integrator: a monophasic
integrator in the primary pathway (primary integrator) and a biphasic integrator in the secondary
pathway. Again, because of auto-chopping in the primary pathway, only the secondary memory
expresses an afterdischarge at the cessation of the primary stimulus.
From a behavioral perspective the above double integrator is analogous to sensitization of
both the primary and secondary pathways. If either the primary or secondary pathway (but not
both) is sensitized by the primary stimulus then the neural system reduces to a single
(monophasic or biphasic) integrator. An example of a first-order, biphasic secondary integrator is
the recently reported NMDA receptor-dependent STP of the carotid chemoreflex response Poon
and Siniaia, 2000 and Chapter 6).
8.3.3.3. Double differentiator
We have postulated (Chapter 5) that a double differentiator, consisting of a primary
differentiator and secondary differentiator, may be realized in a similar fashion as the double
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integrator above but with activity-dependent STD instead of STP in both primary and secondary
pathways. Behaviorally, a secondary differentiator corresponds to desensitization in the
secondary pathway. Note that "below-zero" adaptation is possible when the net depression
effects of habituation and desensitization exceed the excitatory effect of the primary reflex.
8.3.3.4. Integrator-differentiator
Finally, it is conceivable that sensitization-desensitization in the primary -secondary
pathway (Figure 8.3D) could give rise to a compound integrator-differentiator, with the
frequency characteristic of a band-pass or band-stop filter. This system is distinguished from a
differentiator-integrator (Figure 8.3A) by the presence of an aftercharge instead of afterdischarge.
8.3.4. Nonassociative-learning integrator/differentiator models
From Eq. 8.2 the response of a primary integrator or differentiator (Figure 8.3) to a step
input u1 applied to the primary pathway is given by:
y1(t)= dju1 +(b1 cu / a1)(1- e-"') for 0 < t < T (8.5)
where the subscript '1' indicates attribute to the primary pathway. Because of the chopping
effect (section 2.2.5) the primary pathway is silenced once the primary input is off (for t> T).
A secondary integrator or differentiator is described by the following model equations:
x2 = -a 2x2 +b2 u2 + b3u
(8.6)
Y2 = C 2X2 + d2 u2
where the subscript '2' indicates attribute to the secondary pathway and b3 represents the
influence of the primary stimulus on the secondary pathway. This model represents an integrator
or differentiator if b2 and b3 have the same or opposite signs, respectively. Assuming a tonic bias
input u2 in the secondary pathway and a step input u1 in the primary pathway, the response of
the above secondary integrator or differentiator is:
Y2(0)= Y2(0)+ (b3 c2 uI /2a2 )(1--"') for 0< t< T (8.7a)
and y2 (t) = Y2(0) + [(y2 (T) - y 2 (0 )]e-a 2(tT) for t > T (8.7b)
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Finally, the resultant response of the dual-process integrator and/or differentiator is the
sum of y1 and Y2:
Y =yi+Y2 (8.8)
8.3.5. Complementarities of neural integrator and differentiator
The complementary relationship of integrator and differentiator (Section 8.3.1.3) is
readily seen in a nonassociative learning model of neural integrator/differentiator. In Figure 8.3C
and D, a secondary differentiator is shown as the combination of two separate processes: a
primary reflex (independent of any adaptations in the primary pathway) and an inverted
secondary integrator, converged via the corresponding pathways and summated at the output
neuron. Analogously, a primary differentiator (Figure 8.3A,C) may be thought to comprise a
primary reflex and an inverted primary integrator, which are mediated by and summated within
the primary pathway. It follows that a neural differentiator may be realized by nonassociative
learning as the difference between a primary reflex and a (non-inverting) neural integrator. A
neural differentiator is therefore an additive complement of an integrator, i.e., the resultant of the
neural differentiator and its complementary integrator is equal to the primary reflex.
8.4. Temporal Filtering by Nonassociative Logic-Gating
From Section 8.3.1.1, an integrator/differentiator is functionally equivalent to a low-
pass/high-pass frequency filter (Figure 8.2B). Analogously, neural signals may also be 'filtered'
temporally by phasic inhibition or blockade of neurotransmission between selected time intervals
(rather than attenuation of the neurotransmission gain within selected frequency bands). In this
event, the pathway is said to be 'logic-gated', i.e., it is switched on or off by a timed logic
command.
An example of temporal filtering is auto-chopping in the primary pathway (Section
8.2.3), which is logic-gated to the primary stimulus. In a similar fashion, the secondary pathway
may also be gated to the secondary input if the latter is phasic instead of tonic. Thus, a pathway
may serve concurrently as an auto-chopper and integrator/differentiator. 'Cross-chopping' is said
to occur if a pathway is logic-gated to command signals independent of the driving input.
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As with nonassociative learning, such logic-gating is activity-dependent and
nonassociative-although it affords temporal rather than frequency filtering, and logic rather
than dynamic processing of afferent inputs. Together, nonassociative logic-gating and
nonassociative learning afford a rich repertoire of computational algorithms for afferent signal
processing.
In Section 8.2.3, the auto-chopping effect was used to advantage to discriminate a
secondary memory from primary memory. However, auto-chopping also conceals any primary
memory from the post-stimulus response. The possible presence of cross-chopping in the
primary and secondary pathways further confounds the dynamics of nonassociative learning,
making it difficult to identify any integrator/differentiator from the stimulus-response
relationship. In Section 8.5, we propose a novel analytical technique that allows the identification
of nonassociative learning and nonassociative logic-gating components from stimulus-response
data.
8.5. Stroboscopic Interferometric Filtering Technique
In nonassociative learning, a constant-step sensory input may elicit a multiplicity of
reflex, adaptive and memory effects via the primary and secondary pathways (Figure 8.3), which
cannot be resolved readily from the stimulus-response relationship particularly if the pathways
are logic-gated. To circumvent this difficulty, we introduce in Section 8.5.1 an analytical
procedure called stroboscopic interferometric filtering technique (SIFT), which is expressly
designed to 'sift' a neurodynamic-neurologic system into its separate components. The basic
principles of this system identification technique are demonstrated in Sections 8.5.2 and 8.5.3 for
the decomposition of a nonassociative-learning double differentiator with auto- and cross-
chopping in the primary and secondary pathway, respectively. In Section 8.5.4, we delineate the
experimental design issues for system identification with the SIFT approach.
8.5.1. Stroboscopic excitation of dynamic and logic-gated systems
In SIFT, the primary stimulus is applied stroboscopically (in the form of an intermittent
rectangular train with a given duty cycle), rather than continuously in a constant-step fashion. In
contrast to previous applications of this experimental paradigm, the power of SIFT lies in the
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introduction of several system identification principles inspired by stroboscopy and
interferometry, two established techniques for studying phasic phenomena. In stroboscopy, a
time-varying image is captured (i.e., temporally filtered) in still frames by pulsed excitation at
selected time intervals or cyclical phases. Interferometry is a basic imaging technique
(Hariharan, 1992) that has been applied to a wide variety of wave signals ranging from sub-
atomic to astronomical scales; a well-known neuroscience application is the Normarski method
for contrast enhancement in optical microscopy. The SIFT theory takes advantage of the filtering
and interference effects of a stroboscopic input and applies them effectively to identify a
dynamic and logic-gated system.
8.5.2. Identification of primary memory: stroboscopic filtering principles
From Section 8.2.3, the primary memory is normally obscured by the auto-chopping
effect, leaving the secondary memory readily identifiable as the sole contributor to any post-
stimulus response. Now, to identify the primary memory per se, we will make use of two basic
principles of SIFT analysis demonstrated in the double differentiator example shown in Figure
8.4.
8.5.2.1. Inter-strobe filtering
For a differentiator with negligible primary memory (Figure 8.4A), a stroboscopic input
elicits reflex and accommodative responses that reset themselves to the same baselines after each
strobe, with similar phasic response patterns recurring from strobe to strobe. In contrast, any
primary memory effects residual between successive episodes (Figure 8.4B) would accumulate
inter-stroboscopically, resulting in an exponential decrease of the baseline response in the
primary pathway. This observation demonstrates the first principle of SIFT analysis, namely,
inter-strobe filtering of phasic and memory-dependent responses allows the latter to be revealed
in the primary pathway in successive strobe episodes, regardless of the auto-chopping effect.
The inter-strobe filtering principle for the primary memory is a generalization of the
short-term memory property of habituation (Section 8.2.3). Thus, the latent memory of the STD
in the primary pathway residual after each strobe episode manifests itself only in succeeding
episodes (Section 8.2.4.2) and accumulates inter-stroboscopically, resulting in an augmentation
of the habituation (Section 8.2.4.4). These properties of habituation are elucidated more clearly
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in the SIFT analysis depicted in Figure 8.4, which can be readily extended to a similar analysis
of sensitization in the primary pathway.
8.5.2.2. Between-strobe filtering
In a compound network such as the double differentiator, the inter-strobe response may
comprise a double (instead of single) exponential decay (Figure 8.4B). Although the latter can be
readily resolved by means of nonlinear curve fitting (provided the time constants are sufficiently
distinct), further testing is required for their classification as primary or secondary memory.
Such classification is made possible by the second principle of SIFT analysis, namely the
between-strobe filtering of the primary memory. Specifically, since auto-chopping does not
apply to a secondary pathway with tonic excitation, the exponential decay response resulting
from the secondary memory should be manifested not only during each strobe but also
throughout the between-strobe period, when the primary memory is interrupted (Figure 8.4B).
Therefore, comparison of the inter-strobe response and the between-strobe response should
determine the pathway specificity of each exponential component. Such inter-strobe filtering and
between-strobe filtering by auto-chopping in the primary pathway make it possible to uniquely
identify the primary and secondary memory when both are present.
8.5.3. Identification of logic-gating: stroboscopic interference principles
The above stroboscopic filtering analysis assumes that auto-chopping intrinsic to the
primary pathway is the only form of gating in the system. To determine the possible
contributions of other forms of logic-gating, we introduce here the principles of stroboscopic
interference (Figure 8.5) of an oscillator by stroboscopic and tonic afferent inputs via the primary
and secondary pathways.
8.5.3.1. Primary interference
In such a system, a stroboscopic input to the primary pathway may produce constructive
or destructive interference (primary interference patterns) of the oscillator rhythm in the form of
phase prolongation or phase shortening, respectively, depending on the input-output phase
relationship (Figure 8.5A). Because of auto-chopping of the stroboscopic input, such primary
interference is absent in the between-strobe period. Any cross-chopping of the primary pathway
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by separate command signals (not shown in Figure 8.5A) will interact with one another and with
the stroboscopic input in conformance with the logical 'AND' function, i.e., the primary pathway
is active only when all these gates are on.
8.5.3.2. Secondary interference
By contrast, a secondary stimulus always produces constructive and destructive
interference (secondary interference patterns) in alternating half-cycles of oscillation unless it is
also stroboscopic or is gated by separate command signals, allowing auto-chopping or cross-
chopping to occur in the secondary pathway, respectively (Figure 8.5B). These chopping effects
are distinguished from those in the primary pathway by their association with the between-strobe
response and post-stimulus response, which are necessarily abolished in the primary pathway.
Thus, the temporal specificity of the primary interference effects elicited by a stroboscopic input
implicitly provides a time-dependent logic-gating function that can be effectively employed to
probe other logic-gated functions in the primary and secondary pathway based on their
distinctive effects on primary and secondary interference.
8.5.4. Experiment design with SIFT
The theoretical basis of SIFT conforms with the general problem of system identifiability
in control systems theory, namely the question of whether an observed stimulus-response
relation can be solved for the unknown model parameters of a dynamic system (Cobelli and
DiStefano, 1980). The answer to this question is often critically dependent on the choice of a
sufficiently exciting stimulus (or stimuli) that activates all the unknown system dynamics. An
optimal experiment design is to yield a stimulus-response relation that allows the best statistical
estimation of the system parameters subject to the experimental constraints (Poon, 1986; Walter
and Pronzato, 1990).
In SIFT, the use of a stroboscopic input instead of constant-step input allows the
identification of the primary memory and logic gating in nonassociative learning. For optimal
stroboscopic filtering, the stimulus level and the strobe-train duration (strobe period) should be
chosen to maximally activate the primary/secondary memory and any phasic accommodation
components, while the strobe-train duty cycle should be adjusted in order to capture the
accumulation/recovery of the memory in corresponding pathways. For optimal stroboscopic
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interference, the strobe-train should be synchronized to the oscillator rhythm. An optimal
experiment design with SIFT should therefore balance these analytical requirements and other
experimental constraints for system identification.
These experiment design considerations are in agreement with the properties of
habituation. For example, it is well-known that the (latent) short-term memory of habituation
(Sections 8.2.4.2, 8.2.4.4) is discernible in a succeeding stimulation episode provided the
intermission period is sufficiently short and the duration of the preceding stimulation episode is
sufficiently long (see Figure 4.3B,C,D). These subtle properties of habituation are made clear by
the SIFT theory, which also allows their generalization to similar testing of sensitization and
desensitization.
We remark that in some experimental settings, a stroboscopic input may not be optimal
or feasible for the identification of a nonassociative learning system. For example, a stroboscopic
input in the form of a rectangular wave may not provide sufficiently rich excitation for the
discrimination of other forms of gating or other primary pathways that may be simultaneously
operative (see Chapter 9). For such applications, the SIFT theory and procedures outlined above
will serve as guiding principles for the design of an optimal input(s) for system identification.
8.6. A Habituation-Desensitization Differentiator in the Mammalian Brain
The trimodal nonassociative learning theory of neural integrator-differentiator presently
proposed is predicated on the conception of desensitization as the third mode of nonassociative
learning in the brain. As a corollary, the theory predicts that a nonassociative learning
integrator/differentiator may be accompanied by certain auto- and cross-choppers that perform
complementary nonassociative logic-gating computations. These critical concepts and
postulations are exemplified by a recently discovered double differentiator in the afferent
pathways of the mammalian respiratory central pattern generator (RCPG).
8.6.1. Physiological basis of working models of habituation-desensitization of Hering-
Breuer reflex
Outlined below is the physiological basis of the working models of nonassociative
learning in the vagal-pontine modulation of the respiratory rhythm depicted in Figure 8.6.
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8.6.1.1. Respiratory central pattern generator model
The basic respiratory rhythm is tri-phasic with a successive ramp-like increase, decrease
and cessation of inspiratory motor activity in each period (see references in (Matsugu et al.,
1998). For the present purpose, however, a two-phase inspiratory-expiratory (I-E) respiratory
central pattern generator (RCPG) model will suffice, since the focus is on the dynamics of
afferent processing rather than respiratory rhythmogenesis per se. Specifically, the proposed
half-center oscillator model (Matsugu et al., 1998) comprises two lumped and reciprocally
inhibited neuronal (I and E-related) populations, without explicit designation of specific neuronal
subtypes (Bianchi et al., 1995; Duffin et al., 2000; Ezure, 1990) and pacemaker neurons (Smith
et al., 2000) that may be important for rhythmogenesis, phase switching and production of the
complete three-phase pattern. The base rhythm set by these neurons are assumed to be
continuously being modulated by vagal-pontine inputs, as described below.
8.6.1.2. Primary pathway of HBIR
Considerable evidence is available for the loci of a primary pathway mediating HBIR.
Vagal-pulmonary slowly-adapting stretch receptor afferents monosynaptically activate volume-
related 'pump' cells (Berger and Dick, 1987; Bonham and McCrimmon, 1990; Ezure et al.,
1998) in the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) of the dorsal medulla. These NTS pump cells most
likely have paucisynaptic excitatory projections to the E-related neurons (mainly E-neurons with
decrementing activity pattern, E-dec) in the ventrolateral medulla, as revealed by intracellular
recording of their excitatory postsynaptic potentials (Ezure, 1990; Hayashi et al., 1996). The E-
dec neurons, in turn, have inhibitory connections to other E- and I-related neurons that are
thought to be involved in respiratory rhythm generation (Ezure, 1990; Lindsey et al., 1987).
Thus, it is likely that vagal-pulmonary afferents may elicit HBIR by activation of the E-dec
neurons via this primary pathway, thereby lengthening TE and shortening T1 .
Recently, it has been shown that repetitive stimulation of vagal A-fibers results in
activity-dependent (but NMDA receptor independent) synaptic STD in these second-order NTS
neurons (Siniaia et al., 2000b). Such synaptic STD responses observed in vivo are reminiscent of
those found in type I NTS neurons in vitro (Poon et al., 2000b; Zhou et al., 1997; Zhou and
Poon, 2000). Thus, STD in the NTS and/or other sites in this primary pathway offers a possible
mechanism that may account for the habituation of HBIR.
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8.6.1.3. Secondary pathway of HBIR
There is considerable neuroanatomic and neurophysiological evidence that pontine
neurons receive projections from vagally-activated NTS pump cells (Ezure et al., 1998) and are
suppressed by vagal-pulmonary stretch receptor inputs (Shaw et al., 1989; St. John, 1987).
Furthermore, activation of specific pontine neurons induces the shortening of T1 and
prolongation of TE similar to the HBIR (Chamberlin and Saper, 1994; Chamberlin and Saper,
1998; Jodkowski et al., 1997; Mutolo et al., 1998; Younes et al., 1987), probably via a pontine
projection to the E-related neurons of the rostral ventrolateral medulla (Chamberlin and Saper,
1998). These findings suggest a vagally-modulated, pontine mediated secondary pathway that
activates the expiratory circuit in parallel with the primary pathway, although pontine neurons
may also exert influence on the inspiratory circuit (Chamberlin and Saper, 1994; Mutolo et al.,
1998).
The working models in Figure 8.6 postulate that vagal-pulmonary slowly adapting
receptor activity indirectly (perhaps via projections from NTS pump cells) induces
heterosynaptic STD in the pontine pathway, resulting in desensitization of the excitatory
neurotransmission from a tonic secondary input to the E-related neuron. Evidence for such a
pontine-mediated secondary pathway was provided by the finding that desensitization of the
HBIR was abolished by electrical lesioning of the pontine pneumotaxic region (Chapter 4). The
possible contribution of this pontine pathway to the desensitization of HBIR is also supported by
the observation that the adaptation of the respiratory rhythm to a pontine stimulus has a similar
temporal pattern (Younes et al., 1987) and dependence on NMDA receptors (Fung et al., 1994;
Ling et al., 1994) as with HBIR (Chapter 4 and 5). Alternatively, the desensitization effect may
be produced by the potentiation of an inhibitory pontine input to the E-related neuron, or
potentiation/depression of an excitatory/inhibitory pontine input to the I-related neuron. For
simplicity, only the first configuration is illustrated in the working models in Figure 8.6.
8.6.2. Nonassociative learning models of respiratory Hering-Breuer reflex
8.6.2.1. Adaptations of Hering-Breuer reflex
The Hering-Breuer inflation reflex (HBIR) is one of the earliest experimental
demonstrations of feedback control of the respiratory rhythm (Breuer, 1868; Hering, 1868), and
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is characterized by the "self-steering" prolongation of expiratory duration (TE) and shortening of
inspiratory duration (TI) during sustained lung inflation, which activates the pulmonary slowly-
adapting stretch receptors and the corresponding vagal afferents.
Previous studies in dogs (Stanley et al., 1975) have shown that the HBIR is not static, but
exhibits decrementing central adaptation and a post-stimulus rebound and recovery. Recently, we
have shown (Chapter 4) that the adaptation of the HBIR in rat conforms to many of the
conventional criteria for habituation (Section 8.2.1) and that the post-stimulus rebound is
abolished after lesioning of the pontine pneumotaxic region, suggesting a secondary 'state'
system via the pontine pathway. The direction of the post-stimulus rebound and recovery
indicates that this secondary pathway is desensitized (i.e., with similar behavioral effects as
habituation) by the vagal input.
Such short-term adaptation of the HBIR through nonassociative learning is the subject of
the present investigation, independent of the long-term adaptations during development or
senescence. A body of physiological evidence (see Section 8.6.1) has led to the following
working models of nonassociative learning in the HBIR, as depicted in Figure 8.6.
8.6.2.2. Non-gated habituation-desensitization model
In this model (Figure 8.6A), vagal-pulmonary slowly adapting receptor afferents activate
a primary pathway to the RCPG via the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) in the medulla, and
simultaneously modulate a secondary pathway mediating the pontine input to the RCPG.
Synaptic accommodation in the NTS neurons (Zhou et al., 1997; Zhou and Poon, 2000) or other
forms of STD in the primary pathway may account for the habituation to the vagal input,
whereas vagally induced STD of the pontine pathway may account for the desensitization and
post-stimulus rebound of the HBIR (Chapter 4).
8.6.2.3. Gated habituation-desensitization model
Phase-locked gating has been suggested to play an important role in regulating the flow
of sensory information in some locomotory rhythm generators (Sillar, 1991) and in the RCPG
(Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986; Hildebrandt, 1977). Since desensitization of the HBIR was
evident only in the adaptation of TE and not T1 (Chapter 5), we postulated that the pontine
pathway to the RCPG might be logic-gated to the E-phase. There are several possible
configurations for such phase-locked logic-gating; illustrated in Figure 8.6B is a particular
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configuration in which the pontine input to the E-related neuron is inhibited by the I-related
neuron during the I-phase.
8.6.3. Experimental model testing by SIFT analysis
The above working models represent quantitative and testable hypotheses about the
mechanism of nonassociative learning in the HBIR, based on current neuroanatomic and
neurophysiological data which provided partial validation of the model components piecemeal.
In this experimental investigation (see Section 3.3) we applied the SIFT analysis to the testing of
these models in an integrative fashion.
8.6.3.1. Stroboscopic interference of respiratory rhythm
Stroboscopic vagal stimuli (Si , SE) delivered in the I or E respiratory phases produced
distinct disturbances in the phrenic burst rhythm (Figure 8.7A), primarily as time-dependent
changes in T 1 and TE (Figure 8.7B). Neither stimuli had appreciable effects on the initial rate of
rise of the inspiratory wave, reflecting a constancy of inspiratory drive maintained throughout the
stimulation and post-stimulation periods. The shortening of T, under the S stimulus resulted in a
proportionate decrease in the peak amplitude of integrated phrenic nerve activity (JPhr) and
correspondingly, in the slope of its post-inspiratory decline (see legend to Figure 8.7B), whereas
such effects were nil under the SE stimulus. These data indicate that the stroboscopic vagal
stimuli affected mainly the timing of the I-E and E-I off-switches rather than the drive or
waveshape components of the respiratory CPG.
The most dramatic effects of stroboscopic vagal stimulation were seen in the phrenic
burst frequency (f), where the interference patterns resulting from S , SE were antipodal (Figure
8.8A). With SE, the response in f evidenced that of an inverted (inhibitory) biphasic
differentiator, whereas the response to S was compatible with a biphasic integrator. The SE-
differentiator for f was manifested also in TE though non-inverted (Figure 8.8B), while SE had
virtually no effect on T1 (Figure 8.8C). Correspondingly, the Si-integrator for f was expressed
mainly in TE (Figure 8.8B) while the S, - T1 relationship actually resembled a monophasic
differentiator instead of an integrator (Figure 8.8C).
The divergent differentiator-integrator responses to S, and SE in the I and E phases of the
respiratory rhythm provided a functional montage that portrays the many facets of the respiratory
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neural differentiator. To gain insight into these complex input-output relationships we applied
the SIFT theory (Section 8.5) to the data analysis.
8.6.3.2. Pontine adaptation revealed by SIFT
From the SIFT theory the Si-integrator and SE-differentiator responses in Figure 8.8 may
be attributed in part to secondary memory by virtue of the following observations: 1) both the S-
integrator and SE-differentiator demonstrated significant post-stimulus memory responses
(Figure 8.8A,B); 2) the SI-integrator response in TE (Figure 8.8B) was out-of-phase with respect
to the S, input. Such between-strobe filtering effects (Section 8.5.2) are consistent with the
presence of secondary memory but not primary memory. These secondary memory effects
identified by SIFT analysis are reminiscent of the reported pontine desensitization (Section
8.6.1).
8.6.3.3. Secondary differentiator is not phase-specific
Figure 8.9A shows that the post-stimulus responses in TE following 8-min S or SE
stimulation had similar magnitudes and both decayed at a rate (r = 53.6 11.4 and 101.4 35.8
s, respectively) considerably slower than that resulting from 1-min constant-step stimulation (r =
7.9 0.9 s). These observations suggest that induction of the pontine adaptation was not impaired
by the episodic nature of the Si and SE inputs. Moreover, the pontine adaptation was not phase-
specific.
To further illustrate the non-phase specific property of the secondary memory, we present
in Figure 8.9B the Si-integrator response as a STD in TE, the expression of which was
independent of the phase in which the strobe input was applied. These observations are
consistent with the between-strobe filtering effect of secondary memory, which distinguishes it
from the primary memory (Section 8.5.2).
8.6.3.4. Primary differentiator is phase-specific
The SI-integrator and SE-differentiator responses in TE are best fitted by a single and a
double exponential, respectively (Figure 8.10A). The fast exponential component of the SE-
differentiator has a similar time constant as that of the SI-integrator (r = 5.8 0.8 vs 5.8 0.2 s)
and both can be attributed to the pontine adaptation as demonstrated in Figure 8.9. The slow
exponential component of the SE-differentiator (r = 87.6 12.3 s) is synchronized with the SE
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input and thus is ascribable to the primary memory by virtue of the inter-strobe and between-
strobe filtering effects (Section 8.5.2). This is also consistent with the model-predicted primary
interference (Section 8.5.3) elicited by the SE input: constructive interference is seen in the E-
phase (and not in the I-phase, when the SE input is nil).
Similarly, a primary memory is also indicated by the monophasic SI-differentiator
response in T 1 (Figure 8.10B) indicating a destructive interference effect of the S input in the I-
phase - which is again consistent with the model-predicted inter-strobe and between-strobe
filtering effects and the primary interference effect of SI. The long time constant (r = 46.3 12.2
s) of the SI-differentiator response in T 1 is consistent with the slow component of the SE-
differentiator in TE. Both time constant estimates are much larger than that of the pontine
adaptation although they are somewhat variable due to the relatively small response magnitudes
(0.04 0.004 and 0.05 0.004 for S- and SE-differentiator).
In sum, a primary differentiator is indicated by the stroboscopic filtering and stroboscopic
interference effects of the slow exponential components, which are similarly expressed in the T1
and TE responses.
8.6.3.5. Neural differentiator is additive complement of integrator
The exponential curve fitting in Figure 8.10A revealed three distinct response
components in the SE-differentiator in TE : a primary and secondary inverted integrator (with
slow and fast negative exponential terms) and a constant direct effect. Generally, the direct
effect of a stroboscopic input represents the resultant phasic response from the feedforward
reflex and phasic adaptation (accommodation) components in the primary pathway. The S-
differentiator in T1 (Figure 8.10B) had similar components but without a secondary integrator.
These integrator effects partially negated the direct effect of the primary reflex, resulting in the
corresponding primary and secondary differentiator. In mathematical terms, these primary and
secondary differentiators are additive complements of the corresponding integrators, i.e., the sum
of the integrator and differentiator responses is a constant (Section 8.3.5).
8.6.3.6. Pontine integrator is phase-locked to respiratory rhythm
The expression of a secondary integrator in TE but not T 1 (Figure 8.10) presents a
dilemma. Since the I- and E-phase are complementary half-cycles, it follows straightforwardly
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from the non-gated model (Figure 8.6A) that the responses in the I-phase should mirror those in
the E-phase (Figure 8.1 1A). This model prediction contradicts the observed T1 responses.
Such discrepancies could be readily rectified provided the pontine pathway was gated off
during the I-phase (Figure 8.6B). This phase-locked gating model would predict a stroboscopic
interference (Section 8.5.3) in T, similar to that shown in Figure 8.11A less the secondary
interference component, in excellent agreement with the observed responses in the I-phase
(Figure 8.11B). This phase-locked gating model provides a simple yet coherent explanation of
the presence of a secondary integrator in the E-phase but not I-phase.
There are three possible ways by which the secondary pathway could be gated off: 1) the
output of the integrator is interrupted specifically in the I-phase even though the integrator itself
is active throughout the respiratory cycle (as depicted in Figure 8.6B, Figure 8.1 1B); 2) the
interruption occurs at the integrator input; 3) rather than being interrupted, the integrator is
deactivated in the I-phase (i.e., adaptation of the integrator is dependent on E-neuron activity). In
Models 2 and 3 the secondary integrator would be disabled entirely (with no adaptation) in the I-
phase. This latter prediction contradicts the data shown in Figure 8.9, which clearly demonstrates
that the pontine adaptation was not phase-specific. Consequently, output interruption is the only
gating model that is consistent with the SIFT data shown in Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9.
8.6.4. Logic-gated double differentiator model
8.6.4.1. Model interpretation of present results
The foregoing shows that the multiplex SIFT data could be well fitted piecemeal by the
model in Figure 8.6B, which has been developed by consolidating a host of physiological and
anatomic data in the literature (Section 8.6.1). To demonstrate the integrative power of this
model we traced the entire set of SIFT data with a cinematic display of the phase-transition
diagrams under corresponding input-output conditions (typical freeze-frame pictures are shown
in Figure 8.12 insets). In Figure 8.12-Al the SI-T1 relationship is compatible with the presence of
a primary differentiator and output interruption of the secondary integrator. In Figure 8.12-A2,
the mono-exponential SI-TE relationships during the on- and off-transients are explained by the
exponential charging and discharging of the secondary integrator, respectively, with the primary
integrator being disengaged throughout (auto-chopping effect, see sections 2.3, 5.2).
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The effects of the SE input (Figure 8.12B) are similar to those for the S input but with an
opposite primary interference. Thus, the null SE-Ti relationship (Figure 8.12-B]) indicates the
simultaneous disengagement of the primary differentiator and output interruption of the
secondary integrator. Similarly, the second-order differentiator SE-TE relationship (Figure 8.12-
B2) reflects the presence of both the primary and secondary differentiators in the E-phase.
Indeed, the eight pairs of input-output relationships (combinations of T/TE , SISE and on/off-
transients) can all be explained readily in terms of the superposition or suppression of a direct
reflex component and memory adaptations in the primary and secondary pathways. The close
agreement of this relatively simple model with the complex SIFT data is dramatic.
8.6.4.2. Model interpretation of previous results.
The present logic-gated double differentiator HBIR model for the rat (Figure 8.12) sheds
new light on the previous finding of second-order dynamics with long time constants (1 - 20 s)
in the central integration of pulmonary stretch receptor input and the control of TE in dogs
(Zuperku et al., 1982). Further, the model postulation of a secondary memory that is logic-gated
to the E-phase is in good agreement with the previous finding of a strong correlation of T1 vs.
succeeding TE (i.e., effects elicited in the I-phase that carry over to the E-phase) during phasic
vagal stimulation or lung inflation (Cohen, 1979; Zuperku and Hopp, 1985).
In contrast to the strong TI-TE correlation, the reciprocal relationship of TE VS. succeeding
T1 correlation proved to be considerably weaker (DAngelo, 1978; Zuperku and Hopp, 1985) or
absent altogether in the majority of studies (see citations in Zuperku and Hopp, 1985), indicating
that the carry-over memory effect is rather weak or absent in the I-phase. Paradoxically, the
efficacy of a given level of vagal input to directly shorten T 1 was significantly reduced following
a vagally mediated prolongation of TE (Zuperku and Hopp, 1985), suggesting a strong
habituation-like memory effect in the I-phase. This apparent discrepancy can be resolved readily
with the postulated auto- and cross-chopping in the primary and secondary pathways, which
preclude the primary and secondary memory effects to be carried over to the I-phase unless the
corresponding pathway is activated during the I-phase. These seemingly confounding previous
observations therefore prove to be strikingly consistent with the model in Figure 8.12, which
offers a useful conceptual framework for deciphering the highly complex behaviors in the vagal
control of the respiratory rhythm in health and in disease states (see Chapter 7).
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8.7. Discussion
In this Chapter we have proposed a trimodal theory of nonassociative learning as a
generalization of the dual-process theory, with a mathematical basis that conforms to a
compound neural integrator/differentiator. The theory reveals certain complementarities between
a neural integrator and differentiator, and between nonassociative learning and nonassociative
logic-gating. Further, we have developed an advanced analytical procedure called SIFT that
allows a logic-gated nonassociative learning integrator/differentiator to be identified
systematically from stroboscopic stimulus-response data. These theoretical results have been
verified experimentally by means of SIFT analysis of a logic-gated double differentiator
exhibited in the Hering-Breuer reflex modulation of the mammalian respiratory pattern
generator. The theory captures the basic organizing and operating principles (Young and Poon,
2002) of nonassociative learning and neural integrator/differentiator in general, and the
respiratory HBIR in particular, based on simultaneous top-down and bottom-up reasoning.
8.7.1. Synaptic vs. network mechanisms of neural integrator/differentiator
8.7.1.1. Synaptic hypothesis
Sensitization and habituation/desensitization of neurotransmission may result from
increases and decreases in the excitability of the postsynaptic neuron (Wang and Ross, 1991) or
from activity-dependent synaptic enhancement and depression (Cohen et al., 1997; Gingrich et
al., 1988) in the corresponding afferent pathway, respectively. In some mammalian brain
systems, habituation has been related to a decrease in the synaptic connections in the motor
pathway (Groves and Thompson, 1970).
In rat, the habituation of the HBIR observed in vivo is compatible with the activity-
dependent synaptic accommodation of NTS neurons in vitro reported previously (Zhou et al.,
1997). It is of interest to note that neither habituation nor synaptic accommodation in NTS was
affected by NMDA receptor blockade (Poon et al., 2000b; Siniaia et al., 2000a; Zhou et al.,
1997; Zhou and Poon, 2000). In contrast, the latter has been shown to abolish the desensitization
of HBIR (Chapter 4 and 5), as well as abolish the differentiation/STD of the E-phase of carotid
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chemoreflex (Coles et al., 1998 and Chapter 5) and retards the integration/STP of the I-phase
(Chapter 6), indicating a role for NMDA receptor-dependent synaptic modification in these
forms of nonassociative learning.
8.7.1.2. Neuronal-network hypothesis
The seemingly strong evidence for a synaptic basis of nonassociative learning in many
brain systems is in contrast to the neuronal-network hypothesis proposed for two of the most
well studied experimental models of neural integrator: the chemoreflex (Eldridge and Millhorn,
1986) and the oculomotor integrator (Arnold and Robinson, 1997; Rosen, 1972; Seung et al.,
2000). These integrators are generally ascribed to two mechanisms in cascade: intrinsic
membrane properties of the neuron provide a trace capacitance that acts as a seed for the
integrator, and positive feedbacks through a reverberating neural network allow continual
refreshment of the memory of the seed integrator. The feasibility of such neuronal-network
mechanisms is demonstrated by a recent study in goldfish (Aksay et al., 2001) which showed
that the oculomotor integrator observed during normal saccadic movements could not be
reproduced by saccade-like changes in neuronal firing artificially induced by intracellular current
injection. It was cautioned, however, that these experimental observations per se do not rule out
a synaptic mechanism for the oculomotor integrator.
8.7.1.3. Synaptic-network hypothesis
The advantages of a synaptic mechanism for neural integrator-differentiator are that its
neural correlate of STP-STD is well defined and feasible even in relatively small neuronal
clusters (Chapter 6 and Poon and Siniaia, 2000; Shen, 1989). The drawback, however, is that the
intrinsic nonlinearity may limit its dynamic range of operation. On the other hand, an integrator
based on neuronal reverberation is intrinsically unstable, requiring an elaborate neural network
architecture with precisely tuned feedback connections for its stabilization. In such a scheme, the
use of a large seed integrator would greatly enhance its robustness to extraneous disturbances as
well as the intrinsic variability and imprecision of network components. One possibility is that
synaptic STP could provide a seed integrator that is many orders of magnitude larger than
membrane capacitance. Alternatively, a reverberating network could provide a feedback
linearization (Slotine and Li, 1991) of the STP integrator. Such a synaptic-network hypothesis-
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which remains to be tested-combines the advantages of a STP integrator and a network
integrator to surmount the limitations of both.
8.7.2. Nonassociative learning and biologic intelligence
As discussed above, nonassociative learning could be a behavioral correlate of the
integrator evident in oculomotor control (Crawford et al., 1991; Fukushima and Kaneko, 1995;
Godaux et al., 1993; Nakamagoe et al., 2000). Apart from such kinematic calculus,
nonassociative learning might contribute to certain self-organization, self-steering or self-defense
forms of biologic intelligence that are less well recognized but can be made clear in terms of
equivalent integral-differential computations, or low-pass/high-pass filtering of neural activity.
8.7.2.1. Low-pass filtering
In sensorimotor systems, integration of the afferent feedback helps to mitigate the steady-
state error. On the other hand, the low-pass filtering effect may introduce phase lags (phase
delays) that tend to destabilize the self-steering closed-loop control unless the feedback gain is
attenuated (Ogata, 1990).
Behaviorally, a neural integrator can boost a quiescent animal's responsiveness to a
recurrent noxious or critical stimulus and, by cross-modal transfer, to secondary input(s) even
after the primary stimulus has ceased. The resultant heightening and widening of vigilance put
the animal on the alert once this self-defense mechanism is triggered. From this perspective, it
could be better appreciated that this 'alarm reaction' animal instinct really sets one free to
economize and relax (by staying idle and calm) most of the time until crises set in.
8.7.2.2. High-pass filtering
In a double differentiator, sustained elevations in the primary input may induce
compensatory habituation-desensitization of primary-secondary neurotransmission. Conversely,
chronic deprivation of the primary input (e.g. following impairment of sensory receptors or
afferent pathways) may elicit compensatory re-sensitization of the secondary pathway. Thus, a
secondary differentiator acts as a reservoir or backup system that provides an ultimate fail-safe
mechanism for the primary input. Such a self-organization effect affords a useful self-defense
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mechanism against hyper- or hypo-activity of afferent feedback in certain abnormal or disease
states (Chapter 7).
Alternatively, a neural differentiator may be thought of as a high-pass filter that
preferentially admits AC signals, rejecting any excessively high or low DC biases that tend to
saturate or silence neurotransmission. Such a self-organization (self-calibrating) effect allows the
system to automatically recalibrate the input against varying background activities, thus
extending its dynamic range.
Finally, in a sensorimotor system a neural differentiator provides phase-lead (phase-
advance) compensation (Ogata, 1990) for the afferent feedback thereby speeding up the system's
responsiveness for rapid self-defense or self-steering actions, and enhancing the stability of
closed-loop control. On the other hand, a high-pass filter may exaggerate high-frequency noise
making the system overly sensitive to spurious disturbances.
8.7.2.3. Band-pass/band-stop filtering
Similarly, an integrator-differentiator (or differentiator-integrator) represents a band-
pass/band-stop filter that preferentially admits/rejects certain inputs whose temporal variability
falls within some intermediate frequency band or time scale, providing a mixture of 'lag-lead' or
'lead-lag' compensation of the afferent input. For example, the acoustic startle reflex is
sensitized by continuous background noise or novel inputs but may habituate on discrete
repetitive tones (Davis et al., 1982). Such a combined sensitization-habituation or sensitization-
desensitization response pattern allows maximal vigilance to unexpected-and potentially
alarming-inputs over mundane and innocuous ones.
8.7.3. The "wisdom" of autonomic-respiratory regulation
Learning and memory represent a form of biologic intelligence which, until recently, has
been ascribed primarily to the cognitive and limbic regions of the mammalian forebrain. The
present demonstration of nonassociative learning and integral-differential computations in the
HBIR response confirms the obligatory role for these cognitive attributes in the autonomic or
'vegetative' control of vital physiological variables (Dworkin, 1993). Beside the HBIR, other
respiratory behaviors that appear to display similar properties of nonassociative learning (though
not characterized as such) include the NMDA receptor-dependent, biphasic differentiator
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(Chapter 5 and Coles et al., 1998) and integrator (Chapter 6) characteristics in the E-phase and I-
phase responses to carotid chemoafferent inputs, respectively.
Such integral-differential adaptations induced by constant-step repetitive inputs do not
rule out the possible role of associative (rather than nonassociative) learning in these processes
when subjected to more complex afferent excitations. It has been suggested that the integrated
vagal-chemoreflex control of respiration conforms to an associative learning self-tuning
optimization system (Poon, 1996a; Young and Poon, 2001) and that certain autonomic-
respiratory responses may be modulated by classical conditioning (Dworkin and Dworkin, 1995;
Gold and Cohen, 1981; Nsegbe et al., 1997; Nsegbe et al., 1999; Orem and Netick, 1986; Strohl
and Thomas, 1997; Turner et al., 1997) or operant conditioning (Ley, 1999). As examples of the
implicit 'intelligence', learning paradigms such as habituation, sensitization and classical
conditioning have been shown to significantly enhance the capabilities of an autonomous mobile
robot in self-steering adaptation to a complex environment (Damper et al., 2000), and of an
unsupervised neural network in the self-organized recognition of continuously changing patterns
(Kia and Coghill, 1992).
These observations lead to the following critical question (Poon, 1996a; Poon and
Siniaia, 2000): Could such biologic intelligence constitute a kernel of the enigmatic "wisdom of















Figure 8.1 Dual-process nonassociative learning and chopping effect. (Upper) Schematic
illustration of neural organization of dual-process nonassociative learning response to
repetitive primary and secondary inputs, with habituation (H) and sensitization (S) of
neurotransmission by homosynaptic STD and heterosynaptic STP (filled and open inner
triangle) in primary and secondary pathway, respectively. Sensitization may also occur in
primary pathway through homosynaptic STP (not shown). For simplicity, only one of
several possible primary-secondary pathway configurations (see Figure 5.1) is shown here.
(Lower) Upon cessation of primary input, memory in primary pathway is automatically





















Figure 8.2 Time and frequency response characteristics of integrator (left panels) and
differentiator (right panels). (A) The temporal response of a leaky integrator to a constant-
step stimulus (horizontal bar) consists of abrupt reflex increase/decrease of the response at
stimulus onset/cessation followed by exponentially increasing/decaying (potentiation/after-
discharge) on/off transients. A leaky differentiator has similar reflex components but with
exponentially decaying/rebound-increasing (accommodation/aftercharge) on/off transients,
which are opposite to those of an integrator (overlaying dotted lines). In both cases the off-
transients may be rectified, with the response becoming monophasic (not shown) instead of
biphasic. The time scales chosen are typical of oculomotor integrator and respiratory
integrator. (B) In the frequency domain, an integrator/differentiator behaves like a low-
pass/high-pass filter. The pass-band in both cases is the frequency range where the
transmission gain (normalized to unity) is highest and relatively constant. The high and low
cut-off frequencies (vertical dotted lines) of these filters are inversely proportional to the time
constants of the corresponding integrator and differentiator shown in A. (C) Examples of RC
integrator (C=3.77, R1=1.60, R2=24.0, R3=0.73) and differentiator (C=1.0, R1=1.75, R2=24.0,
R3=10.2) circuits with a current source (Is) input and voltage (VO) output. Units are
arbitrary and RC values correspond to parameter values as defined in Eq. 1 for integrator
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Figure 8.3 Compound neural integrator and differentiator models. Boxes show model
simulations in arbitrary units and parameter values. (A) Primary differentiator-secondary
integrator is realized by activity-dependent habituation-sensitization in corresponding
primary-secondary pathways. Step application of primary input at a constant firing rate
(inset) induces synaptic STD and STP (filled and open inner triangle) in primary and
secondary pathway, respectively, with corresponding temporal differentiation and
integration of the transmitted signals (upper and lower boxes). Primary differentiator is
monophasic (with abrupt termination of response due to auto-chopping at end of stimulus
train), whereas secondary integrator is biphasic. Resultant response (last box) at output
neuron shows a compound differentiator-integrator characteristic. (B) A double integrator
may arise from STP in both primary and secondary pathways. (C) A double differentiator
is similar to a double integrator but with STD instead of STP in both pathways. (D) A
primary integrator-secondary differentiator can be realized in a similar fashion with a
STP-STD combination. Structurally, primary differentiator (A, C) and secondary
differentiator (B, D) are comprised of the primary reflex in conjunction with an inverted
















Figure 8.4 Stroboscopic filtering effects in a nonassociative-learning double differentiator.
Conventions as in Figure 8.3. Afferent input applied stroboscopically in the form of an
intermittent, rectangular train (inset at leftmost arrow) allows systematic identification of
primary and secondary memory from the inter-strobe and between-strobe responses. (A)
In the absence of primary memory, inter-strobe filtering of phasic neurotransmission (box
with broken lines) leaves the response in the primary pathway unchanged from strobe to
strobe, in contrast to the STD exhibited in the secondary pathway. Resultant at output
neuron reveals a first-order differentiator response at inter-strobe intervals and a first-
order inverted integrator response at between-strobe intervals, with similar time constants
for both. (B) For a system with significant primary memory, between-strobe filtering of
memory-dependent neurotransmission (box with broken lines) leaves the primary memory
evident only at inter- strobe intervals and obscured between strobes; the response in
secondary pathway is same as in A. Resultant at output neuron reveals a second-order
differentiator response at inter-strobe intervals and a first-order inverted integrator





















Figure 8.5 Stroboscopic interference in a half-center neural oscillator. Stylized phase-
transition diagrams showing oscillation between two reciprocally inhibiting neurons with
alternating (indicated by thick blue arrows) active (red) and inhibited (blue) states.
Constructive (+) and destructive interference (-) characterized by phase prolongation and
shortening, respectively, are indicated by increases and decreases of neuronal sizes
(denoted by bold circles with arrow) relative to control (broken circle). (A) Primary
interference elicited by a stroboscopic input in the primary pathway (with interneuron 1')
can be either + (left panel) or - (right panel) when the strobe is on, and is null when strobe is
off (auto-chopping effect), resulting in a characteristic half-wave interference pattern. (B)
Secondary interference by a tonic input in the secondary pathway (with interneuron 2') is
characterized by alternating +/- half-cycles, provided the secondary pathway is not gated
(left panel). This full-wave interference pattern may be rectified to half-wave if the
secondary stimulus is also stroboscopic (with auto-chopping effect, not shown) or the
secondary pathway is gated off by a separate command signal during one phase-a
phenomenon called 'cross-chopping' (right panel). Such half-wave interference may be +
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Figure 8.6 Working models of a double differentiator exhibited in vagal-pontine pathways
mediating HBIR control of the RCPG. (A) Non-gated model, adapted from Figure 4.8 (B)
Gated model, with the pontine input to the RCPG being inhibited during the I-phase. NTS,
nucleus tractus solitarius; E and I are expiratory and inspiratory related neurons in the
RCPG (square box), respectively. Broken lines and arrow indicate hypothesized neural
pathways and synaptic connections, respectively. For simplicity, only one of several
possible configurations of pontine projection to the RCPG is illustrated here. See text for
explanation.
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Figure 8.7 Effects of stroboscopic vagal stimulation on the timing and waveshape of
respiratory rhythm. (A) Stimulus strobes delivered in the inspiratory (Si, upper panel) and
expiratory (SE, lower panel) phases induced distinct perturbations in the phrenic
neurogram. Traces are raw (bottom) and integrated (top) phrenic activity. Horizontal bars
(red) indicate timing of corresponding stimulus strobes relative to the respiratory cycle. (B)
Oscilloscopic display of phrenic neurogram illustrating the time-dependent effects of Si
(upper panel) and SE (lower panel) stimuli in one rat. Bold traces show the average fPhr
waveform during 1-min control period (black) and last 10 s of an 8-min stimulation period
(blue). Thin traces show the cycle-by-cycle plots of JPhr recorded over a 10-sec time
window at the beginning of stimulation (red) and immediately post-stimulation (green).
Arrows indicate unidirectional and bi-directional movements of E-I off-switch under S, and
SE , respectively, during the early stimulation and post-stimulation periods. Note that
neither stimuli had any effects on the initial slope of the inspiratory wave, a salient
characteristic that was consistently observed in all animals and in the group data (not
displayed). SE also had no appreciable effects on the peak amplitude of JPhr or the slope of
its post-inspiratory decline, whereas Si produced proportionate decreases in the peak
amplitude of fPhr and in T, (and corresponding changes in the post-inspiratory
waveshape), with a proportionality constant remaining in the range 0.95-1.05 0.05


























Figure 8.8 Stroboscopic interference of respiratory rhythm. Responses are expressed in terms
of: (A) frequency, f ; (B) inter-burst interval, TE ; (C) burst interval, T1 of phrenic activity.
Data (means SE, n=5) were normalized with respect to corresponding mean values during
the control period. Control values: f, 58.8 4.9 cpm; TE, 0.75 0.09 s; T1,, 0.29 0.04 s . These
values were similar for both S, and SE stimulation protocols. Vertical dashed lines indicate
beginning and end of vagal stimulation. Note Si and SE inputs resulted in divergent integrator-
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Figure 8.9 Stroboscopic stimuli delivered in the I- or E-phase resulted in similar pontine
adaptations. (A) Short-term memory of TE in the post-stimulation period after 8-min of S,
and SE stimuli, compared to a continuous 1-min vagal stimulus (means SE, n=5). (B)
Adaptation in TE induced by S, stimulus applied throughout the 8-min stimulation period
was also evident in the response (n=3) to a single SE stimulus applied intermittently at 1-
min intervals. The latter displays a similar adaptation pattern as that shown in Figure 8.8B
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Figure 8.10 Decomposition of the HBIR double differentiator. Symbols are experimental
data derived from Figure 8.8 and lines are model curve fits. (A) The SI-integrator and SE-
differentiator responses in TE during the stimulation period are best fitted (P < 0.01, F-
ratio test) by a mono-exponential and bi-exponential curve, respectively. The relatively
short initial rise time (< 4 s) of the differentiator is neglected. Primary effect (response
mediated by primary pathway) is obtained as the difference between the SE- and S-
induced responses and is best fitted by a single exponential. Direct (primary reflex) effect is
obtained as the constant part of the primary effect. (B) The SI-induced response in T, is
best fitted by a mono-exponential and is almost identical to the primary effect, as the SE-
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Figure 8.11 Phase-locked gating or 'cross-chopping' of pontine differentiator. Insets show
corresponding phase-transition diagrams with and without gating. Red, active; blue, silent.
(A) Predicted T1 responses to S, and SE inputs if secondary differentiator were not gated.
Data were obtained as mirror images of the corresponding TE responses shown in Figure
8.8B. (B) Predicted T, responses are more consistent with observed data (reproduced from
Figure 8.8C) if secondary pathway to the RCPG was gated off in I-phase (the gating being
shown here as an output interruption). Thus, the predicted/observed responses in B are

















































Figure 8.12 Behavior of the gated double differentiator model. Traces are mean data from
Figure 8.8. Insets are typical freeze-frame displays of phase-transition diagram in selected
periods. Model predictions are in excellent agreement with observed T1 and TE data during
and after Si and SE stimulation. The montage of input-output relationships forms a logic
'truth table' that serves as a basis for model formulation and testing.
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9. NMDA Receptor Blockade
Unmasks Novel Gating and
Memory in Vagal Control of
Respiratory Rhythm*
9.1. Introduction
Afferent feedback from lung receptors plays a key role in the vagal self-steering control
of the respiratory rhythm (Breuer, 1868; Hering, 1868). Although this control process is
generally considered to be purely reflexive, there is increasing recognition that the central
processing of these afferent inputs may involve more complex mechanisms such as memory and
gating in the respiratory controller (Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986). For example, as shown in
Chapter 4, the Hering-Breuer reflex may be adapted centrally through dual-process
nonassociative learning in the form of habituation and desensitization in parallel vagal-pontine
pathways to the respiratory central pattern generator (RCPG).
* This chapter has been partly reproduced from Young et al., 2001b with permission from Kluwer
Academic Publishers.
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In this Chapter we report novel central processes that are manifested in vagal-mediated
pathways after NMDA receptor (NMDA-R) blockade, including quantized inspiratory-
promoting effects, threshold gating, and associative learning. Based on these observations,
several models of central processing of vagal afferent inputs are proposed.
9.2. Methods and Materials
9.2.1. Animal Preparation and Electrophysiology
Procedures for animal preparation were as described in Section 8. Briefly, experiments
were performed on 9 adult urethane-anesthetized, paralyzed, and artificially ventilated Sprague-
Dawley rats. Expired CO2 was monitored and maintained between 4.6 - 4.8% end-tidal by a
servo-ventilator.
A phrenic nerve was dissected at the C5 level and mounted for recording. Both vagus
nerves were sectioned and the central end of the contralateral nerve was stimulated with a bipolar
electrode. The stimulus current threshold (T; 10-20gA) was assessed as the minimal current
necessary to produce a visible response in phrenic activity. Stimulus currents (1 - 2.5 x T) were
applied at frequencies between 20-100Hz (0.1 ms pulse duration). Current intensities were well
below the threshold necessary to activate C-fibers (Bergren and Peterson, 1993; Paintel, 1973).
The non-competitive NMDA receptor (NMDA-R) antagonist dizocilpine maleate (MK-
801; 1mg/kg) was administered i.v. to block NMDA-Rs (Connelly et al., 1992; Poon et al., 1999;
Poon et al., 2000b). Drug effects were studied after a stabilization period of 20 minutes.
9.2.2. Stroboscopic Stimulation
Stroboscopic stimulation is a periodic probing method that allows separation of coactive
direct, memory, and gated signals. This technique has traditionally been used to temporally filter
signals of varying frequencies in engineering problems (Hariharan, 1992) and has also been used
in some respiratory studies (Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986). In the previous Chapter, we utilized
this method to study vagally induced memory responses in the RCPG (Section 8 and (Young et
al., 1998)).
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Stroboscopic stimuli were applied repeatedly over an eight-minute period during either
inspiratory (Si) or expiratory (SE) cycles. S, was initiated at the start of phrenic activity with its
duration matched to control inspiratory duration value (TI) (0.15-0.50 sec duration). Conversely,
SE was triggered on the falling edge of phrenic activity with its duration matched to control
expiratory duration value (TE) (0.4-0.7 sec duration).
9.2.3. RCPG Nonassociative Learning Model
A model (Figure 9.1) derived from previous studies (Sections 4, 5, and 8) sets the stage
for this Chapter. In these previous studies, a dual adaptive process in response to continuous and
phasic vagus nerve stimulations was demonstrated. The primary adaptive component resulted
from nonassociative habituation in the primary vagal afferent-NTS projection to the E neuron, a
pathway that is thought to mediate the classic Hering-Breuer inflation reflex (HBIR) (Ezure,
1990; Hayashi et al., 1996). Secondary nonassociative memory-type adaptation occurred in the
pontine pneumotaxic region, a mechanism that was abolished by pontine lesioning or NMDA-R
blockade (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7). Moreover, it was shown that the parallel secondary
pathway influenced only the expiratory phase of respiration (Figure 8.12), suggesting that the
pontine-E modulation may be gated by phasic I activity. Figure 9.1 illustrates one possible
configuration of the pontine-E pathway that is compatible with the prior experimental data.
The central pattern generator (CPG) in the model is considered to be a simplified flip-flop
oscillator. This simple bi-phasic oscillator is utilized because the detailed wave shapes of the
inspiratory and expiratory patterns are not being studied, but rather qualitative features such as
the duration of inspiration and expiration are of interest. This model reproduces many of the
salient features of a bi-phasic oscillator provided a means for phase switching is present (Duffin,
1991; Matsugu et al., 1998). Here E and I neurons are presumed to oscillate via intrinsic
relaxation (e.g. decrementing levels of activity) and mutual inhibition. Vagal and pontine
activities modify this basic oscillatory pattern.
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9.3. Results and Discussion
Since NMDA-R blockade abolishes the pontine input to the RCPG (Figure 4.5 and Figure
5.2), the present results after MK-801 administration revealed the structure of the vagal-afferent
pathway in the model of Figure 9.1.
9.3.1. Quantized Inspiratory-Promoting Responses
NMDA-R blockade uncovered an inspiratory-promoting (I-promoting) tertiary pathway.
Si activated this pathway when applied at low intensities (i.e. at low currents (<2*T) and/or low
frequencies (<80Hz)) (Figure 9.2C). Eight-minute data showed that this unique pathway
exhibited no memory effects. Hence Si input exerted direct influence on inspiration via the
tertiary pathway at low amplitudes and frequencies.
This I-promoting pathway, however, was obscured during high intensity S (Figure 9.2D).
At such high intensities (2.5*T and/or 100Hz), T 1 may be shortened via the primary HBIR
pathway. Moreover, high intensity Si also indirectly shortened TE indicating activation of a
novel high-threshold memory component in the tertiary pathway.
SE at high intensities also caused I-promotion (Figure 9.3). In this case the response was
indirect because the stimulus and I-promotion were out of phase.
The I-promoting responses resembled the I-promoting frequency dependent effect found
in rabbits after NMDA-R blockade (Takano and Kato, 1999) and may be related to the Hering-
Breuer deflation response (HBDR) (Koller and Ferrer, 1970). I-promotion may result from either
excitation of I neurons or inhibition of E neurons. However, because we found no shortening of
TE during low intensity SE, I-promotion likely resulted from a direct excitatory projection to I-
neurons (Figure 9.4).
As shown in Figure 9.2C, I-promotion outlasted the stimulus suggesting a memory
process. One mechanism that could account for this memory is short-term potentiation (STP) of
a tonic I drive (Figure 9.4A,C). However, integrated phrenic activity often displayed a multi-
apex profile when Si and SE lengthened T1. Prolonged Ti's appeared quantized in multiples of
one, two or three times control T, (Figure 9.3A,C). The quantum nature of this apneustic
response suggests a summation of multiple time-delayed inspiratory discharges rather than a
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simple prolongation of the initial inspiration. An alternative model that would explain the
quantal nature of the apneustic-like breaths is therefore a reverberating process activated by the
tertiary pathway and potentiated by high intensity stimulations (Figure 9.4B,D).
9.3.2. Associative Vagal-STP
Our previous data showed that administration of NMDA-R antagonist MK-801 abolished
the dominant pontine influence on the respiratory rhythm unmasking STP in the primary
pathway (Chapter 5). The time constant associated with this STP was short during control and
long after NMDA-R blockade (Chapter 5).
Analysis here of SE eight-minute stimulations also revealed STP in the primary pathway
after NMIDA-R blockade. SE caused a sudden lengthening of TE followed by a secondary
exponential increase in TE (r = 2.43 0.44 sec). This bi-phasic response is indicative of a direct
reflex component combined with STP in the primary pathway. Moreover, TE gradually decayed
towards control upon withdrawal of the stimulus suggesting relaxation of the STP (T = 5.71
0.96 sec). However, acting via the same primary pathway, Si at high intensities shortened T 1
directly without an STP component.
This difference between S, and SE responses suggests that STP in the primary pathway
post MK-801 is codependent on vagal and E neuron activities - a novel form of paired or
associative potentiation (Poon, 1996b; Poon and Siniaia, 2000) (Figure 9.4). Namely while both
stimuli caused a direct response via the primary pathway, only SE produced STP and
afterdischarge. Because the potentiation remained active post-stimulation, a persistent or tonic
drive is likely involved as shown in the models. This unique central pairing mechanism may
also be operative in control conditions although it may be masked by counteractive pontine
adaptations.
9.3.3. Threshold Gating
Two instances of threshold gating were observed after NMDA-R blockade. The first was
the occurrence of a stimulus memory in the tertiary pathway for high but not low intensity S and
SE. This result suggests that STP or the reverberating process may be threshold gated (Figure
9.4).
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The second was the dramatic switching of I-promotion to I-inhibition as the stimulus
amplitude and/or frequency was increased (Figure 9.2C,D). We propose two alternate models to
explain these data. The first (Figure 9.4A,B) suggests that the gating occurs centrally. Hence
low intensity stimuli activate the tertiary pathway while only high intensity stimuli are able to
activate the primary, I-inhibiting pathway. The second scenario (Figure 9.4CD) depicts
peripheral gating. Here two different fiber types are activated: low threshold I-promoting fibers
(e.g. RAR fibers) and high threshold I-inhibiting fibers (e.g. SAR fibers). In both proposed
models, gating prevents low threshold stimuli (<2*T or <80Hz) from activating the primary
vagal-afferent pathway that is involved in the HBIR. Above the high gating threshold, both
pathways are activated and compete to control the rhythm. The data suggest that the high-
threshold BHIR pathway overshadows the I-promoting pathway when co-activated at high
intensities.
9.4. Conclusion
The Hering-Breuer reflex has been shown to exhibit memory and gating processes in
vagal driven pathways. The present study demonstrated several novel mechanisms in these
pathways after NMDA-R blockade. Such mechanisms included quantized I-promoting









Figure 9.1 A schematic model of RCPG processing of vagal-afferent feedback in control











Figure 9.2 Examples of inspiratory promotion (I-promotion) during S, are shown. (A,B)
show control responses and (C,D) show responses after MK-801 administration at 20 and
100Hz (2*T). Note reversal of the S, response from I-promotion to I-inhibition as the
frequency was increased and the quantal nature of I-promotion after MK-801. A
singularity occurs at an intermediate frequency (-8OHz) when both responses can be
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Figure 9.3 Example of SE strobe stimulation with MK-801 block of NMDA receptors. (A)
Integrated phrenic (upper trace) with SE stimulus artifact (lower trace). Bar indicates two
seconds. (B) Primary TE response to SE eight-minute stimulation. (C) Out of phase T
response to eight-minute stimulation. Note the T 1 response is in multiples of the control T 1
duration, namely, one, two and three times control T1. This is a quantal effect and can be
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Figure 9.4 Four schematic models of RCPG processing of vagal-afferent feedback post
MK-801 are illustrated. (A,B) depict a single vagal input with central filtering in the
primary pathway; (C,D) depict peripheral filtering of separate vagal projections from SAR
and RAR; (A,C) depict high intensity STP at I; and (B,D) depict a reverberating
mechanism acting on I. All models show an associative STP involving a tonic input at E. E:






Dynamic neural adaptations to environmental stimuli are critical for animals in order to
optimize their future responses and may also enhance real-time control of physiologic functions,
such as in the autonomic regulation of homeostasis (Dworkin, 1993; Poon and Siniaia, 2000) or
in the control of limb movements (Thach et al., 1992). In our earlier studies, novel
nonassociative adaptive processes involved in respiratory regulation were uncovered that
resembled biphasic leaky integrators and differentiators. Distinct from peripheral receptor
adaptations (Linton et al., 1995; Pedersen et al., 2000; Widdicombe, 1982), these unique
dynamic brain mechanisms are likely important for stabile, accurate, and efficient breathing.
In this chapter, stroboscopic stimulation was employed in order to extend the prior results
found using continuous CSN stimuli (Sections 5.2 and 6.2). Briefly, the experiments were
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performed on urethane-anesthetized (1.5 g/kg i.p. supplemented periodically at -0.2 g/kg i.v.),
paralyzed (pancuronium bromide, 1 mg/kg i.v. supplemented hourly at half initial dosage),
vagotomized and mechanically ventilated Sprague-Dawley rats (280-400 kg). Experimental
procedure and precautions are as described in Section 3. In particular, for carotid sinus nerve
(CSN) stimulation both CSNs were surgically isolated and cut distally, the adjoining tissues of
one CSN (-3 mm) being removed as much as possible and away from the stimulating electrode
in order to minimize current spread. All electrical stimuli were delivered at <2x threshold
current needed to evoke appreciable phrenic neural response briskly. The stroboscopic
stimulation protocol is described in Section 3.3.
SIFT analysis yielded new insights into chemo-related central pathways and gating
mechanisms that mediated the adaptive responses before and after NMDA receptor blockade.
The results are compatible with the dual (Groves and Thompson, 1970) and tri-modal processes
(Section 8.2) of nonassociative learning.
10.2. Results
Stroboscopic CSN stimuli (Si , SE) delivered in the I or E respiratory phases, respectively,
produced disturbances in the phrenic burst rhythm (Figure 10.1) as time-dependent changes in
peak amplitude of integrated phrenic nerve activity (JPhr), phrenic nerve duration (T) and inter-
discharge times (TE). Both phasic stimuli caused an increase in the initial rate of rise of the
inspiratory wave, reflecting an increase of inspiratory drive during the stimulation period. The
shortening of TE and T, under SE and Si stimuli was accompanied by an increase in JPhr. This
data indicates that unlike stroboscopic vagal stimulation (Chapter 8), the stroboscopic CSN
stimuli affected both the timing of the I-E and E-I off-switches as well as the drive or
waveshaping components of the respiratory CPG.
10.2.1. Leaky Integration
Carotid sinus nerve (CSN) stimulation during expiration (SE) or inspiration (Si) induced
similar responses in JPhr and T1 (Figure 10.2A,B). The SE and Si responses during stimulation in
JPhr and T, were characterized by mono-exponential increases (SE: x= 5.65 0.15 sec; SI: '-c=
4.49 0.18 sec) and decreases (SE: xr= 4.95 0.15 sec; SI: xr= 6.64 0.37 sec), respectively,
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with no discernable reflex component (Section 8.2.3) (time constants of the dynamic responses
are compared in Figure 10.3). The final steady-state values during stimulation for JPhr and T 1
were increased (SE: 16.32 5.94%; SI: 8.81 3.73%) and decreased (SE: -12-02 3.84%; SI: -
10.53 5.41%) compared to baseline, respectively.
Post-stimulation, JPhr and T 1 gradually returned to baseline values in a bi-exponential
manner, unlike the mono-exponential onset responses. The offset time constants were (SE: 'l =
4.60 + 0.58 sec; T2 = 106.57 6.23 sec) and (Si: r1 = 4.12 + 0.59 see; -C2= 72.22 22.65 sec) for
JPhr and (SE: Il = 5.89 0.72 sec; T2 = 143.08 8.40 sec) and (Si: T, = 6.88 0.56 sec; z2 =
142.07 8.50 sec) for T1. Comparison of the onset leaky integrator responses with the offset
aftercharge reveals that both responses had fast time constants (between 4 and 7 sec) while only
the offset responses had additional slower time constants by at least one order of magnitude
(between 70 and 150 sec).
The striking similarity of SE and S, effects on JPhr and T 1 suggests that the CSN input to
the inspiratory related regions of the RCPG is not phase specific. In fact, no direct effects were
observed in the JPhr or T 1 responses, suggesting that all CSN responses in JPhr or T 1 gradually
accumulated via leaky integration with a relatively fast time constant (i.e. < 7 sec). The
afterdischarge post-stimulation was composed of two exponentials, indicating two memory
components. The faster component likely represents short-term potentiation (STP) (Eldridge and
Millhorn, 1986), namely the discharge of the leaky integrator charged during stimulation
(Section 6.2.2). The slower component may represent long-term facilitation (LTF) (Fregosi and
Mitchell, 1994) and may result from a distinct central mechanism (Bach and Mitchell, 1996).
10.2.2. Biphasic Differentiation
SE and Si CSN stimulation produced similar responses in TE (Figure 10.2C). At the start
of stimulation, TE rapidly decreased to -16.36 t5.48% and -11.37 7.26% compared to baseline
for SE and SI, respectively. The initial response habituated bi-exponentially to the control
baseline with the following time constants: (SE: -rE = 15.36 + 2.58 see; '2 = 246.28 504.00 sec)
and (Si: T = 16.14 + 2.53 sec; T2 = 133.42 107.69 sec) (Figure 10.3). Upon stimulation
removal, TE rebounded above the baseline (SE: 28.20 10.20%; SI: 12.32 7.89%) causing a
substantial decrease in respiratory frequency. This afterdischarge in TE gradually returned to
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baseline with a single slow time constant (SE: t = 255.75 6.33 sec; Si: - = 164.99 30.67 sec)
of similar magnitude to the slower time constant during habituation to the stimulation.
Analogous to the leaky integration response in JPhr and T1, the biphasic differentiation of
CSN input modulating TE was similar regardless of which phase the stimulation was applied.
While the amplitudes of the responses at the start and stop of stimulation were larger for SE than
for SI, these differences were not significant (P> 0.05). This finding suggests that there is no
primary interference (Section 8.5.3.1) as existed in the vagal afferent processing pathway. The
timing independence of the CSN input suggests that the stimulation is rapidly integrated before
its activity projects to neurons in the RCPG, thereby removing any phasic component in the
input. This rapid integration (rapid-I) produces an apparent direct shortening of TE during SI and
SE because its time constant is less than the resolution of the respiratory rhythm, namely it fully
charges and discharges in less than the duration of a single breath. In this way, the effects on the
in-phase (for SE) and/or out-of-phase cycle (for SI) are nearly constant throughout the stimulation
period (similar to that depicted in Figure 8.4A). An auto chopping effect (Section 8.2.3) post
CSN stimulation was observed suggesting that this rapid integrator had a fast decay time
constant causing any between-strobe effects (Section 8.5.2.2) to vanish within one respiratory
cycle.
The bi-exponential responses during stimulation for both SE and SI suggest concurrent
adaptations in primary and secondary transmission pathways, similar to the biphasic
differentiator in the vagal-pontine pathways (Section 8.6.3). These adaptive mechanisms
simultaneously act to reduce the rapid-I response during stimulation.
Figure 10.4 dissects the various components for SE and S, that summate to equal the total
response, namely fast and slow adaptive (fast-A and slow-A) processes and the constant rapid-I
component. The similarities between the post-stimulus mono-exponential afterdischarge time
constant and slow adaptive time constant during stimulation suggest that these processes
represent onset charging and offset discharging of the same mechanism. (However, it is also
possible that the onset and offset times are different, as in the vagal mediated pathways.) Post
stimulus, the rapid-I quickly discharged while the fast-A was auto chopped (and therefore had no
tonic drive), thereby leaving only the TE augmenting effect of the slow-A mechanism.
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10.2.3. Gating
The many adaptive components that influence CSN control of the respiratory rhythm can
be systematically analyzed to reveal their pathway specificity and gating. This logical process
called SIFT was developed and exemplified for stroboscopic vagal stimulation in Sections 8.5
and here will be applied to the stroboscopic CSN stimulation results. The resultant summary
model of CSN processing and control of the respiratory rhythm is shown in Figure 10.6A.
The leaky integrator that acted to shorten T 1 (and increase JPhr) during SE and S, was
observed charging during stimulation and discharging post stimulation, hence it was not chopped
post stimulation. Therefore, this integrator must be tonically driven. If this input to the RCPG
were non-gated, the principle of secondary interference (Section 8.5.3.2) predicts that the TE
response should mirror the T1 response with an integrative lengthening during stimulation and
gradual shortening post stimulation with a similar time constant as the T 1 response. While a fast
habituation (i.e. time constant ~ 15 sec) of the TE response was found during SE and S, none was
observed post stimulation, suggesting that the integrator in the inspiratory pathway was gated off
during expiration.
The rapid-I led to a sudden shortening of TE for SE and S at the onset of stimulation and
a quick discharge post stimulation, resulting in an apparent direct effect at the onset and an auto
chopping, or sudden removal of the input, post stimulation. Additionally, the rapid-I exhibited
between-strobe filtering effects (Section 8.5.2.2), namely it altered TE during the out-of-phase S
stimulus. Therefore, the time constant of this rapid-I, while unmeasurable due to the limited
temporal resolution of the respiratory measurements, must be similar to the duration of one
respiratory cycle (-1 sec in the rat) and posses a tonic drive. Because of the tonic drive and time
constant similar to the duration of the respiratory cycle, the rapid-I that inhibits expiration would
be expected to have an opposite effect on inspiration via secondary interference. However, given
that T 1 did not exhibit sudden onset lengthening or offset shortening, it can be concluded that the
rapid-I pathway is gated off during inspiration.
The fast-A process was shown to gradually prolong TE during stimulation for both SE and
Si but was not evident post stimulation. The lack of post-stimulation effect suggests that there is
no tonic drive for this process. Nevertheless, the fast-A process is observed between strobes,
namely during TE for S1. Hence one probable scenario is that the fast-A lies in series with the
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rapid-I. Accordingly, it is driven by the rapid-I activity and is gated off during inspiration.
Therefore the fast-A mechanism acts to habituate the initial rapid decrease response in TE.
The slow-A process on the other hand is evident during and after stimulation as well as
between strobes for Si. This mechanism must therefore be driven by a tonic input and be in
parallel with the rapid-I/fast-A pathway. The slow-A process acts to prolong TE, and if ungated,
would shorten T1 via secondary interference (Section 8.5.3.2). However, T1 response lacked a
slow shortening component during stimulation. Therefore the slow-A process that led to the
large post stimulation rebound in TE must be gated off during inspiration. While functionally
this process acts to desensitize the initial response, its local effect on the neural pathway depends
on how that pathway effects expiratory neurons. Namely, if the pathway is excitatory to E-
neurons as shown in the model, the slow-A integrator represents STP, or sensitization. However,
if the pathway is inhibitory to E neurons, the slow-A is an STD process that acts to desensitize
the pathway.
10.2.4. Reorganization post NMDA receptor blockade
After NMDA-R blockade by MK-801, the fPhr responses to phasic CSN stimulation
continued to resemble a leaky integrator charging and discharging, though the time constants
were greatly increased from control (time constant for the dynamic responses are compared in
Figure 10.3). Also similar to control, SE and S responses in JPhr were nearly identical (Figure
10.5A). The SE and Si responses in JPhr during stimulation were characterized by a mono-
exponential increase (SE: r = 56.33 + 2.21 sec; SI: t = 91.47 6.30 sec) with no discemable
reflex component. From a least squares curve fit, the final steady-state values during stimulation
for JPhr are 35.72 1.13% and 43.37 + 2.58% compared to baseline for SE and SI, respectively.
Post-stimulation, JPhr gradually returned to baseline values in a mono-exponential manner
similar yet slower than the mono-exponential onset responses. The offset time constants were
(SE: zc= 242.97 + 5.25 sec; SI: 'T= 317.42 + 61.41 sec). Unlike the untreated animals, no second
exponential component was found in the recovery post stimulation. Hence, after NMDA-R
blockade the CSN input to the phrenic motor nucleus continued to be phase non-specific and
lack any direct input. Namely the stroboscopic CSN stimulus gradually accumulated via a very
slow, NMDA-R modulated leaky integrative mechanism.
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The TE responses to SE and SI also resembled charging and discharging of a leaky
integrator post MK-801 (Figure 10.5C). The charging time constants were T= 8.71 0.58 sec
and c= 62.90 + 5.03 sec while the discharging time constants were T = 33.96 2.16 sec and 'r =
93.89 4.94 sec for SE and SI, respectively (Figure 10.3). The steady-state TE values during
stimulation for SE and SI were -9.00 0.19% and -13.17 0.84% compared to baseline,
respectively. This integrative response is in contrast to the control biphasic differentiator
response. One possibility is that the slow-A and fast-A processes were abolished while the
rapid-I was slowed by NMDA-R blockade.
The T1 response patterns after NMDA-R blockade are decidedly different from those
responses found for the untreated animals (Figure 10.5B). Furthermore, SE and Si resulted in
different responses, suggesting that NMDA-Rs are important for removing any phase
dependence in the CSN control of the inspiration duration. For SE, there was a small direct
decrease in T, at the onset of stimulation followed by a habituation having a time constant oft =
93.34 38.63 sec (Figure 10.3). Upon termination of SE, T, immediately returned to the baseline
level indicating auto chopping (Section 8.2.3). In contrast, for Si, there was a slow integrative
lengthening of T1 with a time constant of r = 145.42 43.33 sec during stimulation. Post
stimulation, a slow discharge towards baseline was revealed with a time constant of 'T= 322.59
146.75 sec. This slow post-stimulus recovery suggests a tonic drive to this integration
mechanism.
10.2.5. Gating post NMDA receptor blockade
After NMDA-R blockade by MIK-801, complex pathways and gating mechanisms were
revealed as depicted in the summary model in Figure 10.6B. The MK-801 data revealed that a
single pathway controlled the expiratory circuit, namely an inhibitory integrative pathway
modulated by SE and SI, causing a gradual shortening during stimulation and recovery post
stimulation. The post-stimulus activity suggests that this integrator receives a tonic drive. Given
its slow time constant and tonic drive, it is likely that this pathway is gated off during inspiration
because there is no secondary interference (Section 8.5.3.2), namely no post-stimulus response in
T1 after SE.
The T1 responses were found to be different for SE and S, inputs. While it is conceivable
that Si had a primary interference effect on T1, this idea was not supported by the data, which
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indicates no direct reflex response. Rather, S, led to an integrative lengthening of T with post-
stimulus discharge, indicating a tonic drive in this pathway. Because of its tonic drive and slow
time constant, this Si driven pathway could influence TE via secondary interference. However,
since the total TE response is accounted for by the above mentioned integrator (Figure 10.6B), it
follows that the T, lengthening pathway is gated off during expiration.
The SE effect on T1 is an out-of phase, indirect response. SE decreased T1 rapidly yet the
response habituated during stimulation with no post stimulus memory. This between-strobe,
indirect response suggests a tonic drive and rapid integrator in the pathway. The post stimulus
chopping is explained by a rapid discharge of this integrator, similar to the rapid-I in the
untreated animal, lasting roughly the duration of the respiratory cycle period. An inverted
integrator in series accounts for the apparent habituation during stimulation without post-
stimulus effect. Given the tonic drive to the rapid integrator in this pathway, a rapid
prolongation of TE would be expected in phase with SE. However, the TE response during SE
indicates no such component and therefore suggests that this pathway is gated off during
expiration (Figure 10.6B).
It is possible that both S, and SE activate these T1 modulating pathways that are output
gated. However, because SE caused no post stimulus effect, the CSN driven pathway that
lengthens T 1 must be input gated off during expiration. Moreover, because there is no rapid
shortening of T 1 during Si, the T1 shortening pathway must be input gated off during inspiration.
Hence each T1 modulating pathway post MK-801 is selectively input gated to either inspiration
or expiration while both are output gated to inspiration (Figure 10.6B).
10.3. Discussion
In this chapter, the SIFT technique for afferent stimulation was utilized to study the
differentiating and integrative processing of CSN feedback. Previously SIFT analysis of vagal
afferent feedback (Chapter 8) demonstrated two parallel pathways that combined to yield
monophasic and biphasic differentiation (or high pass (HP) filtering) as well as leaky integration
(or low pass (LP) filtering) of vagal feedback. The results showed that nonassociative adaptation
in central neurons could extend the dynamic range of the respiratory rhythm from being simply
reflex driven to being adaptable to disease states (Section 7.3).
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In previous experiments, continuous 1-min CSN stimulation revealed a biphasic
differentiator that modulated expiratory duration (Section 5.2) and leaky integrators that
modulated respiratory amplitude and inspiratory duration (Section 6.2). Using SIIT, three
distinct CSN driven pathways were here exposed that controlled the respiratory timing and
waveshape. The control responses demonstrated little difference between SE and S stimulation
and revealed no direct reflex responses to CSN stimulation. Central phase-locked gates in these
pathways were also uncovered. The altered responses post MK-801 indicated that normal
filtering and gating of CSN feedback strongly depends on NMDA-R activity. This dependence
on NMDA-Rs could account for the depressed hypoxic responses in f but not in amplitude
caused by MK-801 found in conscious, freely behaving animals (Ohtake et al., 1998).
10.3.1. CSN Control of Amplitude and Inspiration Time: Leaky Integration
Processing of respiratory afferent feedback has been documented to depend on its timing
relative to the respiratory cycle, namely it is gated (reviewed in Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986).
Nevertheless, the relevant pathways and gating of CSN feedback have remained largely obscure.
Like previous continuous stimulation experiments (Section 6.2), no direct reflex response in JPhr
was found in response to low amplitude stimulation of the CSN (1-2 x threshold). This finding
differs from some studies in cat (Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986; Wagner and Eldridge, 1991) and
rat (Hayashi et al., 1993) possibly because they employed higher current stimulations (3-5 x
threshold) designed to maximize the observed phrenic responses.
SIFT analysis showed that both SE and S, stimuli led to similar indirect effects on JPhr
and T1. In Chapter 6 such STP was characterized as a tonically driven leaky integrator or low
pass (LP) filter exhibiting post-stimulus discharge, or memory. Similar STP and discharge
responses in JPhr induced by continuous CSN stimulation have been found in the rat (Hayashi et
al., 1993) and the cat (Eldridge and Millhorn, 1986; Wagner and Eldridge, 1991) and are likely
related to STP induced by hypoxia (Engwall et al., 1991; Fregosi, 1991; Hayashi et al., 1993). It
was also previously demonstrated (Chapter 6) that the charging and discharging time constants
of this leaky integrator were increased by NMDA-R blockade. However, we earlier found that
continuous CSN input produced a direct step response in T, (Section 6.2). This difference is
likely the result of the differences in activation strength between short, periodic S and
continuous stimulation of the central integrator. These results suggest that CSN feedback serves
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to modulate this central brain integrator, rather than act directly on the RCPG and phrenic motor
nucleus (Figure 6.4 and Figure 10.6A). As a result of this integrative processing, CSN SE input
indirectly shortened T 1 out-of-phase. This novel finding predicts that short duration expiratory
stimulation insufficient to cause STP will not alter JPhr or T 1, consistent with the finding in cat
that single, brief expiratory stimulation (0.5-1.0 sec) had no impact on inspiration duration or
amplitude (Eldridge, 1976).
SIFT analysis also revealed that the STP pathway modulating T 1 is gated off during
expiration (Figure 10.6A). This novel gating mechanism precluded crossover effects to the
expiratory cycle for both SE and SI. This finding supports the notion that this STP pathway is
specifically devised to modulate the depth and duration of inspiration but not the overall
frequency of breathing.
The discharge post-stimulation was best fitted by two exponentials, indicating the
presence of two memory components. While the faster component likely represents the discharge
of STP (x < 7 s) (Wagner and Eldridge, 1991 and Section 6.3.2), the slower component (r> 70 s)
may represent long-term facilitation (LTF) (Fregosi and Mitchell, 1994). The previous study
(Chapter 6) using 1-min continuous CSN stimulation caused a small residual long-term
facilitation that was statistically insignificant (Section 6.2). Hence induction of LTF may be
graded such that a sufficiently long afferent stimulation (as done here) or repeated shorter trials
(Fregosi and Mitchell, 1994; Hayashi et al., 1993) produce larger responses. Given its unique
induction requirements, LTF likely results from a separate process from STP and has been
shown to be serotonin dependent (Bach and Mitchell, 1996).
10.3.2. CSN Control of Expiration: Biphasic Differentiation
In contrast to the integrative inspiratory responses described above, stroboscopic CSN
stimulation revealed biphasic responses in TE that resembled a full-wave differentiator or high
pass (HP) filter. This TE specific process is similar to that induced by continuous CSN
stimulation (Section 5.2) and roughly the mirror image of continuous (Section 5.2) and
stroboscopic (Section 8.6.3) vagal stimulation effects on TE. This CSN filtering process is
consistent with the tri-modal theory of habituation presented in Chapter 8 in which
desensitization of the response is due to adaptation in the secondary pathway. The secondary
pathway desensitization is exemplified by the large post-stimulus rebound.
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Related biphasic responses have been reported in the respiratory frequency response to
continuous CSN stimulation as well as to hypoxic stimulation (Hayashi et al., 1993). Consistent
with our previous findings (Section 5.2), this biphasic differentiator was switched off and
replaced with an integrator after NMDA receptor blockade (Figure 10.5C and Figure 10.6B).
Surprisingly, both SE and Si induced similar biphasic differentiating responses in TE. The
responses were characterized by rapid onset decreases and offset rebounds in TE- Moreover, bi-
exponential habitations and mono-exponential recoveries were found during and after
stimulation, respectively. SIFT analysis ruled out any direct inputs of the CSN driven pathways
to the RCPG. This phasic independence is in marked contrast to the vagal induced differentiator
that was only evident during SE due to a direct primary interference on E neurons (Section
8.5.3.1, Figure 8.12).
The proposed CSN processing model (Figure 10.6A) deduced by SIFT analysis consists
of two parallel pathways modulating expiration. The first pathway yielded the rapid shortening
and offset chopping effects by virtue of a rapid integrator with tonic drive. In series with this
rapid integrator, an inverted integrator produced the fast habituation component or STD during
stimulation. The second pathway consists of a slow integrator with tonic drive, similar to the
secondary vagal-pontine pathway (Figure 8.12). CSN stimulation caused sensitization of the
integrator causing a gradual lengthening of TE during stimulation. Note however, depression of
an inhibitory pathway is also possible, as both scenarios would result in desensitization of the
reflex-like behavior. Post stimulation, as the first pathway is effectively chopped due to its rapid
decay time constant, the memory in the secondary pathway is manifested as a rebound in TE
above the baseline. As this slow integrator desensitizes, expiration time slowly returns to
baseline. The lack of secondary interference (Section 8.5.3.2) in T, due to either of these
pathways indicates that they are gated off during inspiration.
The anatomical location of the slow integrative pathway is of great interest as it
represents a unique central memory mechanism that selectively modulates expiration. Both our
continuous and stroboscopic CSN experiments suggest that this pathway is dependent on
NMDA-Rs. Moreover, the related post-hypoxic rebound in TE was also shown to be dependent
on NMDA-Rs (Coles et al., 1998) as well as nuclei in the ventrolateral pons (Coles and Dick,
1996). In an apparent symmetry, the secondary pathway underling the differentiation of vagal
inputs is dependent on NMDA-Rs (Section 4.2.2) and the rostrolateral pons (Section 4.2.3).
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Therefore it is likely that the slow integrative pathway responsible for the biphasic differentiation
of CSN stimulation is also located in the pontine pneumotaxic region.
10.3.3. Physiologic Significance
This chapter presented a novel model for peripheral chemoreceptor processing based on
stroboscopic CSN stimulation and SIFT analysis. The resultant models depict distinct adaptive
mechanisms and pathways for CSN control of inspiration and expiration. Accordingly, the
input-output feedback relationships may be independently adapted allowing the respiratory
amplitude and frequency to dynamically meet the changing needs of the animal. Therefore,
traditional models of respiratory regulation that employ a single chemostat feedback gain (see
Section Figure 2.1) are insufficient to fully describe the behavior of the respiratory controller.
It has been suggested that respiratory stability may be enhanced by STP thereby reducing
the occurrences of periodic breathing (Eldridge, 1974; Eldridge, 1996), sleep apneas
(Georgopoulus et al., 1992) and post-hyperventilatory decline (Tawadrous and Eldridge, 1974).
The low pass filtering properties of STP may also benefit respiratory control by reducing the
effects of high frequency oscillation in the feedback and minimizing steady-state errors (Ogata,
1990). However, as discussed in Section 6.3, neural integration can lead to destabilizing phase
lags in the feedback system. Hence there appears to be an optimal time constant for this neural
integrator, where either exceedingly slow or fast time constants could be destabilizing. Our
results suggest that NMDA-Rs play a critical role in modulating this integrator time constant.
The high pass filtering of CSN input is similar though inverted to the vagal-pontine
differentiation of vagal feedback. Both mechanisms exclusively modulate expiration time, and
hence respiratory frequency, without changing the inspiratory profile. Such HP filters may be
critical for improving system performance by added phase lead or an anticipatory effect in
respiratory regulation (Ogata, 1990). By virtue of reducing the gain of low frequency or DC
signals, the HP filters can reset the controller sensitivity to new operating states and remain
vigilant to changing inputs. Such mechanisms could be important for statistical or variance
driven adaptations (Poon, 1996a; Poon and Siniaia, 2000; Sejnowski, 1977b; Young and Poon,
1998; Young and Poon, 2001) as well as for detecting the rate of change of the feedback signals.
Nevertheless, HP filtering can also augment the effects of high frequency disturbances and noise.
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The parallel compensatory pathways may also act to recalibrate the chemical feedback
sensors in a similar manner as the vagal processing pathways (Section 7.3). Namely, for
overactive carotid body sensitivity, the two adaptive pathways will simultaneously relax the
resultant increase in respiratory output. Conversely, if the chemical drive is absent, the
occurrence of apnea may be reduced by pontine reactivation. Hence, the pons acts as a reserve
or back up if the sensory sensitivity is reduced.
The observed differentiator in CSN control may also underlie hypoxic frequency decline
(HFD) (Georgopoulos et al., 1989; Honda, 1995; Robbins, 1995) and supports the notion that
such frequency decline is neurally generated rather than metabolically (Coles and Dick, 1996) or
due to receptor adaptation (Pedersen et al., 2000). Such a central adaptive mechanism may
benefit the animal by minimizing 02 consumption of the respiratory muscles and the overall
work of breathing by reducing respiratory frequency when confronted with low levels of inspired
02 (Cherniack, 1986). Conversely, to help restore homeostasis despite a drop in breathing
frequency, STP acting via a separate feedback pathway could selectively augment the tidal
volume by increasing the phrenic motonucleus gain.
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Figure 10.1 Effects of stroboscopic CSN stimulation on the timing and waveshape of
respiratory rhythm. (A) Stimulus strobes delivered in the inspiratory (SI, upper panel) and
expiratory (SE, lower panel) phases induced perturbations in the phrenic neurogram.
Traces are integrated phrenic activity and timing of corresponding stimulus strobes
relative to the respiratory cycle (horizontal bars). (B) Oscilloscopic display of phrenic
neurogram illustrating the time-dependent effects of S, (upper panel) and SE (lower panel)
stimuli in one rat. Bold traces show the average JPhr waveform during 1-min control period
(black) and last 10 s of a 4-min stimulation period (blue). Thin traces show the cycle-by-
cycle plots of JPhr recorded over a 10-sec time window at the beginning of stimulation (red)
and immediately post-stimulation (green). Arrows indicate bi-directional movements of E-I
off-switch under S, and SE during the early stimulation and post-stimulation periods. Note
that both stimuli increased the initial slope of the inspiratory wave, a salient characteristic
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Figure 10.2 Stroboscopic interference of respiratory rhythm. Responses are expressed in
terms of: (A) peak amplitude, JPhr ; (B) burst interval, Ti; (C) inter-burst interval, TE, of
phrenic activity. Data (means SE, n=9) were normalized with respect to corresponding
mean values during the control baseline period. Baseline values: TE , 0.99 0.07 sec; T, ,
0.39 0.02 sec. These values were similar for both S, and SE stimulation protocols. Vertical
dashed lines indicate beginning and end of CSN stimulation. Note S, and SE inputs resulted in
similar integrator and differentiator characteristics in all three parameters.
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Figure 10.3 Time constants (mean SE, n=9) for response patterns. Onset (liled) and
recovery (hollow) time constants compared for SE (upper panels) and S, (lower panels)
during control and after MK-801 administration. From left to right, the time constants are
for JPhr, T 1, and TE. Note similarities between JPhr and T1 time constants during control as
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Figure 10.4 Decomposition of the CSN double differentiator in TE resulting from SE (A)
and S 1 (B) inputs. Solid symbols are experimental data derived from Figure 10.2. The S-
and SE-differentiator responses in TE during the stimulation period are best fitted (P <
0.01, F-ratio test) by a bi-exponential curves. The slow-adaptive effect was obtained by
subtraction of the curve fitted fast-adaptive time constant component (amplitude of
0.12 0.05 and 0.09-0.04 for SE and SI, respectively) from the total response. The fast-
adaptive effect was obtained by subtraction of the curve fitted slow-adaptive time constant
component (amplitude of 0.07 0.20 and 0.05 0.02 for SE and SI, respectively) from the total
response. The rapid-integrator component was obtained by subtracting the curve fitted
slow time constant component (amplitude of 0.07 0.20 and 0.05 0.02 for SE and SI,
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Figure 10.5 Stroboscopic interference of respiratory rhythm after NMDA receptor blockade
by MK-801. Responses are expressed in terms of: (A) peak amplitude, JPhr ; (B) burst
interval, T,; (C) inter-burst interval, TE, of phrenic activity. Data (means SE, n=5) were
normalized with respect to corresponding mean values during the control baseline period.
Baseline values: TE, 0.77 0.06 sec; T1 , 0.34 0.02 sec. These values were similar for both Si
and SE stimulation protocols. Vertical dashed lines indicate beginning and end of CSN
stimulation. Note S, and SE inputs resulted in similar integrator characteristics in fPhr and





























Figure 10.6 Models of CSN central processing and control of respiratory rhythm revealed
by stroboscopic stimulation. (A) The control model depicts an indirect integrative pathway
for modulation of JPhr and T1 and two indirect parallel pathways modulating TE that
together differentiate the CSN input. All pathways are output gated. Long-term
facilitation of JPhr and T1 is not shown. (B) The model is different post NMDA-R blockade
by MK-801 application. Namely, the effect on T1 is now dependent on the phase of CSN
activity due to two input-gated parallel pathways, while the pontine memory has been




11. Cross-modal CSN and
Vagal Effects: Evidence for
Associative Adaptation
11.1. Introduction
Associative adaptation refers to a class of synaptic update relationships that is
codependent on two inputs. Such learning rules are likely critical for higher-level brain learning
and memory (Kandel, 1978) while recent studies suggest they may also function in the lower
brain for autonomic physiologic regulation (Dworkin, 1993; Poon, 1996a; Young and Poon,
1998; Young and Poon, 2001). While various examples of nonassociative-type plasticity in the
lower brain have been discovered that mediate cardiorespiratory responses (reviewed in Poon
and Siniaia, 2000), the presence of associative plasticity remains only a hypothesis. Specifically
it is hypothesized that an adaptable throughput gain for respiratory feedback control is
codependent on chemical and mechanical information (Poon, 1993).
Previous experiments presented in earlier Chapters uncovered neural differentiators
involved in processing afferent respiratory feedback. These novel nonassociative computational
mechanisms were discovered in response to both CSN and vagal nerve stimulation, indicating
the universality of this phenomenon in both the chemical and mechanical feedback loops.
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Moreover, we showed that both biphasic differentiation processes were abolished by NMDA
receptor blockade and converted into integrators (Figure 5.2).
The vagally induced differentiator resulted from activity in two parallel pathways, each
with unique nonassociative adaptation timescales and characteristics. The typical biphasic
response in frequency (f) to vagal expiratory strobe stimulation (SE) is depicted schematically in
Figure 11. 1A. Due to the small changes in inspiration time, the response in expiration time (TE)
is roughly the inverse of the f response (Figure 8.8). Central to this differentiating process was
the desensitization of pontine pneumotaxic neurons demonstrated by electrical focal lesions in
the dorsolateral pons, which abolished the rapid onset response and habituation during
stimulation as well as the post-stimulus rebound in TE andf (Figure 4.7).
While the vagal driven differentiator and the related pathways have been well described
(Section 8.6), the anatomic location of the CSN driven differentiator is less certain (Section
10.3.2). Nevertheless, substantial evidence indicates that CSN stimulation sensitizes neurons in
the pontine pneumotaxic region. In particular, the indications are: 1) similar to the pontine
pneumotaxic center (Fung et al., 1994), CSN differentiation is dependent on NMDA-Rs; 2) its
likeness to the vagally driven differentiator is suggestive of a shared (tonically driven) pathway
that lengthens E neurons; and 3) a related post-hypoxic rebound in TE is dependent on NMDA-
Rs (Coles et al., 1998) and neurons in the ventrolateral pons (Coles and Dick, 1996). Therefore,
the evidence suggests that both CSN (chemical) and vagal (mechanical) feedback cause
nonassociative synaptic changes in the pons. This notion opens the door for pontine adaptations
that are codependent on CSN and vagal activities in an associative manner.
11.2. Methodology
The likelihood of adaptations (possibly located in the pons) codependent on CSN and
vagal feedback yields several predictions, namely: vagal activity should alter CSN induced
adaptive responses, and the converse, CSN activity should alter vagal induced adaptive
responses.
Taking the contrarian view, namely that no adaptations are codependent on CSN and
vagal feedback, two hypotheses logically follow: vagal activity has no effect on CSN induced
adaptive responses, and the converse, CSN activity has no effect on vagal induced adaptive
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responses. For the following experiments, this conjecture serves as the null hypothesis.
Disproving this null hypothesis proves the alternative hypothesis: there exists adaptations
codependent on CSN and vagal feedback.
11.2.1. Protocol
For clarity, consider one nerve as the primary stimulus and the other nerve as the
secondary stimulus. In one group of animals, called the V-C group, the vagus nerve is the
primary stimulus and the CSN is the secondary stimulus. In the second group, called the C-V
group, the opposite is the case. In the paired protocol, the primary stimulus was applied three
minutes prior to the secondary stimulus (in hopes of reaching a steady state response) and
terminated three minutes after the secondary stimulus was terminated (Figure 11.1). As the
secondary stimulus was applied for three minutes, the total duration of the primary stimulus was
nine minutes. A thirty-second control period before the primary stimulus established a stable
baseline. The respiratory responses were recorded for three additional minutes after the
termination of the primary stimulus.
As control, the secondary stimulus was applied without the primary stimulus.
Comparison of the adaptive responses induced by the secondary stimulus with and without the
primary stimulus will prove or disprove the null hypothesis. Namely, if the adaptive responses
to the secondary stimulus with and without the primary stimulus are statistically equivalent, then
the null hypothesis is true. However, if the adaptive responses are statistically different, than the
alternative hypothesis is true.
Stroboscopic stimulation during the expiration phase (SE) was used because both CSN
and vagal SE demonstrated biphasic differentiation in TE and f. By initiating the primary
stimulus three minutes before the secondary stimulus, the dynamics of the primary stimulus was
allowed to settle before the secondary stimulus was applied. This allowed better separation of
the various adaptive responses.
11.3. Results
The interaction between vagal and CSN mediated adaptive mechanisms was examined by
comparing the adaptive responses induced by one nerve with and without co-activation of the
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other. In the V-C group (n=4) vagal SE was the primary stimulus and CSN SE was the
secondary. The control CSN SE response was tested in the same animals without vagal
stimulation. In the C-V group (n=2) CSN and vagal SE were the primary and secondary stimuli
respectively. The secondary response in this group was compared to the vagal SE response
absent CSN stimulation in a different group of animals (n=5).
11.3.1. Vagal Impact on CSN Adaptation
Without primary vagal stimulation, the CSN SE control responses in frequency ( f ) and
expiration time (TE) conform to the classic responses (Figure 11.2). Namely the responses are
characterized by a biphasic differentiation with post stimulus rebound (see Section 10.2.2 and
Figure 10.2 for details). The initial onset responses for this control group expressed as the
percent change from baseline were 67.50 7.50% and -51.00 1.00% forf and TE, respectively.
The f and TE responses at the end of three minute CSN stimulation had decreased 62.7% and
60.0%, respectively, compared to the initial onset responses - a consistent habituation feature of
the differentiator response. Post CSN stimulation the control responses exhibited large rebounds
in f and TE, with maximum offset values of -40.00 10.80% and 103.75 37.27% forf and TE,
respectively.
In the vagal-CSN paired experiments, the initiation of secondary CSN stimulation
produced smaller initial responses in f and TE compared to control CSN stimulation (Figure
11.2). Moreover, in contrast to the differentiating control response, the pairing stimulation
displayed a leaky integrative response with no apparent habituation, with charging time constants
for f and TE oft = 3.08 0.24 sec and x = 3.23 0.30 sec, respectively. The paired responses
post CSN stimulation exhibited a minor rebound in f and TE compared to control. Specifically
the maximum offset responses were -8.00 4.02% and 17.00 11.01% for f and TE,
respectively, which are significantly different (P < 0.05) from control. After the conclusion of
the primary vagal SE stimulation, typical rebounds inf and TE were observed (compare to Figure
8.8).
The dynamics of the vagal stimulation had not completely reached steady state or the
baseline when the CSN stimulation was applied. Therefore, while the CSN response paired with
vagal stimulation appeared substantially different from the unpaired control response, subtraction
of the estimated dynamics due to the vagal simulation could provide a better indication of the
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CSN induced adaptive response. In Figure 11.3A, the original paired stimulation response in TE
is replotted. The vagal induced differentiator response during the first three minutes was fit
using a least squares regression (Ii = 26.4 see and 12= 246.42 sec) and extended to span the full
nine-minute stimulation period (making the assumption that vagal dynamics did not change
significantly). As an additional indication of the CSN SE response, the difference between the
curve fit and the experimental response is plotted in Figure 11.3B. When this calculated
response is compared to the control CSN response, the distinction remains significant (P < 0.05).
Namely the background vagal stimulation reduced the initial onset response and subsequent
habituation as well as the post-stimulus rebound by CSN activation. The minor difference in this
calculated trace from the original raw response is an indication of a small, slow habituation
component during CSN stimulation (xr= 398.85 47.51 s).
The responses for paired and control stimulations were fit to models whose transfer
functions (TF) are shown in Table 11.1. The model outputs to step inputs are compared to the
data in Figure 11.6A. The corresponding frequency responses demonstrate that the CSN HP
filtering effect during control is converted to a LP filtering effect by primary vagal stimulus
(Figure 11.6B). The high frequency cutoff of the LP filter is about 8 cpm, reducing system
sensitivity to phasic or breath-to-breath inputs.
Table 11.1 Transfer functions of neural filters. X and Y are inputs and outputs of the TFs
and s is the complex frequency in Hz.
Control Paired
CSN Y(s) 154.5s+2.3 Y(s) 97.7s+0.6
pathway X(s) 321.5s+11.9 X(s) 753.6s2 +314.Os+3.3
Vagal Y(s) 1.9s2 +0.3s+0.001 Y(s) 3.4s2 +0.6s+0.0001
pathway X(s) 9.4s2 +2.2s+0.2 X(2s) 9.4s2+2.2s+0.2
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11.3.2. CSN Impact on Vagal Adaptation
For the C-V experimental group, the secondary vagal SE response co-stimulated with
primary CSN SE is shown in Figure 11.4. The vagal induced response qualitatively conforms to
the classic response, namely a rapid negative bi-exponential differentiation with post stimulus
rebound (see Section 8.6.3 and Figure 8.8 for details). However, the CSN response has not fully
stabilized and f and TE are substantially different from baseline when the vagal stimulation was
applied. Therefore, following the same procedure as the V-C group, the dynamics of the primary
CSN response are estimated ('1 = 17.77 sec and r2 = 401.85 sec) (Figure 11.5A) and subtracted
from the total response, assuming any changes in the CSN dynamics by the vagal stimulation are
small compared to total magnitude of the response. The result provides a less ambiguous
indication of the vagal induced response (Figure 11.5B). For comparison, the mean response to
vagal only stimulation in a different group of animals (n=5) is shown (data from Figure 8.8). In
the control group, the vagal SE stimulation was applied for eight minutes which would be
expected to induce a larger post stimulus rebound than a shorter three-minute stimulation.
Nevertheless, the paired response to vagal stimulation is greater than the control vagal responses
found previously, with the difference in rebound amplitude reaching statistical significance (P <
0.05, unpaired, two-tailed Student's t test).
After the conclusion of the primary CSN SE stimulation, small rebounds in f and TE were
observed (Figure 11.4A,B) (compare to the control responses in Figure 11.2). The suppression of
these rebounds likely resulted from the interposed vagal stimulation in accordance with the prior
V-C group findings.
Once again, the responses for paired and control stimulations were fit to models whose
transfer functions (TF) are shown in Table 11.1. The model outputs to step inputs are compared
to the data in Figure 11.6A. The corresponding frequency responses demonstrate that the vagal
HP filtering effect during control is similar to the HP filtering when paired with primary CSN
stimulation (Figure 11.6B). However, the paired filter has an increased relative gain at high
frequencies compared to the control filter with an increased oo-norm. Moreover, the low
frequency gain has been reduced, making it less sensitive to DC or tonic inputs.
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11.4. Discussion
Both V-C and C-V groups showed significant differences in the secondary stimulus
responses in TE and f compared to control. Therefore, the null hypothesis, which states that no
adaptations are codependent on CSN and vagal feedback, is false and the alternative hypothesis
is true. Hence specific central adaptations involved in processing of afferent feedback are co-
dependent on peripheral chemical and mechanical information. This conclusion further supports
the possibility that associative plasticity could serve as the computation tool for optimal
respiratory regulation.
11.4.1. Validity of Results
The protocol used here was designed to study the effects that a primary stimulus had on a
different secondary stimulus. Therefore, it was important to clearly establish separation between
the two stimulus-response patterns. We feel that the novel stimulation paradigm used here,
which differs from related studies (Eldridge and Gill-Kumar, 1978; Lawson and Long, 1983; Xi
et al., 1993), allowed for conclusive and valid results. Namely the onset and offset times of the
two stimuli were offset by three minutes, allowing response dynamics to decay and afford clear
separation of their responses.
To better isolate the secondary stimulus response, the primary stimulus response was
subtracted from the total response. Accordingly, the initial three-minute response to the primary
stimulus was curve fit and this exponential decay equation was extended to span the entire nine-
minute stimulation period. The inherent assumption in this approach was that the secondary
stimulus did not alter the dynamics of the ongoing primary stimulus response. This assumption
is justified by consideration of two points: 1) the residual primary response dynamics were small
compared to the secondary responses of interest; 2) the pontine and NMDA-receptor adaptations
under study were most evident at the onset and offset of the stimuli as they are necessary for the
rapid differentiating responses (Sections 4.2, 5.2 and 8.6.3).
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11.4.2. Comparison to Previous Findings
The primary vagal stimulation altered the early adaptive response of CSN stimulation and
the post-stimulus memory. These specific modifications in the CSN adaptive response are
reminiscent of the effects of NMDA-R blockade with MK-801 (Figure 10.50. Namely after
MK-801, the differentiator in TE and f was conveted to an integrator with post stimulus
discharge instead of rebound.
In the second experimental group, the primary CSN stimulation likewise altered the early
adaptive response of vagal stimulation and its post-stimulus memory. However, the primary
CSN stimulus did not abolish any adaptive response, but rather increased them. Therefore the
CSN induced changes in the vagal responses are opposite to effects of NMDA-R blockade and
pontine lesions (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7) which both switched the differentiator to an integrator
and abolished the post stimulus rebound.
The interaction between vagal and CSN activities have been previously investigated.
However, these studies suffered due to insufficient knowledge of vagal and CSN adaptive
responses, as examined in detail in this manuscript. In one study (Eldridge and Gill-Kumar,
1978) it was found that vagal stimulation had no effect on the short-term potentiation (STP) of
phrenic amplitude induced by CSN stimulation in cat. Unfortunately the pontine and NMDA
dependent adaptive components studied here were unknown at the time and therefore were not
considered. In a different study (Xi et al., 1993), a more detailed attempt was made to examine
vagal effects on CSN induced memory in dog. However, their conclusion that inhibitory vagal
memory in TE altered the CSN response is contradictory and puzzling in light of our findings in
rat and others studies (D'Angelo, 1977), as vagal memory has now been shown to result in a
post-stimulus shortening of TE (see Figure 5.2). Moreover, the control CSN response reported in
the study showed no post-stimulus effect in TE, contradictory to other studies (Hayashi et al.,
1993) and our findings reported here.
11.4.3. Models of Associative Adaptive Behavior
We propose three models that can account for our results (Figure 11.7). In the first, vagal
and CSN stimulation act at the same pontine site but with opposite effects (Figure 11.7A).
Namely CSN stimulation sensitizes while vagal stimulation desensitizes the tonic drive pre-
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synaptically. In the second and third models (Figure 11.7B,C) the CSN and vagal afferent
activities act in series modulating different pontine neurons. These idealized models predict that
primary vagal stimulation will diminish the effect of subsequent CSN stimulation, while primary
CSN stimulation will augment the effect of subsequent vagal stimulation. All three models
produce identical associative adaptation, namely the output of the system is similarly
codependent on the two modulating inputs. Whether such adaptations occur at a single synapse
or neuron remains to be investigated. However, the likelihood of a series scenario is supported
by our finding that the vagal mediated differentiator and rebound are dependent on the
dorsolateral pons (Section 4.2.3) while the ventrolateral pons has been implicated in the chemical
mediated post-stimulus rebound (Coles and Dick, 1996).
11.4.4. Physiologic Significance
The unique associative-like adaptations codependent on vagal and CSN activities found
here support the notion that multiple distinct feedback systems could cooperate to maintain
stability and even optimality of physiologic states. While this notion is a departure from
classical control concepts for physiologic regulation, the results here are bolstered by similar
findings in other modalities. For example, it has recently been shown that increased vagal
activity decreases the baroreflex sensitivity via a pathway involving the parabrachial nucleus in
the pons (Saleh et al., 1999) and that sciatic afferent activity suppresses vagal responses in the
ventrolateral medulla (Zagon and Hughes, 2001). Moreover, in a different study, increased
baroreceptor activity was found to attenuate the ventilatory response to chemoreceptor activity
via a central mechanism (Heistad et al., 1975).
The mechanical and chemical interactions found here have implications for the
destabilizing influence of hypoxic depression (Ursino et al., 2001) and hyperventilation
(Tawadrous and Eldridge, 1974). In both cases, oscillatory breathing patterns, such as Cheyne-
Stokes breathing and sleep apnea, have been shown to result due to a combination of increased
peripheral chemoreceptor gain to CO2 , post hypoxic frequency decline, and apneic threshold
especially during sleep (Cherniack and Longobardo, 1986). However, the present results
illustrate a novel stabilizing influence that could prevent such over- and undershoots in
respiratory frequency. Namely increased breathing frequency and tidal volume will augment
vagal volume feedback desensitizing the chemically driven pathway in the pons (Figure 11.7).
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This cross-modal adaptation would reduce the rapid onset and post-hypoxic or hypocapnic
undershoots in breathing frequency. This novel stabilizing influence may work in parallel to the
stabilizing influence of STP, which also accompanies hypoxic stimuli and voluntary
hyperventilation (Eldridge, 1996; Wagner and Eldridge, 1991).
Moreover, by converting the CSN HP filter to a LP filter during increased mechanical
feedback, the proper HP filter is converted to a strictly proper LP filter with a bounded 2-norm
and reduced oo-norm. These changes in the TF properties limit the relative amplitude of possible
motor commands at high frequencies. Reducing the bandwidth will also reduce sensitivity to
high frequency disturbances and/or noise. Such self-adaptation may be critical when the
mechanical system is stressed and rapid responses must be avoided. However, the downside of
this adaptation is that the system could experience increased phase lag potentially leading to
instabilities.
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Figure 11.1 Experimental methodology. In this case, the vagus nerve is the primary
stimulus and the CSN nerve is the secondary stimulus. (A) Typical adaptive response in
respiratory frequency to vagal SE stimulation, namely a negative biphasic differentiating
response. (B) Typical adaptive response in respiratory frequency to CSN SE stimulation,
namely a positive biphasic differentiating response, taken as the control response. (C) The
null hypothesis predicts that notwithstanding prior vagal stimulation, the adaptive CSN



























Figure 11.2 Paired and unpaired stimulation responses in V-C group. Responses are
expressed as (A) normalized frequency and (B) normalized expiration time (TE). Data
(mean SE, n=4) were normalized with respect to the control mean values prior to any
stimulation. Paired and unpaired baseline values were similar. The control CSN responses
exhibited typical rapid onset responses with subsequent habitation followed by large post-
stimulus rebounds. In contrast the paired CSN response showed a slow integrative onset
with no apparent habituation and a minor post-stimulus rebound.
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Figure 11.3 Influence of vagal induced dynamics in V-C group. (A) The mean paired
response in expiration time (TE) is replotted from Figure 11.2 along with the extended
curve fit of the vagal induced response (solid line). (B) The absolute CSN paired response
was calculated by subtracting the curve fit from the total response shown in panel A. The
result compared to the CSN only response still reveals different onset and offset
magnitudes as well as habituation during CSN stimulation. The calculated response is fit
by an onset exponential (r = 3.41 0.31s) and small habitation exponential during CSN
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Figure 11.4 Paired stimulation responses in C-V group. Responses are expressed as (A)
normalized frequency and (B) normalized expiration time (TE). Data (mean SE, n=2)
were normalized with respect to the control mean values prior to CSN stimulation. Paired
stimulation responses exhibit typical onset step and offset rebound responses as well as
habituation during vagal stimulation.
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Figure 11.5 Influence of CSN induced dynamics in C-V group. (A) The mean paired
response in expiration time (TE) is replotted from Figure 11.4 along with the extended
curve fit of the CSN induced response (solid line). (B) The absolute vagal paired response
was calculated by subtracting the curve fit from the total response shown in panel A.
Comparison to vagus only response from a different group of animals (n=5) reveals similar
yet larger onset and offset responses and habituation during paired vagal stimulation. The
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Figure 11.6 (A) Curve fits of control responses and paired responses for CSN and vagal
stimulations. (B) Frequency response plots in log-log scale demonstrate HP filtering
effects in the control. However, the HP filter in the CSN pathway is converted to a LP
filter when paired with vagus stimulation. With the paired CSN stimulus, the vagal HP










































Figure 11.7 Models of pontine associative adaptation. (A) Co-located CSN and vagal inputs
sensitize and desensitize a tonic drive, respectively. An excitatory pontine output projects
to expiratory neurons in the medulla. (B) The same associative adaptation responses can
be produced with the two inputs in series, here with the CSN input downstream of the









The primary aim of this study was to uncover and characterize the central adaptive
mechanisms involved in modulating respiratory output. The results revealed dynamic and
temporal filtering properties produced by adaptation and phase-locked gating respectively in the
respiratory controller. The responses to vagal and CSN activation illustrated novel neural
differential and integral computations that were output gated to expiratory and inspiratory control
circuits. Moreover, the mechanical and chemical feedback inputs were shown to adaptively
modulate each other's neural transfer functions. This example of a crossover interaction between
two distinct feedback pathways supports the notion of associative adaptation in respiratory
control. Modeling and computational studies indicated the significance that these processes may
have on the stability and compensatory responses during various physiologic states.
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12.2. Consideration of Methods
In short, all experiments were performed on anesthetized, paralyzed, artificially
ventilated rats. Two nerves were isolated, cut and electrically stimulated (Section 3.2). First
studied was the vagus nerve which transmits activity from slowly adapting stretch receptors
(SAR) of the lung. Second was the carotid sinus nerve (CSN) which relays chemical information
emanating from the carotid body receptors. These two nerves serve the critical function of
relaying the current state of the mechanical plant (i.e. lungs) and peripheral chemical balance
(i.e. blood concentrations of 02, C02 , and pH). Efferent phrenic nerve activity was recorded as a
measure of the respiratory control output. Respiratory frequency, amplitude, expiration and
inspiration times were calculated for each respiratory cycle. Pharmacological agents were
applied i.v. and electrical focal lesions were performed in the pons to determine their respective
contributions to the system behavior. In this way, the neural controller was analyzed in the open
loop.
This paradigm afforded the following advantages: 1) adaptations and sensory
characteristics of peripheral receptors were circumvented by not using natural stimuli (such as
lung inflation or exogenous chemical exposures); 2) blood chemistry remained constant and
therefore avoided changes in central chemical drive (and peripheral drive when the CSNs were
intact); 3) short-duration and well-timed stimuli could be applied allowing stroboscopic filtering
and interference analysis; and 4) secondary closed-loop dynamics were prevented.
However, there were also limitations to the chosen methods. These include: 1)
uncertainty if the behavior of the respiratory controller found in the anesthetized animal is the
same as in awake freely behaving animal (Cassus-Soulanis et al., 1995); 2) the open-loop system
is incapable of meaningful reinforcement learning - a type of associative/instrumental learning;
3) while all precautions were taken (see Section 3.2), nerve fibers incidental to the ones of
interest may have been stimulated; 4) intravenous drug application was not specific to certain
brain regions; and 5) electrical lesions abolished nerve fibers as well as cell bodies.
Other factors were beyond the scope of this project. For example, young maturing
animals, in contrast to the adult animals used, are thought to have immature respiratory control
centers (Smith et al., 2000) and may exhibit other interesting and important developmental forms
of synaptic plasticity (Strohl and Thomas, 1997). Moreover, long-lasting respiratory memories
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greater than one hour were not studied and are likely important for slow progressive adaptation,
for example at high altitudes (Schoene, 1997) or during repeated exposures to respiratory
challenges (Gozal and Gozal, 2001; Kinkead et al., 2001).
12.3. Vagal Stimulation
Continuous and stroboscopic stimulation protocols were utilized to study the neural
process of vagal afferent feedback. These studies revealed a dual adaptive process involving
habituation and desensitization. The primary adaptive component resulted from nonassociative
habituation in the vagal-NTS projection to expiratory neurons (Figure 8.12). This pathway has
been shown to mediate the classic Hering-Breuer inflation reflex. Parallel to this habituating
pathway, secondary nonassociative desensitization occurred in the dorsolateral pons. Pontine
bilateral lesions in the KF nucleus or NMDA-R blockade with MK-801 abolished this novel
vagal driven adaptation. Furthermore, using stroboscopic stimulation, it was shown that this
pontine pathway modulated only expiratory duration, suggesting a phasic gating mechanism
specific to this adaptive pontine pathway.
In Chapter 8 these novel nonassociative adaptive processes in the respiratory system were
related more broadly to behavioral and computational issues. A trimodal theory for
nonassociative learning was proposed as a foundation for integral and differential computations
in the brain. The stroboscopic stimulation protocol was introduced as a powerful tool for
studying simultaneous learning and gating mechanisms in multiple neuronal pathways. The
results illustrated the importance of well-timed stimuli for the study of coincident adaptations
that occur in multiple pathways.
As illustrated in the block diagram of Figure 12.1, the phasic relationship of the vagal
volume feedback had considerable consequences for its resultant impact on the respiratory
rhythm. Namely, Si input shortens TE via a LP filter and decreases T and amplitude via a HP
filter. Conversely, SE input prolongs TE via a second-order HP filter. HP filter #1 and LP filter
#2 were shown to be manifestations of the same desensitization process in the pons and to be
NMDA-R dependent. Accordingly both these filters exhibited memory and were gated to
expiration. The HP filter #3 is located in the vagal-NTS pathway and is likely related to synaptic
accommodation found in vitro (Zhou et al., 1997).
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12.3.1. Physiologic Implications
The organizational structure of the habituation-desensitization mechanisms in parallel
vagal-pontine pathways has interesting implications for adaptations in respiratory rhythm
generation. The pontine pneumotaxic pathway may be viewed as a back-up' system that
provides a fail-safe or reserve mechanism that may prevent apneusis in the event of a breakdown
of vagal feedback (Section 7.3). Such reduced vagal feedback states could accompany chronic
and acute restrictive lung diseases. Examples of such physiologic conditions include pulmonary
fibrosis, bronchitis and respiratory distress syndrome (RDS).
Conversely, in the presence of an abnormally large vagal feedback, pontine
desensitization could protect the animal against respiratory arrest, or apnea. Over-inflation of the
lungs would result in a sustained elevation of the functional residual capacity and increases in
VVF. As found experimentally, increased VVF led to habituation in the primary pathway and
desensitization of the pons, thereby helping to restore a normal rhythm. Such lung distension
occurs in certain abnormalities such as emphysema (Section 2.6.3.1). The modeling studies
(Chapter 7) showed that these adaptive strategies act to compensate and extend the dynamic
range of the respiratory controller.
Such complementary dual adaptive processes in parallel signal pathways could therefore
contribute to the maintenance of normal respiratory rhythm over a wide dynamic range of vagal
inputs. This proposition is consistent with the idea that synaptic depression may be an important
mechanism in neural networks that oscillate over a wide range of time-scales (O'Donovan and
Rinzel, 1997; Senn et al., 1998).
The results may also have important implications for ILD, or fibrotic lung diseases. To
compensate for decreased lung compliance, patients with fibrosis are known to breathe rapidly
and shallowly, a strategy that reduces the elastic work expenditure during breathing. (The
opposite compensation occurs during diseases, such as COPD, that increase the resistive work
component of breathing.) As discussed in Section 2.6.2, recent studies in rat have shown that
artificially induced lung fibrosis caused increased volume sensitivity of SARs (Schelegle et al.,
2001). One explanation is that stretch receptors are mechanically in series with elastic lung
tissue, hence for a given displacement or expansion of the lungs, SARs are stretched further
when lung compliance is reduced by fibrosis. While this effect might not change the tonic SAR
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activity (and decreased EEV could actually decrease it), it could increase the phasic vagal-
volume activity during inspiration. As found in our experiments, S vagal stimulation causes
shortening of inspiration and expiration, as well as reduced amplitudes (namely rapid, shallow
breathing). Hence, the S, response mirrors the compensatory strategy found to minimize work in
ILD patients. This relationship is interesting and may suggest the importance of the pontine
indirect effect on expiration-namely by decreasing expiratory time, the total minute ventilation
(1 E = f x f Phr ) can be maintained. This proposed relationship between the S effect and
compensatory breathing strategies during ILD is currently uncertain and requires further studies
to confirm.
12.4. Carotid Sinus Nerve Stimulation
Continuous and stroboscopic stimulations were also utilized to study the central
processing of chemo-related CSN feedback. First, continuous stimulation showed that the STP
dynamics of the respiratory drive (Wagner and Eldridge, 1991) resembled that of a leaky
integrator (Chapter 6), similar to the oculomotor integrator (Nakamagoe et al., 2000). The STP
was also found to shorten T 1 but had no impact on TE, suggesting that the STP mechanism is
specific to inspiratory circuits of the RCPG (Figure 10.6A). The time constant of integration was
modulated by NMDA-R activity such that NMDA-R blockade slowed the onset and offset
integration time constants. This change results in a decreased bandwidth of the corresponding
TF, which slows the system responses and increases system phase lag.
Continuous stimulation also revealed a biphasic differentiation that was specific to
expiration. NMDA-R blockade abolished this differentiator and switched it to an integrator
(Figure 5.2). When considered with other reported findings (Coles and Dick, 1996), these results
indicate that this biphasic differentiator is dependent on the pontine pneumotaxic center similar
to the vagal differentiator.
However, in contrast to the vagal pathways, the CSN afferent processing was phase
insensitive. Namely, as summarized in Figure 12.1, S, and SE inputs caused similar HP and LP
filtering effects on TE and T1, respectively. This uniformity suggests that CSN inputs act
indirectly on the RCPG. This indirect characteristic of CSN processing is depicted in Figure
10.6A by integrators in all three pathways. Moreover, due to tonic drives of these integrators, it
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was concluded based on SIFT analysis that each pathway is either I or E gated. While the exact
loci and pathways of CSN processing remain less clear than the vagal processing pathways, their
dynamic filtering (Figure 12.1) and logic gating properties (Figure 10.6A) were clearly defined.
12.4.1. Physiologic Implications
These experiments revealed distinct adaptive mechanisms and pathways for CSN control
of inspiration and expiration. It is possible then that specific and independent adaptations of the
input-output feedback relationships can be made allowing the respiratory amplitude and
frequency to differentially meet the changing requirements of the animal.
Eldridge (Eldridge, 1974; Eldridge, 1996) has suggested that STP of JPhr may enhance
respiratory stability by negating large changes in total respiratory output. Moreover, it has been
shown that people with reduced STP have higher incidence of sleep apnea (Georgopoulus et al.,
1992). The low pass filtering properties of STP may also benefit respiratory control by reducing
the effects of high frequency oscillation in the feedback and minimizing steady-state errors
(Ogata, 1990). Neural integration, however, can also lead to destabilizing phase lags in the
feedback system. Therefore an optimal time constant for this neural integrator would be one that
limits phase lag but still prevents rapid swings in respiratory output. The optimal time constant
may be adaptively tuned as we showed that NMDA-Rs play a critical role in modulating this
integrator time constant.
Like the vagal-pontine differentiation of vagal feedback, the high pass filtering of CSN
exclusively modulates expiration time and frequency, without changing the inspiratory profile.
The similarities between the afferent processing organization of vagal and CSN inputs is
suggestive of a common purpose. Accordingly, just as the pons was capable of re-sensitizing
when vagal mechanical feedback was diminished or abolished (Section 7.3), the pons may act as
a back up for irregularly low peripheral chemical feedback. The present results suggest that such
compensation would occur rapidly as its time constant is rather short. This fact could explain the
recent finding that after carotid body denervation in dog, the reduced ventilatory drive measured
one day after surgery did not further compensate (Rodman et al., 2001).
As discussed earlier, HP filtering in the feedback pathway could improving system
performance by adding phase lead and anticipatory like responses in respiratory regulation
(Ogata, 1990). By having a small low-frequency gain, the HP filter could also recalibrate the
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controller sensitivity to new operating states, obviating drift or bias in the sensors. In this
manner, the system would remain vigilant to novel changing inputs and avoid saturation by DC
inputs. Similarly, the HP filtering effect could be important for statistical or variance driven
adaptations (Poon, 1996a; Poon and Siniaia, 2000; Sejnowski, 1977b; Young and Poon, 1998;
Young and Poon, 2001) and for detecting the rate of change of the feedback signals.
Nevertheless, HP filtering in the feedback could potentially increase the total mechanical
output/work by augmenting the effects of high frequency disturbances/noise.
12.5. Associative Adaptation
The discovered adaptive respiratory responses indicate that the respiratory controller is
indeed endowed with complex processing mechanisms that may be involved in the normal
control of breathing. The results up to this point illustrated a complex organization of
nonassociative frequency filtering and logic gating mechanisms for processing of afferent neural
transmission. While having important implications for respiratory control, such as stability,
bandwidth, noise tolerance and self-steering functions, such nonassociative learning likely has
limited computational power (Hebb, 1949).
Recent modeling and simulation studies suggest that associative learning mechanisms
may play a crucial role in setting the optimal ventilatory output (Poon, 1993; Poon, 1996a;
Young, 1997; Young and Poon, 1998; Young and Poon, 2001). As discussed in Section 2.5.1,
Hebbian covariance adaptation is one stable form of associative plasticity having two
characteristic hallmarks. The first hallmark is its use of temporal variances to adapt to new
conditions, while the mean values of the signals are immaterial. The second is that the
covariance of pre- and post-synaptic inputs (which is equivalent to two pre-synaptic inputs)
determines the sign of the adaptation. Hence a necessary condition for Hebbian covariance
learning, and associative learning in general, is that two distinct inputs (or activity levels)
participate to affect synaptic changes of a neuron.
Using the nonassociative experimental results as a foundation, a series of experiments
were conducted to determine whether the central adaptations involved in processing of afferent
feedback were codependent on vagal and CSN feedback, two distinct inputs with generally
opposing effects of ventilation. The protocol, while straightforward, is a novel paradigm that
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obviated problems that typically have accompanied other studies of multiple adaptive processes
(Eldridge and Gill-Kumar, 1978; Xi et al., 1993). Namely by separating in time the onset and
offset of the two stimuli, overlap and cancellation of the fast adaptive dynamics were avoided.
Clear comparisons could then be made between the adaptive responses to the secondary stimulus
with and without coincident stimulation from its counterpart (i.e. the primary stimulus).
Therefore it was possible to determine whether the central adaptations were codependent on
these two afferent signals.
The results supported the hypothesis that mechanical (vagal) and peripheral chemical
(CSN) feedback cooperatively modulate the output of the pontine pneumotaxic region. However
vagal and CSN activities modulated the adaptive components differently. Specifically, vagal
stimulation depressed the onset adaptation and post-stimulus memory of CSN activation, nearly
negating the differentiator response (HP filter #4, Figure 12.2). Frequency analysis of the
corresponding TFs showed that vagal stimulation converted the CSN HP filter to a LP filter
(Figure 11.6B). Conversely CSN stimulation augmented the corresponding adaptive components
mediating vagal afferent processing. After CSN stimulation, the vagal HP filter showed
increased relative gains at high frequencies and smaller gains at low frequencies compared to
control (Figure 11.6B). Collocated and serial models of pontine adaptation were proposed to
explain the findings (Figure 11.7).
12.5.1. Physiologic Implications
These results suggest that associative-type adaptation affords cross-modal modulation of
the filter characteristics in afferent respiratory feedback pathways. As shown experimentally,
vagal feedback altered the frequency characteristics and bandwidth of the HP filter #4 in the
chemo-sensitive pathway, similar to the effects of NMDA-R blockade (Figure 5.2). Thus
increased vagal feedback decreases the speed and bandwidth of respiratory response to
chemosensory information. The frequency range most impacted was >lcpm, suggesting that
breath-to-breath changes in chemosensory feedback are suppressed. This modification of the
filter characteristics may reflect a beneficial adaptive strategy when the respiratory system is
mechanically stressed. Namely, when respiratory efforts become more costly in terms of energy
consumption, muscle fatigue, or mechanical stress on the tissues of the lungs and airways, the
system reduces the magnitude and speed of its responses to chemical stimuli. Specifically the
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proper HP filter is converted to a strictly proper LP filter with a bounded 2-norm and reduced oo-
norm. However, this change in the TF could induce increased phase lag into the system
potentially leading to instabilities if the feedback gains are not reduced.
Conversely, CSN stimuli increased the gain to vagal feedback at high frequencies,
suggesting that increased chemosensory feedback augments the controller's overall
responsiveness to mechanical feedback. Hence, increased mechanical stress reduces the
vigilance to chemical stimuli while increased chemical drive promotes vigilance to mechanical
stimuli.
As discussed in Section 11.4.4, mechanical and chemical cross-modal interactions have
implications for the destabilizing influence of hypoxic depression (Ursino et al., 2001) and
hyperventilation (Tawadrous and Eldridge, 1974). In these cases, the respiratory system falls
into a pattern of over- and under-stimulation with rapid onset and offset responses. This scenario
can lead to oscillatory Cheyne-Stokes breathing and sleep apnea (Cherniack and Longobardo,
1986). However, the discovered interplay between vagal and CSN feedback could help stabilize
such oscillations. For example, large ventilatory responses that accompany chemical stimuli will
necessarily increase vagal volume feedback. This increased VVF will desensitize the chemically
driven pathway in the pons (Figure 11.7) and reduce the system sensitivity to chemical inputs.
By reducing the chemical feedback gain, this cross-modal adaptive response could mitigate
oscillations in respiratory frequency.
These experimental findings also support the possibility that associative plasticity could
serve as the computation tool for optimal respiratory regulation. The essence of the proposed
optimal objective function (Poon, 1983) is that the mechanical and chemical costs of breathing
are continually balanced. In light of this hypothesis, vagus nerve activity is a principle measure
of the mechanical work of breathing while the CSN activity is principle measure of the chemical
balance (or lack thereof). Qualitatively the experimental results illustrate such a balancing
mechanism. Namely excessive mechanical work (sensed by SARs and transmitted by the vagus
nerve) will depress rapid increases in respiratory frequency in response to increased peripheral
chemical drive. In this way, the effective chemical feedback gain, W as defined in Section 2.5.1
or the oo-norm of the transfer function, is adaptively decreased when the mechanical costs are
high and conversely potentiated when they are low. The contribution of the variance of the
feedback signals remains unclear as it was not addressed in these studies.
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12.6. Future Directions
This study was wide in scope as it explored adaptive mechanisms in both the mechanical
and chemical feedback pathways. As reviewed in this chapter, the findings and organizational
principles developed have important consequences in understanding respiratory regulation.
Moreover, the principles developed have implications for other autonomic regulatory systems
that are likely endowed with similar neural mechanisms, as many of these systems are also
controlled in related brainstem nuclei.
The pontine pneumotaxic region was demonstrated to have a critical role in many of the
discovered phenomena and clearly deserves more attention. There are many avenues for such
research, one being to recording centrally in the pons to study more directly the vagal and CSN
effects on pontine activity. Moreover, local microinjections of pharmacological agents (such as
NMDA-R antagonist AP5 and MK-801) will be useful to better describe the adaptive changes
specific to the pontine nuclei without concomitant effects on other brain regions. The cross-
modal interaction of vagal and CSN afferents is a novel and interesting finding suggestive of
associative synaptic plasticity in the pons. Future studies of this process might explore its
dependence on the statistical properties of the inputs. Finally, as the pons is a conduit for
projections from the higher brain to the medulla, investigations into the influence of higher brain
centers on these adaptive responses may be fruitful.
Animal models of certain diseases may also prove beneficial in better understanding the
roles of these adaptive mechanisms on respiratory compensation. One example is the animal
model for ILD as discussed in Section 2.6.2, but others such as models for emphysema may also
be promising.
These studies were performed in the open loop alleviating the complications of recurrent
dynamical interactions that introduce many variables and uncertainties in the mix. Nevertheless,
such closed-loop studies might be necessary to establish complex instrumental learning in the
respiratory system. The findings in this study should make such closed-loop investigation more
feasible. New closed-loop mathematical models that incorporate the adaptive mechanisms found
here would also aid future studies. Moreover, longer-term studies could yield novel insights into
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Figure 12.1 Block diagram summary of afferent nerve frequency and temporal filtering.
Vagal feedback is processed differently when stimulations occur during expiration and
inspiration. Conversely, CSN feedback is processed similary. Solid and broken lines
indicate positive and negative effects, respectively. HP: high-pass filter; LP: low-pass
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Figure 12.2 Block diagram summary of cross-modal afferent nerve effects on central
frequency and temporal filtering. Vagal feedback acts to suppress the HP filter #4.
Conversely, CSN feedback enhances HP filter #1, and probably LP filter #2. Solid and
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